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Foreword
"Our industry does not respect tradition ` it only respects innovation."
- Satya Nadella
Those words from Satya ring true with microservice architectures. I believe that
microservices are a crucial spark of innovation in web development. In an agile world, we
need an agile framework in the cloud that is working for us, processing individual actors
and services. With this new power, we can deploy a framework that scales, improve
resiliency, greatly reduces latency, increases our control of security, and upgrade the system
without downtime. Microservices becomes the optimal architecture in our new, cloudbased development environment, and it can result in major cost benefits.
Gaurav Aroraa masterfully takes us on a journey to explore the history of microservices. He
carefully and thoroughly tours the architectural design concepts that accompany the
evolution of microservices, from when James Lewis first coined the term to our current
tools and implementations.
The book starts at a high level, with detailed diagrams and descriptions that explain the
architectural scenarios, and it uncovers all the values that youbll receive with a
microservices design. At this point, you might ask whether the book is about microservices
architecture or is a how-to guide to .NET development. Importantly, the book provides
practical knowledge about translating our current applications into this bold new world of
microservices. On that journey, it does not speed up. In other books, you move so fast that
you canbt understand how or why it works (you can only follow the instructions). You
might code and pick up a few tactics along the way, mostly copying and coding by
autopilot. However, this book teaches each concept and step in the development process
with the attention and focus that it deserves.
In this second edition, Gaurav has crafted the most comprehensive book on microservice
development. Ibm excited to see him expand on new options for building microservice
architectures. Join Gaurav, as you learn about Azure Service Fabric, Service Bus, Message
Queuing, and more!
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Personally, I have had the privilege to know Gaurav for a few years now. Hebs a Visual
Studio and Development MVP (Microsoft Most Valuable Professional) awardee and a
leader in the Microsoft cloud development community. Ibve worked closely with him on his
powerful contributions to TechNet Wiki. In Building Microservices for .NET Core, I see his
dedication and passion shine through. This book needed to be written. I am excited when I
find gems like this. Gaurav thoroughly covers every detail, every parameter, and every
consideration in tackling this weighty concept of developing a microservices architecture.
Read this book, skip ahead where youbre knowledgeable about the given information, and
absorb the authorbs knowledge; share the book with your business contacts. The
development community needs to adopt a microservices approach, and this book is a
powerful advocate on that journey.
Ed Price
Senior Program Manager
Microsoft Azure CAT (Customer Advisory Team)
Co-Author of Learn to Program with Microsoft Small Basic
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About the Author
Gaurav Aroraa has an M.Phil in computer science. He is a Microsoft MVP, certified as a
scrum trainer/coach, XEN for ITIL-F, and APMG for PRINCE-F and PRINCE-P. Gaurav
serves as a mentor at IndiaMentor and webmaster at dotnetspider, and he cofounded
Innatus Curo Software LLC. In more than 19 years of his career, he has mentored over a
thousand students and professionals in the industry. You can reach to Gaurav via Twitter:
!H@BSPSB.
Book writing is not an easy job, as it takes time a lot of time. Sometimes, it needs your
personal/family time. So, I want to thank all who motivated me and allowed me to spend
time with this book, which I was supposed to spend with them. My first thank you goes to
my wife, Shuby Arora, for her constant support throughout. Then, I would like to thank
my angel, Aarchi Arora. I would also like to thank the entire Packt team, especially Vikas
Tiwari, Jash Bavishi, Diwakar Shukla, Ulhas Kambale, and Denim Pinto for their
overnight support. Without the technical reviewer, it's hard to make the content appealing
to the readers. So, I would like to thank Jeffrey Chilberto whose precise and to-the-point
reviews enriched the book's content. I would also like to thank the entire MVP community,
especially Deepak Rajendra ` Indian MVP Lead. His words and support further fuelled my
desire to write this book. A special thanks to Shivprasad Koirala, who guided me from time
to time at various junctures of writing this book. Thanks to the TechNet Wiki community,
the Azure community, and to all the lovely folks: Ronen, Kamlesh, Arlan, Syed, Peter
Geelen, Pedro aka Pete Laker, and all other champs. Thanks to my friends who motivated
me: Chandershekhar Thota, Kanwwar Manish, Ram Nath Rao, Lalit Kale, Pooja (the
champ), and Tadit (the bug trapper).
Finally, a hearty thanks to Ed Price for his in-depth knowledge and his suggestions to
improve the various sections of this book.
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Preface
Distributed systems are always hard to get complete success with. Lately, microservices are
getting a considerable amount of attention. With Netflix and Spotify, microservice
implementations have the become the biggest success stories in the industry. On the other
hand, there are people who are of the opinion that microservices are nothing new or that
they are only a rebranding of SOA.
In any case, microservice architecture does have critical advantagescparticularly with
regard to empowering the agile improvement and conveyance of complex venture
applications.
However, there is no clear practical advice on how to implement microservices in the
Microsoft ecosystem and, especially, by taking advantage of Azure and the .NET Core
framework. This book tries to fill that void.
It explores the concepts, challenges, and strengths around planning, constructing, and
operating microservice architectures built with .NET Core 2.0. This book discusses all crosscutting concerns along with the microservices design. It also highlights some important
aspects to consider while building and operating microservices through practical How Tos
and best practices for security, monitoring, and scalability.

What this book covers
$IBQUFS, An Introduction to Microservices, gets you familiar with microservice architectural
styles, history, and how it differs from its predecessors: monolithic architecture and serviceoriented architecture (SOA).
$IBQUFS, Implementing Microservices, discusses the different factors that can be used to
identify and isolate microservices at a high level, what the characteristics of a good service
are, and how to achieve the vertical isolation of microservices.
$IBQUFS, Integration Techniques and Microservices, gets you familiar with synchronous and

asynchronous communication, types of collaborations, and the API gateway.
$IBQUFS, Testing Microservices, explains how the testing of microservices is different from

the testing of a normal .NET application. It gets you acquainted with the testing pyramid.
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Preface
$IBQUFS, Deploying Microservices, covers how to deploy microservices and best practices.

It also takes into account the isolation factor, which is a key success factor, along with
setting up continuous integration and continuous delivery to deliver business change at a
rapid pace.
$IBQUFS, Securing Microservices, explains how to make microservices secure with OAuth

and takes you through container security and best practices in general.
$IBQUFS, Monitoring Microservices, covers the debugging and monitoring of microservices,
which is not a trivial problem but quite a challenging one, as there is no single tool in the
.NET ecosystem that is, by design, made for microservices. However, Azure monitoring and
troubleshooting is the most promising one.
$IBQUFS, Scaling Microservices, explores scalability, which is one of the most critical

advantages of pursuing the microservice architectural style. This chapter will explain
scalability by design and by infrastructure with respect to the microservice architecture.
$IBQUFS, Introduction to Reactive Microservices, gets you familiar with the concept of

reactive microservices. You will learn how to build reactive microservices with the use of a
reactive extension. It will help you focus on your main task and free you from the chores of
communicating across services.
$IBQUFS, Creating a Complete Microservice Solution, walks you through all the concepts of

microservices that you have learned so far. Then, we will develop an application from
scratch while putting all the skills you have learned to use.

What you need for this book
All supporting code samples in this book are tested on .NET Core 2.0 using Visual Studio
2017 update 3 and SQL Server 2008R2 or later on a Windows platform.

Who this book is for
This book is for .NET Core developers who want to learn and understand the microservice
architecture and implement it in their .NET Core applications. Itbs ideal for developers who
are completely new to microservices or just have a theoretical understanding of this
architectural approach and want to gain a practical perspective in order to better manage
application complexity.

[2]
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Preface

Conventions
In this book, you will find a number of text styles that distinguish between different kinds
of information. Here are some examples of these styles and an explanation of their meaning.
Code words in the text, database table names, folder names, filenames, file extensions,
pathnames, dummy URLs, user input, and Twitter handles are shown as follows: "We can
include other contexts through the use of the JODMVEF directive."
A block of code is set as follows:
$POOFDUJPO4USJOHT\
1SPEVDU$POOFDUJPO%BUB4PVSDF*OJUJBM
$BUBMPH1SPEVDUT%#*OUFHSBUFE4FDVSJUZ5SVF.VMUJQMF"DUJWF3FTVMU4FUT5SVF
^

Any command-line input or output is written as follows:
Install-Package System.IdentityModel.Tokens.Jwt

New terms and important words are shown in bold. Words that you see on the screen, for
example, in menus or dialog boxes, appear in the text like this: "Clicking the Next button
moves you to the next screen."
Warnings or important notes appear in a box like this.

Tips and tricks appear like this.

Reader feedback
Feedback from our readers is always welcome. Let us know what you think about this
book-what you liked or disliked. Reader feedback is important for us as it helps us develop
titles that you will really get the most out of. To send us general feedback, simply
email GFFECBDL!QBDLUQVCDPN, and mention the book's title in the subject of your
message. If there is a topic that you have expertise in and you are interested in either
writing or contributing to a book, see our author guide at XXXQBDLUQVCDPNBVUIPST.
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Preface

Customer support
Now that you are the proud owner of a Packt book, we have a number of things to help you
to get the most from your purchase.

Downloading the example code
You can download the example code files for this book from your account at IUUQXXX
QBDLUQVCDPN. If you purchased this book elsewhere, you can visit IUUQXXXQBDLUQVC
DPNTVQQPSU and register to have the files emailed directly to you. You can download the
code files by following these steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Log in or register on our website using your email address and password.
Hover the mouse pointer on the SUPPORT tab at the top.
Click on Code Downloads & Errata.
Enter the name of the book in the Search box.
Select the book for which you're looking to download the code files.
Choose from the drop-down menu where you purchased this book from.
Click on Code Download.

Once the file is downloaded, please make sure that you unzip or extract the folder using the
latest version of:
WinRAR / 7-Zip for Windows
Zipeg / iZip / UnRarX for Mac
7-Zip / PeaZip for Linux
The code bundle for the book is also hosted on GitHub
at IUUQTHJUIVCDPN1BDLU1VCMJTIJOH#VJMEJOH.JDSPTFSWJDFTXJUI/&5$PSF
4FDPOE&EJUJPO. We also have other code bundles from our rich catalog of books and
videos available at IUUQTHJUIVCDPN1BDLU1VCMJTIJOH. Check them out!

Downloading the color images of this book
We also provide you with a PDF file that has color images of the screenshots/diagrams used
in this book. The color images will help you better understand the changes in the output.
You can download this file from
IUUQTXXXQBDLUQVCDPNTJUFTEFGBVMUGJMFTEPXOMPBET#VJMEJOH.JDSPTFSWJDFTXJU
I/&5$PSF@$PMPS*NBHFTQEG.
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Preface

Errata
Although we have taken every care to ensure the accuracy of our content, mistakes do
happen. If you find a mistake in one of our books-maybe a mistake in the text or the codewe would be grateful if you could report this to us. By doing so, you can save other readers
from frustration and help us improve subsequent versions of this book. If you find any
errata, please report them by visiting IUUQXXXQBDLUQVCDPNTVCNJUFSSBUB, selecting
your book, clicking on the Errata Submission Form link, and entering the details of your
errata. Once your errata are verified, your submission will be accepted and the errata will
be uploaded to our website or added to any list of existing errata under the Errata section of
that title. To view the previously submitted errata, go to IUUQTXXXQBDLUQVCDPN
CPPLTDPOUFOUTVQQPSU and enter the name of the book in the search field. The required
information will appear under the Errata section.

Piracy
Piracy of copyrighted material on the internet is an ongoing problem across all media. At
Packt, we take the protection of our copyright and licenses very seriously. If you come
across any illegal copies of our works in any form on the internet, please provide us with
the location address or website name immediately so that we can pursue a remedy. Please
contact us at DPQZSJHIU!QBDLUQVCDPN with a link to the suspected pirated material. We
appreciate your help in protecting our authors and our ability to bring you valuable
content.

Questions
If you have a problem with any aspect of this book, you can contact us
at RVFTUJPOT!QBDLUQVCDPN, and we will do our best to address the problem.
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1

An Introduction to Microservices
The focus of this chapter is to get you acquainted with microservices. We will start with a
brief introduction. Then, we will define their predecessors: monolithic architecture and
Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA). After this, we will see how microservices fare
against both SOA and the monolithic architecture. We will then compare the advantages
and disadvantages of each one of these architectural styles. This will enable us to identify
the right scenario for these styles. We will understand the problems that arise from having a
layered monolithic architecture. We will discuss the solutions available to these problems in
the monolithic world. At the end, we will be able to break down a monolithic application
into a microservice architecture. We will cover the following topics in this chapter:
Origin of microservices
Discussing microservices
Understanding the microservice architecture
Advantages of microservices
SOA versus microservices
Understanding the problems with the monolithic architectural style
Challenges in standardizing a .NET stack
Overview of Azure Service Fabric

Origin of microservices
The term microservices was used for the first time in mid-2011 at a workshop on software
architects. In March 2012, James Lewis presented some of his ideas about microservices. By
the end of 2013, various groups from the IT industry started having discussions
about microservices, and by 2014, they had become popular enough to be considered a
serious contender for large enterprises.

www.EBooksWorld.ir

An Introduction to Microservices

Chapter 1

There is no official introduction available for microservices. The understanding of the term is
purely based on the use cases and discussions held in the past. We will discuss this in
detail, but before that, let's check out the definition of microservices as per Wikipedia
(IUUQTFOXJLJQFEJBPSHXJLJ.JDSPTFSWJDFT), which sums it up as:
"Microservices is a specialization of and implementation approach for SOA used to build
flexible, independently deployable software systems."
In 2014, James Lewis and Martin Fowler came together and provided a few real-world
examples and presented microservices (refer to IUUQNBSUJOGPXMFSDPNNJDSPTFSWJDFT)
in their own words and further detailed it as follows:
"The microservice architectural style is an approach to developing a single application as a
suite of small services, each running in its own process and communicating with
lightweight mechanisms, often an HTTP resource API. These services are built around
business capabilities and independently deployable by fully automated deployment
machinery. There is a bare minimum of centralized management of these services, which
may be written in different programming languages and use different data storage
technologies."
It is very important that you see all the attributes Lewis and Fowler defined here. They
defined it as an architectural style that developers could utilize to develop a single
application with the business logic spread across a bunch of small services, each having
their own persistent storage functionality. Also, note its attributescit can be independently
deployable, can run in its own process, is a lightweight communication mechanism, and can
be written in different programming languages.
We want to emphasize this specific definition since it is the crux of the whole concept. And
as we move along, it will come together by the time we finish this book.

Discussing microservices
We have gone through a few definitions of microservices; now, let's discuss microservices in
detail.
In short, a microservice architecture removes most of the drawbacks of SOAs. It is more
code-oriented (we will discuss this in detail in the coming sections) than SOA services.

[7]
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Chapter 1

Slicing your application into a number of services is neither SOA nor microservices.
However, combining service design and best practices from the SOA world along with a
few emerging practices, such as isolated deployment, semantic versioning, providing
lightweight services, and service discovery in polyglot programming, is microservices. We
implement microservices to satisfy business features and implement them with reduced
time to market and greater flexibility.
Before we move on to understanding the architecture, let's discuss the two important
architectures that led to its existence:
The monolithic architecture style
SOA
Most of us would be aware of the scenario where, during the life cycle of an enterprise
application development, a suitable architectural style is decided. Then, at various stages,
the initial pattern is further improved and adapted with changes that cater to various
challenges, such as deployment complexity, large code base, and scalability issues. This is
exactly how the monolithic architecture style evolved into SOA, further leading up to
microservices.

Monolithic architecture
The monolithic architectural style is a traditional architecture type and has been widely
used in the industry. The term monolithic is not new and is borrowed from the UNIX world.
In UNIX, most of the commands exist as a standalone program whose functionality is not
dependent on any other program. As seen in the following image, we can have different
components in the application, such as:
User interface: This handles all of the user interaction while responding with
HTML or JSON or any other preferred data interchange format (in the case of
web services).
Business logic: All the business rules applied to the input being received in the
form of user input, events, and database exist here.
Database access: This houses the complete functionality for accessing the
database for the purpose of querying and persisting objects. A widely accepted
rule is that it is utilized through business modules and never directly through
user-facing components.
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Software built using this architecture is self-contained. We can imagine a single .NET
assembly that contains various components, as described in the following diagram:

As the software is self-contained here, its components are interconnected and
interdependent. Even a simple code change in one of the modules may break a major
functionality in other modules. This would result in a scenario where we'd need to test the
whole application. With the business depending critically on its enterprise application
frameworks, this amount of time could prove to be very critical.
Having all the components tightly coupled poses another challengecwhenever we execute
or compile such software, all the components should be available or the build will fail; refer
to the preceding diagram that represents a monolithic architecture and is a self-contained or
a single .NET assembly project. However, monolithic architectures might also have multiple
assemblies. This means that even though a business layer (assembly, data access layer
assembly, and so on) is separated, at runtime, all of them will come together and run as one
process.
A user interface depends on other components' direct sales and inventory in a manner
similar to all other components that depend upon each other. In this scenario, we will not be
able to execute this project in the absence of any one of these components. The process of
upgrading any one of these components will be more complex as we may have to consider
other components that require code changes too. This results in more development time
than required for the actual change.
Deploying such an application will become another challenge. During deployment, we will
have to make sure that each and every component is deployed properly; otherwise, we may
end up facing a lot of issues in our production environments.
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If we develop an application using the monolithic architecture style, as discussed
previously, we might face the following challenges:
Large code base: This is a scenario where the code lines outnumber the comments
by a great margin. As components are interconnected, we will have to bear with a
repetitive code base.
Too many business modules: This is in regard to modules within the same
system.
Codebase complexity: This results in a higher chance of code-breaking due to
the fix required in other modules or services.
Complex code deployment: You may come across minor changes that would
require whole system deployment.
One module failure affecting the whole system: This is in regard to modules that
depend on each other.
Scalability: This is required for the entire system and not just the modules in it.
Intermodule dependency: This is due to tight coupling.
Spiraling development time: This is due to code complexity and
interdependency.
Inability to easily adapt to a new technology: In this case, the entire system would
need to be upgraded.
As discussed earlier, if we want to reduce development time, ease of deployment, and
improve maintainability of software for enterprise applications, we should avoid
the traditional or monolithic architecture.

Service-Oriented architecture
In the previous section, we discussed the monolithic architecture and its limitations. We
also discussed why it does not fit into our enterprise application requirements. To overcome
these issues, we should take a modular approach where we can separate the components
such that they should come out of the self-contained or single .NET assembly.
The main difference between SOA and monolithic is not one or multiple
assemblies. As the service in SOA runs as a separate process, SOA scales
better compared to monolithic.
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Let's discuss the modular architecture, that is, SOA. This is a famous architectural style
where enterprise applications are designed as a collection of services. These services may be
RESTful or ASMX Web Services. To understand SOA in more detail, let's discuss service
first.

What is a service?
Service, in this case, is an essential concept of SOA. It can be a piece of code, program, or
software that provides functionality to other system components. This piece of code can
interact directly with the database or indirectly through another service. Furthermore, it can
be consumed by clients directly, where the client may be a website, desktop app, mobile
app, or any other device app. Refer to the following diagram:

Service refers to a type of functionality exposed for consumption by other systems
(generally referred to as clients/client applications). As mentioned earlier, it can be
represented by a piece of code, program, or software. Such services are exposed over the
HTTP transport protocol as a general practice. However, the HTTP protocol is not a limiting
factor, and a protocol can be picked as deemed fit for the scenario.
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In the following image, Service - direct selling is directly interacting with Database, and
three different clients, namely Web, Desktop, and Mobile, are consuming the service. On
the other hand, we have clients consuming Service - partner selling, which is interacting
with Service - channel partners for database access.
A product selling service is a set of services that interacts with client applications and
provides database access directly or through another service, in this case, Service ` Channel
partners. In the case of Service ` direct selling, shown in the preceding image, it is
providing functionality to a web store, a desktop application, and a mobile application. This
service is further interacting with the database for various tasks, namely fetching and
persisting data.
Normally, services interact with other systems via some communication channel, generally
the HTTP protocol. These services may or may not be deployed on the same or single
servers:
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In the preceding image, we have projected an SOA example scenario. There are many fine
points to note here, so let's get started. First, our services can be spread across different
physical machines. Here, Service - direct selling is hosted on two separate machines. It is
possible that instead of the entire business functionality, only a part of it will reside on
Server 1 and the remaining on Server 2. Similarly, Service - partner selling appears to be
having the same arrangement on Server 3 and Server 4. However, it doesn't stop Service channel partners being hosted as a complete set on both the servers: Server 5 and Server 6.
A system that uses a service or multiple services in a fashion mentioned in the preceding
diagram is called SOA. We will discuss SOA in detail in the following sections.
Let's recall the monolithic architecture. In this case, we did not use it because it restricts
code reusability; it is a self-contained assembly, and all the components are interconnected
and interdependent. For deployment, in this case, we will have to deploy our complete
project after we select the SOA (refer to the preceding diagram and subsequent discussion).
Now, because of the use of this architectural style, we have the benefit of code reusability
and easy deployment. Let's examine this in the wake of the preceding diagram:
Reusability: Multiple clients can consume the service. The service can also be
simultaneously consumed by other services. For example, OrderService is
consumed by web and mobile clients. Now, OrderService can also be used by the
Reporting Dashboard UI.
Stateless: Services do not persist any state between requests from the client, that
is, the service doesn't know, nor care that the subsequent request has come from
the client that has/hasn't made the previous request.
Contract-based: Interfaces make it technology-agnostic on both sides of
implementation and consumption. It also serves to make it immune to the code
updates in the underlying functionality.
Scalability: A system can be scaled up; SOA can be individually clustered with
appropriate load balancing.
Upgradation: It is very easy to roll out new functionalities or introduce new
versions of the existing functionality. The system doesn't stop you from keeping
multiple versions of the same business functionality.
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Understanding the microservice architecture
The microservice architecture is a way to develop a single application containing a set of
smaller services. These services are independent of each other and run in their own
processes. An important advantage of these services is that they can be developed and
deployed independently. In other words, we can say that microservices are a way to
segregate our services so they can be handled completely independent of each other in the
context of design, development, deployment, and upgrades.
In a monolithic application, we have a self-contained assembly of a user interface, direct
sales, and inventory. In the microservice architecture, the services part of the application
changes to the following depiction:

Here, business components have been segregated into individual services. These
independent services now are the smaller units that existed earlier within the self-contained
assembly, in the monolithic architecture. Both direct sales and inventory services are
independent of each other, with the dotted lines depicting their existence in the same
ecosystem yet not bound within a single scope. Refer to the following diagram:
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From the preceding diagram, it's clear that our user interface can interact with any of the
services. There is no need to intervene in any service when a UI calls a service. Both the
services are independent of each other, without being aware of when the other one would
be called by the user interface. Both services are liable for their own operations and not for
any other part in the whole system. Although much closer to the microservice architecture,
the preceding visualization is not entirely a complete visualization of the intended
microservice architecture.
In the microservice architecture, services are small, independent units with
their own persistent stores.

Now let's bring this final change so that each service will have its own database persisting
the necessary data. Refer to the following diagram:

Here, User interface is interacting with those services that have their own independent
storage. In this case, when a user interface calls a service for direct sales, the business flow
for direct sales is executed independently of any data or logic contained within the
inventory service.
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The solution that the use of microservices provides has a lot of benefits, as discussed next:
Smaller codebase: Each service is small, and therefore, easier to develop and
deploy as a unit
Ease of independent environment: With the separation of services, all developers
work independently, deploy independently, and no one is bothered about any
module dependency
With the adoption of the microservice architecture, monolithic applications are now
harnessing the associated benefits, as it can now be scaled easily and deployed using a
service independently.

Messaging in microservices
It is very important to carefully consider the choice of the messaging mechanism when
dealing with the microservice architecture. If this one aspect is ignored, then it can
compromise the entire purpose of designing using the microservice architecture. In
monolithic applications, this is not a concern as the business functionality of the
components gets invoked through function calls. On the other hand, this happens via a
loosely coupled web service level messaging feature, where services are primarily based on
SOAP. In the case of the microservice messaging mechanism, it should be simple and
lightweight.
There are no set rules for making a choice between various frameworks or protocols for a
microservice architecture. However, there are a few points worth considering here. First, it
should be simple enough to implement, without adding any complexity to your system.
Second, it should be lightweight enough, keeping in mind the fact that the microservice
architecture could heavily rely on interservice messaging. Let's move ahead and consider
our choices for both synchronous and asynchronous messaging along with the different
messaging formats.

Synchronous messaging
When a timely response is expected from a service by a system and the system waits on it
until a response is received from the service, which is synchronous messaging. What's left is
the most sought-after choice in the case of microservices. It is simple and supports HTTP
request-response, thereby leaving little room to look for an alternative. This is also one of
the reasons that most implementations of microservices use HTTP (API-based styles).
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Asynchronous messaging
When a system is not immediately expecting a timely response from the service and the
system can continue processing without blocking on that call, which is asynchronous
messaging.
Let's incorporate this messaging concept into our application and see how it would change
and look:

Message formats
Over the past few years, working with MVC and the like has got me hooked on the JSON
format. You could also consider XML. Both formats would be fine on HTTP with the API
style resource. Binary message formats are also easily available in case you need to use one.
We are not recommending any particular format; you can go ahead with any of the selected
message formats.
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Why should we use microservices?
Tremendous patterns and architectures have been explored with some gaining popularity;
there are others, though, that are losing the battle of internet traffic. With each solution
having its own advantages and disadvantages, it has become increasingly important for
companies to quickly respond to fundamental demands, such as scalability, high
performance, and easy deployment. Any single aspect failing to be fulfilled in a costeffective manner could easily impact large businesses negatively, making a big difference
between a profitable and non-profitable venture.
This is where we see microservices coming to the rescue of enterprise system architects. They
can ensure their designs against problems mentioned previously, with the help of this
architectural style. It is also important to consider the fact that this objective is met in a costeffective manner while respecting the time involved.

How does the microservice architecture
work?
Until now, we have discussed various things about the microservice architecture, and we
can now depict how the microservice architecture works; we can use any combination as
per our design approach or bet on a pattern that would fit in it. Here are a few points that
favor the working of the microservice architecture:
It's programming of the modern era, where we are expected to follow all SOLID
principles. It's object-oriented programming (OOP).
It is the best way is to expose the functionality to other or external components in
a way so that any other programming language will be able to use the
functionality without adhering to any specific user interfaces, that is, services
(web services, APIs, rest services, and so on).
The whole system works as per a type of collaboration that is not interconnected
or interdependent.
Every component is liable for its own responsibilities. In other words,
components are responsible for only one functionality.
It segregates code with a separation concept, and segregated code is reusable.
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Advantages of microservices
Now let's try to quickly understand where microservices takes a leap ahead of the SOA and
monolithic architectures:
Cost effective to scale: You don't need to invest a lot to make the entire
application scalable. In terms of a shopping cart, we could simply load balance
the product search module and the order-processing module while leaving out
less frequently used operation services, such as inventory management, order
cancellation, and delivery confirmation.
Clear code boundaries: This action should match an organization's departmental
hierarchies. With different departments sponsoring product development in large
enterprises, this can be a huge advantage.
Easier code changes: The code is done in a way that it is not dependent on the
code of other modules and is only achieving isolated functionality. If it were done
right, then the chances of a change in a microservice affecting another
microservice are very minimal.
Easy deployment: Since the entire application is more like a group of ecosystems
that are isolated from each other, deployment could be done one microservice at
a time, if required. Failure in any one of these would not bring the entire system
down.
Technology adaptation: You could port a single microservice or a whole bunch of
them overnight to a different technology without your users even knowing about
it. And yes, hopefully, you don't expect us to tell you that you need to maintain
those service contracts, though.
Distributed system: This comes as implied, but a word of caution is necessary
here. Make sure that your asynchronous calls are used well and synchronous
ones are not really blocking the whole flow of information. Use data partitioning
well. We will come to this a little later, so don't worry for now.
Quick market response: The world being competitive is a definite advantage; as
otherwise, users tend to quickly lose interest if you are slow to respond to new
feature requests or adoption of a new technology within your system.
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SOA versus microservices
You'll get confused between microservices and SOA if you don't have a complete
understanding of both. On the surface of it, microservices' features and advantages sound
almost like a slender version of SOA, with many experts suggesting that there is, in fact, no
need for an additional term, such as microservices, and that SOA can fulfill all the attributes
laid out by microservices. However, this is not the case. There is enough difference to isolate
them technologically.
The underlying communication system of SOA inherently suffers from the following
problems:
The fact that a system developed in SOA depends upon its components, which
are interacting with each other. So no matter how hard you try, it is eventually
going to face a bottleneck in the message queue.
Another focal point of SOA is imperative monogramming. With this, we lose the
path to make a unit of code reusable with respect to OOP.
We all know that organizations are spending more and more on infrastructure. The bigger
the enterprise is, the more complex the question of the ownership of the application being
developed. With an increasing number of stakeholders, it becomes impossible to
accommodate all of their ever-changing business needs. This is where microservices clearly
stand apart. Although cloud development is not in the current scope of our discussion, it
won't harm us to say that the scalability, modularity, and adaptability of the microservice
architecture can be easily extended further with the use of cloud platforms. It's time for a
change.

Prerequisites of the microservice
architecture
It is important to understand the resulting ecosystem from the microservice architecture
implementation. The impact of microservices is not just preoperational in nature. So
profound will the changes in any organization opting for the microservice architecture be
that, if they are not well-prepared to handle it, it won't be long before advantages turn into
disadvantages.
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After the adoption of the microservice architecture is agreed upon, it would be wise to have
the following prerequisites in place:
Deployment and QA: Requirements will become more demanding, with a
quicker turnaround from development requirements. It would require you to
deploy and test as quickly as possible. If it is just a small number of services, then
it would not be a problem. However, if the number of services is going up, it
could very quickly challenge the existing infrastructure and practices. For
example, your QA and staging environment may no longer suffice to test the
number of builds that would come back from the development team.
A collaboration platform for the development and operations team: As the
application goes to the public domain, it won't be long before the age-old script of
dev versus QA is played out again. The difference this time would be that the
business will be at stake. So, you need to be prepared to quickly respond in an
automated manner to identify the root cause when required.
A monitoring framework: With the increasing number of microservices, you
would quickly need a way to monitor the functioning and health of the entire
system for any possible bottlenecks or issues. Without any means of monitoring
the status of the deployed microservices and the resultant business function, it
would be impossible for any team to take a proactive deployment approach.

Understanding the problems with the
monolithic architectural style
In this section, we will discuss all the problems with the monolithic .NET stack-based
application. In a monolithic application, the core problem is this: scaling monolithic is
difficult. The resultant application ends up having a very large code base and poses
challenges in regard to maintainability, deployment, and modifications.
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Challenges in standardizing a .NET stack
In monolithic application technology, stack dependency stops the introduction of the latest
technologies from the outside world. The present stack poses challenges as a web service
itself suffers from some challenges:
Security: There is no way to identify the user via web services (no clear consensus
on a strong authentication scheme). Just imagine a banking application sending
unencrypted data containing user credentials without encryption. All airports,
cafes, and public places offering free Wi-Fi could easily become victims of
increased identity theft and other cybercrimes.
Response time: Though the web services themselves provide some flexibility in
the overall architecture, it quickly diminishes due to the high processing time
taken by the service itself. So, there is nothing wrong with the web service in this
scenario. It is a fact that a monolithic application involves huge code; complex
logic makes the response time of a web service high, and therefore, unacceptable.
Throughput rate: This is on the higher side, and as a result, hampers subsequent
operations. A checkout operation relying on a call to the inventory web service
that has to search for a few million records is not a bad idea. However, when the
same inventory service feeds the main product searching/browsing for the entire
portal, it could result in a loss of business. One service call failure out of ten calls
would mean a 10% lower conversion rate for the business.
Frequent downtime: As the web services are part of the whole monolith
ecosystem, they are bound to be down and unavailable each time there is an
upgrade or an application failure. This means that the presence of any B2B
dependency from the outside world on the application's web services would
further complicate decision-making, thereby seeking downtime. This absolutely
makes the smaller upgrades of the system look expensive; thus, it further
increases the backlog of the pending system upgrades.
Technology adoption: In order to adopt or upgrade a technology stack, it would
require the whole application to be upgraded, tested, and deployed, since
modules are interdependent and the entire code base of the project is affected.
Consider the payment gateway module using a component that requires a
compliance-related framework upgrade. The development team has no option
but to upgrade the framework itself and carefully go through the entire code base
to identify any code breaks preemptively. Of course, this would still not rule out
a production crash, but this can easily make even the best of the architects and
managers sweat and lose some sleep.
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Availability: A percentage of time during which a service is operating.
Response time: The time a service takes to respond.
Throughput: The rate of processing requests.

Fault tolerance
Monolithic applications have high module interdependency as they are tightly coupled. The
different modules utilize functionality in such an intramodule manner that even a single
module failure brings the system down due to the cascading effect, which is very similar to
dominoes falling. We all know that a user not getting results for a product search would be
far less severe than the entire system coming down to its knees.
Decoupling using web services has been traditionally attempted at the architecture level.
For database-level strategies, ACID has been relied upon for a long time. Let's examine both
these points further:
Web services: In the current monolithic application, customer experience is
degraded due to this very reason. Even as a customer tries to place an order,
reasons such as the high response time of web services or even a complete failure
of the service itself results in a failure to place the order successfully. Not even a
single failure is acceptable, as users tend to remember their last experience and
assume a possible repeat. Not only does this result in the loss of possible sales,
but also the loss of future business prospects. Web services' failures can cause a
cascading failure in the systems that rely on them.
ACID: ACID is the acronym for atomicity, consistency, isolation, and durability;
it's an important concept in databases. It is in place, but whether it's a boon or
bane is to be judged by the sum total of the combined performance. It takes care
of failures at the database level, and there is no doubt that it does provide some
insurance against the database errors that creep in. At the same time, every ACID
operation hampers/delays operations by other components/modules. The point at
which it causes more harm than benefit needs to be judged very carefully.
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Scaling
Factors such as availability of different means of communication, easy access to
information, and open world markets are resulting in businesses growing rapidly and
diversifying at the same time. With this rapid growth of business, there is an everincreasing need to accommodate an increasing client base. Scaling is one of the biggest
challenges that any business faces while trying to cater to an increased user base.
Scalability is nothing but the capability of a system/program to handle the growth of work
better. In other words, scalability is the ability of a system/program to scale.
Before starting the next section, let's discuss and understand scaling in detail, as this will be
an integral part of our exercise as we work on transitioning from monolithic to
microservices.
Scalability of a system is its capability to handle an increasing/increased load of work. There
are two main strategies or types of scalability in which we can scale our application.

Vertical scaling or scale up
In vertical scaling, we analyze our existing application to find the parts of the modules that
cause the application to slow down due to higher execution time. Making the code more
efficient could be one strategy so that less memory is consumed. This exercise of reducing
memory consumption could be for a specific module or the whole application. On the other
hand, due to obvious challenges involved with this strategy, instead of changing the
application, we could add more resources to our existing IT infrastructure, such as
upgrading the RAM or adding more disk drives. Both these paths in vertical scaling have
a limit for the extent to which they can be beneficial. After a specific point in time, the
resulting benefit will plateau. It is important to keep in mind that this kind of scaling
requires downtime.

Horizontal scaling or scale out
In horizontal scaling, we dig deep into modules that show a higher impact on the overall
performance for factors such as high concurrency; so this will enable our application to
serve our increased user base, which is now reaching the million mark. We also implement
load balancing to process a greater amount of work. The option of adding more servers to
the cluster does not require downtime, which is a definite advantage. Each case is different,
so whether the additional costs of power, licenses, and cooling are worthwhile, and up to
what point, will be evaluated on a case-by-case basis.
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Scaling will be covered in detail in $IBQUFS, Scaling Microservices.

Deployment challenges
The current application also has deployment challenges. It is designed as a monolithic
application, and any change in the order module would require the entire application to be
deployed again. This is time-consuming and the whole cycle will have to be repeated with
every change. This means this could be a frequent cycle. Scaling could only be a distant
dream in such a scenario.
As discussed about scaling regarding current applications having deployment challenges
that require us to deploy the entire assembly, the modules are interdependent, and it is a
single assembly application of .NET. The deployment of the entire application in one go
also makes it mandatory to test the entire functionality of our application. The impact of
such an exercise would be huge:
High-risk deployment: Deploying an entire solution or application in one go
poses a high risk as all modules are going to be deployed even for a single change
in one of the modules.
Higher testing time: As we have to deploy the complete application, we will have
to test the functionality of the entire application. We can't go live without testing.
Due to higher interdependency, the change might cause a problem in some other
module.
Unplanned downtime: Complete production deployment needs code to be fully
tested and hence we need to schedule our production deployment. This is a timeconsuming task that results in high downtime. Although planned downtime,
during this time, both business and customers will be affected due to the
unavailability of the system; this could cause revenue loss to the business.
Production bugs: A bug-free deployment would be the dream of any project
manager. However, this is far from reality and every team dreads this possibility.
Monolithic applications are no different from this scenario and the resolution of
production bugs is easier said than done. The situation can only become more
complex with some previous bug remaining unresolved.
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Organizational alignment
In a monolithic application, having a large code base is not the only challenge that you'll
face. Having a large team to handle such a code base is one more problem that will affect
the growth of the business and application.
Same goal: In a team, all the team members have the same goal, which is timely
and bug-free delivery at the end of each day. However, having a large code base
and current, the monolithic architectural style will not be a comfortable feeling
for the team members. With team members being interdependent due to the
interdependent code and associated deliverables, the same effect that is
experienced in the code is present in the development team as well. Here,
everyone is just scrambling and struggling to get the job done. The question of
helping each other out or trying something new does not arise. In short, the team
is not a self-organizing team.
Roy Osherove defined three stages of a team in his book, Teamleader:
Survival phase: No time to learn.
Learning phase: Learning to solve your own problems.
Self-organizing phase: Facilitate, experiment.
A different perspective: The development team takes too much time for
deliverables due to reasons, such as feature enhancement, bug fixes, or module
interdependency stopping easy development. The QA team is dependent upon
the development team and the dev team has its own problems. The QA team is
stuck once developers start working on bugs, fixes, or feature enhancements.
There is no separate environment or build available for QA to proceed with their
testing. This delay hampers overall delivery, and customers or end users would
not get the new features or fixes on time.
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Modularity
In respect to our monolithic application, where we may have an Order module, a change in
the module Orders affects the module Stock and so on. It is the absence of modularity that
has resulted in such a condition.
This also means that we can't reuse the functionality of a module within another module.
The code is not decomposed into structured pieces that could be reused to save time and
effort. There is no segregation within the code modules, and hence, no common code is
available.
Business is growing and its customers are growing by leaps and bounds. New or existing
customers from different regions have different preferences when it comes to the use of the
application. Some like to visit the website, but others prefer to use mobile apps. The system
is structured in a way that we can't share the components across a website and a mobile
app. This makes introducing a mobile/device app for the business a challenging task.
Business is affected as in such scenarios the company loses out on customers who prefer
mobile apps.
The difficulty in replacing the component's application is using third-party libraries, an
external system such as payment gateways, and an external order-tracking system. It is a
tedious job to replace the old components in the currently styled monolithic architectural
application. For example, if we consider upgrading the library of our module that is
consuming an external order-tracking system, then the whole change would prove to be
very difficult. Also, it would be an intricate task to replace our payment gateway with
another one.
In any of the preceding scenarios, whenever we upgraded the components, we upgraded
everything within the application, which called for a complete testing of the system and
required a lot of downtime. Apart from this, the upgrade would possibly result in the form
of production bugs, which would require you to repeat the whole cycle of development,
testing, and deployment.
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Big database
Our current application has a mammoth database containing a single schema with plenty of
indexes. This structure poses a challenging job when it comes down to fine-tuning the
performance:
Single schema: All the entities in the database are clubbed under a single schema
named dbo. This again hampers business due to the confusion with the single
schema regarding various tables that belong to different modules; for example,
customer and supplier tables belong to the same schema, that is, dbo.
Numerous stored procedures: Currently, the database has a large number of
stored procedures, which also contain a sizeable chunk of the business logic.
Some of the calculations are being performed within the stored procedures. As a
result, these stored procedures prove to be a baffling task to tend to when the
time comes to optimize them or break them down into smaller units.
Whenever deployment is planned, the team will have to look closely at every database
change. This, again, is a time-consuming exercise and many times would turn out to be
even more complex than the build and deployment exercise itself.

Prerequisites for microservices
To understand better, let's take up an imaginary example of FlixOne Inc. With this example
as our base, let's discuss all the concepts in detail and see what it looks like to be ready for
microservices.
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FlixOne is an e-commerce player (selling books) that is spread all over India. They are
growing at a very fast pace and diversifying their business at the same time. They have built
their existing system on the .NET framework, and it is traditional three-tier architecture.
They have a massive database that is central to this system, and there are peripheral
applications in their ecosystem. One such application is for their sales and logistics team,
and it happens to be an Android app. These applications connect to their centralized data
center and face performance issues. FlixOne has an in-house development team supported
by external consultants. Refer to the following diagram:

The preceding diagram depicts a broader sense of our current application, which is a single
.NET assembly application. Here we have the user interfaces we use for search, order,
products, tracking order, and checkout. Now look at the following diagram:
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The preceding diagram depicts our Shopping cart module only. The application is built
with C#, MVC5, and Entity Framework, and it has a single project application. This image is
just a pictorial overview of the architecture of our application. This application is web-based
and can be accessed from any browser. Initially, any request that uses the HTTP protocol
will land on the user interface that is developed using MVC5 and JQuery. For cart activities,
the UI interacts with the Shopping cart module, which is nothing but a business logic layer
that further talks with the database layer (written in C#); data is persisted within the
database (SQL Server 2008R2).

Functional overview of the application
Here we are going to understand the functional overview of the FlixOne bookstore
application. This is only for the purpose of visualizing our application. The following is the
simplified functional overview of the application until Shopping cart:
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In the current application, the customer lands on the home page, where they see
featured/highlighted books. They have the option to search for a book item if they do not
get their favorite one. After getting the desired result, the customer can choose book items
and add them to their shopping cart. Customers can verify the book items before the final
checkout. As soon as the customer decides to check out, the existing cart system redirects
them to an external payment gateway for the specified amount you need to pay for the
book items in the shopping cart.
As discussed previously, our application is a monolithic application; it is structured to be
developed and deployed as a single unit. This application has a large code base that is still
growing. Small updates need to deploy the whole application at once.

Solutions for current challenges
Business is growing rapidly, so we decide to open our e-commerce website in 20 more
cities; however, we are still facing challenges with the existing application and struggling to
serve the existing user base properly. In this case, before we start the transition, we should
make our monolithic application ready for its transition to microservices.
In the very first approach, the Shopping cart module will be segregated into smaller
modules, then you'll be able to make these modules interact with each other as well as
external or third-party software:
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This proposed solution is not sufficient for our existing application, though developers
would be able to divide the code and reuse it. However, the internal processing of the
business logic will remain the same without any change in the way it would interact with
the UI or the database. The new code will interact with the UI and the database layer with
the database still remaining as the same old single database. With our database remaining
undivided and as tightly coupled layers, the problems of having to update and deploy the
whole code base will still remain. So this solution is not suitable for resolving our problem.

Handling deployment problems
In the preceding section, we discussed the deployment challenges we will face with
the current .NET monolithic application. In this section, let's take a look at how we can
overcome these challenges by making or adapting a few practices within the same .NET
stack.
With our .NET monolithic application, our deployment is made up of XCOPY deployments.
After dividing our modules into different submodules, we can adapt to deployment
strategies with the help of these. We can simply deploy our business logic layer or some
common functionality. We can adapt to continuous integration and deployment. The
XCOPY deployment is a process where all the files are copied to the server, mostly used for
web projects.

Making much better monolithic applications
We understand all the challenges with our existing monolithic application. We have to
serve better with our new growth. As we are growing widely, we can't miss the opportunity
to get new customers. If we miss fixing any challenge, then we would lose business
opportunities as well. Let's discuss a few points to solve these problems.

*OUSPEVDJOHEFQFOEFODZJOKFDUJPOT
Our modules are interdependent, so we are facing issues, such as reusability of code and
unresolved bugs, due to changes in one module. These are deployment challenges. To
tackle these issues, let's segregate our application in such a way that we will be able to
divide modules into submodules. We can divide our 0SEFS module in such a way that it
would implement the interface, and this can be initiated from the constructor. Here is a
small code snippet that shows how we can apply this in our existing monolithic application.
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Here is a code example that shows our 0SEFS class, where we use the constructor injection:
OBNFTQBDF'MJY0OF#PPL4UPSF$PNNPO
\
QVCMJDDMBTT0SEFS*0SEFS
\
QSJWBUFSFBEPOMZ*0SEFS3FQPTJUPSZ@PSEFS3FQPTJUPSZ
QVCMJD0SEFS *0SEFS3FQPTJUPSZPSEFS3FQPTJUPSZ
\
@PSEFS3FQPTJUPSZPSEFS3FQPTJUPSZ
^
QVCMJD0SEFS.PEFM(FU#Z (VJEPSEFS*E
\
SFUVSO@PSEFS3FQPTJUPSZ(FU PSEFS*E 
^
^
^

The inversion of control, or IoC, is nothing but a way in which objects do
not create other objects on whom they rely to do their work.

In the preceding code snippet, we abstracted our 0SEFS module in such a way that it could
use the *0SEFS interface. Afterward, our 0SEFS class implements the *0SEFS interface, and
with the use of inversion of control, we create an object, as this is resolved automatically
with the help of inversion of control.
Furthermore, the code snippets of *0SEFS3FQPTJUPSZ and 0SEFS3FQPTJUPSZ are as
follows:
OBNFTQBDF'MJY0OF#PPL4UPSF$PNNPO
\
QVCMJDJOUFSGBDF*0SEFS3FQPTJUPSZ
\
0SEFS.PEFM(FU (VJEPSEFS*E 
^
^
OBNFTQBDF'MJY0OF#PPL4UPSF$PNNPO
\
QVCMJDDMBTT0SEFS3FQPTJUPSZ*0SEFS3FQPTJUPSZ
\
QVCMJD0SEFS.PEFM(FU (VJEPSEFS*E
\
DBMMEBUBNFUIPEIFSF
SFUVSOOFX0SEFS.PEFM
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\
0SEFS*E(VJE/FX(VJE 
0SEFS%BUF%BUF5JNF/PX
0SEFS4UBUVT*O5SBOTJU
^
^
^
^

Here we are trying to showcase how our 0SEFS module gets abstracted. In the preceding
code snippet, we return default values for our order just to demonstrate the solution to
the actual problem.
Finally, our presentation layer (the MVC controller) will use the available methods, as
shown in the following code snippet:
OBNFTQBDF'MJY0OF#PPL4UPSF$POUSPMMFST
\
QVCMJDDMBTT0SEFS$POUSPMMFS$POUSPMMFS
\
QSJWBUFSFBEPOMZ*0SEFS@PSEFS
QVCMJD0SEFS$POUSPMMFS *0SEFSPSEFS
\
@PSEFSPSEFS
^
(&50SEFS
QVCMJD"DUJPO3FTVMU*OEFY
\
SFUVSO7JFX 
^
(&50SEFS%FUBJMT
QVCMJD"DUJPO3FTVMU%FUBJMT TUSJOHJE
\
WBSPSEFS*E(VJE1BSTF JE 
WBSPSEFS.PEFM@PSEFS(FU#Z PSEFS*E 
SFUVSO7JFX PSEFS.PEFM 
^
^
^
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The following is a class diagram that depicts how our interfaces and classes are associated
with each other and how they expose their methods, properties, and so on:

Here again, we used the constructor injection, where *0SEFS passed and got the 0SEFS
class initialized; hence, all the methods are available within our controller.
By achieving this, we would overcome a few problems, such as:
Reduced module dependency: With the introduction of *0SEFS in our
application, we are reducing the interdependency of the 0SEFS module. This
way, if we are required to add or remove anything to/from this module, then
other modules would not be affected, as *0SEFS is only implemented by
the 0SEFS module. Let's say we want to make an enhancement to our
0SEFS module; it would not affect our 4UPDL module. This way, we reduce
module interdependency.
Introducing code reusability: If you are required to get the order details of any of
the application modules, you can easily do so using the *0SEFS type.
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Improvements in code maintainability: We have divided our modules into
submodules or classes and interfaces now. We can now structure our code in
such a manner that all the types, that is, all the interfaces, are placed under one
folder and follow the suit for the repositories. With this structure, it would be
easier for us to arrange and maintain code.
Unit Testing: Our current monolithic application does not have any kind of unit
testing. With the introduction of interfaces, we can now easily perform unit
testing and adopt the system of test-driven development with ease.

%BUBCBTFSFGBDUPSJOH
As discussed in the preceding section, our application database is huge and depends on
a single schema. This huge database should be considered while refactoring. We will go for
this as:
Schema correction: In general practice (not required), our schema depicts our
modules. As discussed in previous sections, our huge database has a single
schema, that is dbo now, and every part of the code or table should not be related
to dbo. There might be several modules that will interact with specific tables. For
example, our 0SEFS module should contain some related schema name, such as
0SEFS. So whenever we need to use the table, we can use them with their own
schema instead of a general dbo schema. This will not impact any functionality
related to how data would be retrieved from the database. But it will have
structured or arranged our tables in such a way that we would be able to identify
and correlate each and every table with their specific modules. This exercise will
be very helpful while we are in the stage of transitioning a monolithic application
to microservices. Refer to the following image:
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In the preceding figure, we see how the database schema is separated
logically. It is not separated physicallycour Order Schema and Stock
Schema belong to the same database. So here we separate the database
schema logically, not physically.
We can also take an example of our userscnot all users are admin or belong
to a specific zone, area, or region. But our user table should be structured in
such a way that we should be able to identify the users by the table name or
the way they are structured. Here we can structure our user table on the basis
of regions. We should map our user table to a region table in such a way it
should not impact or lay any changes in the existing code base.
Moving business logic to code from stored procedures: In the current database,
we have thousands of lines of Stored Procedure with a lot of business logic. We
should move the business logic to our codebase. In our monolithic application,
we are using Entity Framework; here we can avoid the creation of stored
procedures. We can incorporate all of our business logic to code.

%BUBCBTFTIBSEJOHBOEQBSUJUJPOJOH
Between database sharding and partitioning, we can go with database sharding, where we
will break it into smaller databases. These smaller databases will be deployed on a separate
server:
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In general, database sharding is simply defined as a shared-nothing partitioning scheme for
large databases. This way, we can achieve a new level of high performance and scalability.
Sharding comes from shard and spreading, which means dividing a database into chunks
(shards) and spreading to different servers.
The preceding diagram is a pictorial overview of how our database is divided into smaller
databases. Take a look at the following diagram:

%FW0QTDVMUVSF
In the preceding sections, we discussed the challenges and problems with the team. Here,
we propose a solution to the DevOps team: the collaboration of the development team with
another operational team should be emphasized. We should set up a system where
development, QA, and the infrastructure teamwork in collaboration.
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"VUPNBUJPO
Infrastructure setup can be a very time-consuming job; developers would remain idle while
the infrastructure is being readied for them. They will take some time before joining the
team and contributing. The process of infrastructure setup should not stop a developer
from becoming productive, as it would reduce overall productivity. This should be an
automated process. With the use of Chef or PowerShell, we can easily create our virtual
machines and quickly ramp up the developer count as and when required. This way, our
developer can be ready to start the work on day one of joining the team.
Chef is a DevOps tool that provides a framework to automate and manage your
infrastructure.
PowerShell can be used to create our Azure machines and to set up TFS.

5FTUJOH
We are going to introduce automated testing as a solution to our prior problems, those we
faced while testing during deployment. In this part of the solution, we have to divide our
testing approach as follows:
Adopt Test-Driven Development (TDD). With TDD, a developer is required to
test his or her own code. The test is nothing but another piece of code that could
validate whether the functionality is working as intended. If any functionality is
found to not satisfy the test code, the corresponding unit test fails. This
functionality can be easily fixed, as you know this is where the problem is. In
order to achieve this, we can utilize frameworks such as MS test or unit tests.
The QA team can use scripts to automate their tasks. They can create scripts by
utilizing QTP or the Selenium framework.

7FSTJPOJOH
The current system does not have any kind of versioning system, so there is no way to
revert if something happens during a change. To resolve this issue, we need to introduce a
version control mechanism. In our case, this should be either TFS or Git. With the use of
version control, we can now revert to our change in case it is found to break some
functionality or introduce any unexpected behavior in the application. We now have the
capability of tracking the changes being made by the team members working on this
application, at an individual level. However, in the case of our monolithic application, we
did not have the capability of doing this.
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%FQMPZNFOU
In our application, deployment is a huge challenge. To resolve this, we introduce
Continuous Integration (CI). In this process, we need to set up a CI server. With the
introduction of CI, the entire process is automated. As soon as the code is checked in by any
team member, using version control TFS or Git, in our case, the CI process kicks into action.
It ensures that the new code is built and unit tests are run along with the integration test. In
either scenarios of a successful build or otherwise, the team is alerted to the outcome. This
enables the team to quickly respond to the issue.
Next we move to continuous deployment. Here we introduce various environments,
namely a development environment, staging environment, QA environment, and so on.
Now, as soon as the code is checked in by any team member, CI kicks into action. It invokes
the unit/integration test suits, builds the system, and pushes it out to the various
environments we have set up. This way, the turnaround time of the development team to
provide a suitable build for QA is reduced to minimal.

Identifying decomposition candidates within
monolithic
We have now clearly identified the various problems that the current FlixOne application
architecture and its resultant code are posing for the development team. Also, we
understand which business challenges the development team is not able to take up and
why.
It is not that the team is not capable enoughcit is just the code. Let's move ahead and check
what would be the best strategy to zero in on for the various parts of the FlixOne
application that we need to move to the microservice-styled architecture. You should know
that you have a candidate with a monolith architecture, which poses problems in one of the
following areas:
Focused deployment: Although this comes at the final stage of the whole process,
it demands more respect and rightly so. It is important to understand here that
this factor shapes and defines the whole development strategy from the very
initial stages of identification and design. Here's an example of this: the business
is asking you to resolve two problems of equal importance. One of the issues
might require you to perform testing for many more associated modules, and the
resolution for the other might allow you to get away with limited testing. Having
to make such a choice would be wrong. A business shouldn't have the option of
making such a choice.
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Code complexity: Having smaller teams is the key here. You should be able to
assign small development teams for a change that is associated with a single
functionality. Small teams comprise one or two members. Any more than this
and a project manager will be needed. This means that something is more
interdependent across modules than it should be.
Technology adoption: You should be able to upgrade components to a newer
version or a different technology without breaking stuff. If you have to think
about the components that depend on it, you have more than one candidate.
Even if you have to worry about the modules that this component depends upon,
you still have more than one candidate. I remember one of my clients who had a
dedicated team to test out whether the technology being released was a suitable
candidate for their needs. I learned later that they would actually port one of the
modules and measure the performance impact, effort requirement, and
turnaround time of the whole system. I don't agree with this, though.
High resources: In my opinion, everything in a system, from memory, CPU time,
and I/O requirements, should be considered a module. If any one of the modules
spends more time, and/or more frequently, it should be singled out. In any
operation that involves higher-than-normal memory, the processing time blocks
the delay and the I/O keeps the system waiting; this would be good in our case.
Human dependency: If moving team members across modules seems like too
much work, you have more candidates. Developers are smart, but if they struggle
with large systems, it is not their fault. Break the system down into smaller units,
and the developers will be both more comfortable and more productive.

Important microservices advantages
We have performed the first step of identifying our candidates for moving to microservices.
It will be worthwhile going through the corresponding advantages that microservices
provide.

Technology independence
With each one of the microservices being independent of each other, we now have the
power to use different technologies for each microservice. The Payment gateway could be
using the latest .NET framework, whereas the product search could be shifted to any other
programming language.
The entire application could be based on an SQL server for data storage, whereas the
inventory could be based on NoSQL. The flexibility is limitless.
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Interdependency removal
Since we try to achieve isolated functionality within each microservice, it is easy to add new
features, fix bugs, or upgrade technology within each one. This will have no impact on
other microservices. Now you have vertical code isolation that enables you to perform all of
this and still be as fast with the deployments.
This doesn't end here. The FlixOne team now has the ability to release a new option for the
Payment gateway alongside the existing one. Both the Payment gateways could coexist
until the time that both the team and the business owners are satisfied with the reports. This
is where the immense power of this architecture comes into play.

Alignment with business goals
It is not necessarily a forte of business owners to understand why a certain feature would be
more difficult or time-consuming to implement. Their responsibility is to keep driving the
business and keep growing it. The development team should become a pivot to the business
goal and not a roadblock.
It is extremely important to understand that the capability to quickly respond to business
needs and adapt to marketing trends is not a by-product of microservices, but their goal.
The capability to achieve this with smaller teams only makes it more suitable to business
owners.

Cost benefits
Each microservice becomes an investment for the business since it can easily be consumed
by other microservices without having to redo the same code again and again. Every time a
microservice is reused, time is saved by avoiding the testing and deployment of that part.
User experience is enhanced since the downtime is either eliminated or reduced to minimal.

Easy scalability
With vertical isolation in place and each microservice rendering a specific service to the
whole system, it is easy to scale. Not only is the identification easier for the scaling
candidates, but the cost is less. This is because we only scale a part of the whole
microservice ecosystem.
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This exercise can be cost-intensive for the business; hence, prioritization of which
microservice should be scaled first can now be a choice for the business team. This decision
no longer has to be a choice for the development team.

Security
Security is similar to what is provided by the traditional layered architecture; microservices
can be secured as easily. Different configurations can be used to secure different
microservices. You can have a part of the microservice ecosystem behind firewalls and
another part for user encryption. Web-facing microservices could be secured differently
from the rest of the microservices. You can suit your needs as per choice, technology, or
budget.

%BUBNBOBHFNFOU
It is common to have a single database in the majority of monolithic applications. And
almost always, there is a database architect or a designated owner responsible for its
integrity and maintenance. The path to any application enhancement that requires a change
in the database has to go through this route. For me, it has never been an easy task. This
further slows down the process of application enhancement, scalability, and technology
adoption.
Because each microservice has its own independent database, the decision-making related to
changes required in the database can be easily delegated to the respective team. We don't
have to worry about the impact on the rest of the system, as there will not be any.
At the same time, this separation of the database brings forth the possibility for the team to
become self-organized. They can now start experimenting.
For example, the team can now consider using the Azure Table storage or Azure Redis
Cache to store the massive product catalog instead of the database, as is being done
currently. Not only can the team now experiment, their experience could easily be
replicated across the whole system as required by other teams in the form of a schedule
convenient to them.
In fact, nothing is stopping the FlixOne team now from being innovative and using
a multitude of technologies available at the same time, then comparing performance in the
real world and making a final decision. Once each microservice has its own database, this is
how FlixOne will look:
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*OUFHSBUJOHNPOPMJUIJD
Whenever a choice is made to move away from the monolithic architecture in favor of the
microservice-styled architecture, the time and cost axis of the initiative will pose some
resistance. A business evaluation might rule against moving some parts of the monolithic
application that do not make a business case for the transition.
It would have been a different scenario if we were developing the application from the
beginning. However, this is also the power of microservices, in my opinion. A correct
evaluation of the entire monolithic architecture can safely identify the monolithic parts to be
ported later.
However, to ensure that these isolated parts do not cause a problem to other microservices
in future, we must take one safeguard against the risk.
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The goal for these parts of the monolithic application is to make them communicate in the
same way as that of other microservices. Doing this involves various patterns and you
utilize the technology stack in which the monolithic application was developed.
If you use the event-driven pattern, make sure that the monolithic application can publish
and consume events, including a detailed modification of the source code to make these
actions possible. This process can also be performed by creating an event proxy that
publishes and consumes events. The event proxy can then translate these events to the
monolithic application in order to keep the changes in the source code to a minimum.
Ultimately, the database would remain the same.
If you plan to use the API gateway pattern, be sure that your gateway is able to
communicate with the monolithic application. To achieve this, one option is to modify the
source code of the application to expose RESTful services that can be consumed easily by
the gateway. This can also be achieved by the creation of a separate microservice to expose
the monolithic application procedures as REST services. The creation of a separate
microservice avoids big changes in the source code. However, it demands the maintenance
and deployment of a new component.

Overview of Azure Service Fabric
While we were talking about microservices in .NET Core world, Azure Service Fabric is the
name that is widely used for microservices. In this section, we will discuss Fabric services.
This is a platform that helps us with easy packaging, deployment and managing scalable
and reliable microservices (the container is also like Docker, and so on). Sometimes it is
difficult to focus on your main responsibility as a developer, due to complex infrastructural
problems, and such. With the help of Azure service fabric, developers need not worry about
the infrastructural issues.
This bundles and has the power of Azure SQL Database, Cosmos DB, Microsoft Power BI,
Azure Event Hubs, Azure IoT Hub, and many more core services.
As per official documentation (IUUQTEPDTNJDSPTPGUDPNFOVTB[VSFTFSWJDF
GBCSJDTFSWJDFGBCSJDPWFSWJFX)
Service fabriccany OS, any cloud: You just need to create a cluster of service
fabric and this cluster runs on Azure (cloud) or on premises, on Linux, or on a
Windows server. Moreover, you can also create clusters on other public clouds.
Service fabric - stateless and stateful microservices: Yes, with the help of service
fabric you can build applications as stateless and/or stateful.
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"As per official documentation (IUUQTEPDTNJDSPTPGUDPNFOVTB[VSF
TFSWJDFGBCSJD) of microservices:
Stateless microservices (such as protocol gateways and web proxies) do not maintain a
mutable state outside a request and its response from the service. Azure Cloud Services
worker roles are an example of a stateless service. Stateful microservices (such as user
accounts, databases, devices, shopping carts, and queues) maintain a mutable,
authoritative state beyond the request and its response."
Full support to application life-cycle management: With the help of service fabric,
get the support of a full application lifecycle that includes development
deployment, and so on.
You can develop a scalable application. For more information refer to: IUUQT
EPDTNJDSPTPGUDPNFOVTB[VSFTFSWJDFGBCSJDTFSWJDFGBCSJD
BQQMJDBUJPOMJGFDZDMF.

You can develop highly reliable, stateless and stateful microservices.
There are different service fabric programming models available that are beyond the scope
of this chapter. For more information, refer to: IUUQTEPDTNJDSPTPGUDPNFOVTB[VSF
TFSWJDFGBCSJDTFSWJDFGBCSJDDIPPTFGSBNFXPSL.

Summary
In this chapter, we discussed the microservice architectural style in detail, its history, and
how it differs from its predecessors, monolithic and SOA. We further defined the various
challenges that monolithic faces when dealing with large systems. Scalability and
reusability are some definite advantages that SOA provides over monolithic. We also
discussed the limitations of the monolithic architecture, including scaling problems, by
implementing a real-life monolithic application. The microservice architecture style resolves
all of these issues by reducing code interdependency and isolating the dataset size that any
one of the microservices works upon. We utilized dependency injection and database
refactoring for this. We further explored automation, CI, and deployment. These easily
allow the development team to let the business sponsor choose what industry trends to
respond to first. This results in cost benefits, better business response, timely technology
adoption, effective scaling, and removal of human dependency. Finally, we discussed
Azure Service Fabric and got an idea about service fabric and its different programming
models.
In the next chapter, we will go ahead and transition our existing application to the
microservice-style architecture and put our knowledge to the test.
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Implementing Microservices
In the previous chapter, we discussed the problems of a layered monolith architecture. In
this chapter, we will discuss how we can refactor them from the existing system and build
separate microservices for products and orders. In this chapter, we will cover the following
topics:
Introduction to C# 7.0, Entity Framework Core, Visual Studio 2017, and Microsoft
SQLServer
Size of microservices
What makes a good service?
Domain-driven design (DDD) and its importance for microservices
The concept of Seam
Communication between microservices
Revisiting the Flix One case study

Introduction
Before we proceed with the concepts to implement microservices, it is worth mentioning the
core concepts, languages, and tools that we're using to implement these microservices. In
this chapter, we will get an overview of these topics.
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C# 7.0
C# is a programming language developed by Microsoft. The current release at the time of
writing this book is C# 7.0. The language appeared in 2002. This language is an objectoriented language and component-oriented. The current version has various new features
such as ValueTuple, Deconstructors, pattern matching, the switch statement local function,
and so on.
We are not going into details of these features as it's beyond the scope of this book. Refer
to IUUQTEPDTNJDSPTPGUDPNFOVTEPUOFUDTIBSQXIBUTOFX for more details.

Entity Framework Core
Entity Framework Core (EF Core) is a cross-platform version of Microsoft Entity
Framework that is one of the most popular object-relational mappers (ORMs).
ORM is a technique that helps you to query and manipulate data as per
required business output. Refer to the discussion at IUUQT
TUBDLPWFSGMPXDPNRVFTUJPOTXIBUJTBOPSNBOEXIFSF
DBOJMFBSONPSFBCPVUJU for more details.

EF Core supports various databases. A complete list of databases is available here: IUUQT
EPDTNJDSPTPGUDPNFOVTFGDPSFQSPWJEFSTJOEFY. The current version of EF Core is
2.0. To get familiar with EF Core, I suggest you read this: IUUQTEPDTNJDSPTPGUDPN
FOVTFGDPSFHFUTUBSUFEJOEFY in detail.

Visual Studio 2017
Visual Studio is one of the best Integrated Development Environments (IDE) created by
Microsoft. It enables developers to work in various ways using famous languages(for
example, C#, VB.NET F#, and so on). The current release of Visual Studio 2017 is update 3
(VS15.3).
An IDE is a software application that provides a facility for programmers
to write programs using programming languages. For more information,
visit IUUQTFOXJLJQFEJBPSHXJLJ*OUFHSBUFE@EFWFMPQNFOU@
FOWJSPONFOU
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Microsoft also released Visual Studio for macOS, and the new avatar of Visual Studio has
many tremendous features. For more information please refer to IUUQTXXX
WJTVBMTUVEJPDPNWTXIBUTOFX. In this book, all examples are written using Visual Studio
2017 update 3. You can also download a community edition that is free: IUUQTXXX
WJTVBMTUVEJPDPN

Microsoft SQLServer
Microsoft SQLServer (MSSQL) is a software application that is a relational database
management system. It's mainly used as database software to store and retrieve data. This
is built on top of SQL, that is, Structured Query Language: IUUQTFBSDITRMTFSWFS
UFDIUBSHFUDPNEFGJOJUJPO42-.
The current release, that is, SQL Server 2017, is more robust and can be used on Windows
and Linux. You can get SQL Server 2017 from here: IUUQTXXXNJDSPTPGUDPNFO*/
TRMTFSWFSTRMTFSWFS. Please note that we will use SQL Server 2008 R2 or later in
this book.

Size of microservices
Before we start building our microservices, we should be clear about a few of their basic
aspects, such as what factors to consider while sizing our microservices and how to ensure
their isolation from the rest of the system.
As the name suggests, microservices should be micro. A question arises: what is micro?
Microservices are all about size and granularity. To understand this better, let's consider the
application discussed in $IBQUFS, An Introduction to Microservices.
We wanted the teams working on this project to stay synchronized at all times with respect
to their code. Staying synchronized is even more important when we release the complete
project. We needed to first decompose our application/specific parts into smaller
functionalities/segments of the main service. Let's discuss the factors that need to be
considered for the high-level isolation of microservices:
Risks due to requirement changes: Changes in the requirements of one
microservice should be independent of other microservices. In such a case, we
will isolate/split our software into smaller services in such a way that if there are
any requirement changes in one service, they will be independent of another
microservice.
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Functionality changes: We will isolate the functionalities that are rarely changed
from the dependent functionalities that can be frequently modified. For example,
in our application, the customer module notification functionality will rarely
change. But its related modules, such as 0SEFS, are more likely to have frequent
business changes as part of their life cycle.
Team changes: We should also consider isolating modules in such a way that one
team can work independently of all the other teams. If the process of making a
new developer productivecregarding the tasks in such modulescis not
dependent on people outside the team, it means we are well placed.
Technology changes: Technology use needs to be isolated vertically within each
module. A module should not be dependent on a technology or component from
another module. We should strictly isolate the modules developed in different
technologies or stacks, or look at moving them to a common platform as a last
resort.
Our primary goal should not be to make services as small as possible; instead, our goal
should be to isolate the identified bounded context and keep it small.

What makes a good service?
Before microservices were conceptualized, whenever we thought of enterprise application
integration, middleware looked like the most feasible option. Software vendors offered
Enterprise Service Bus (ESB), and it was one of the best options for middleware.
Besides considering these solutions, our main priority should be inclined toward the
architectural features. When microservices arrived, middleware was no longer a
consideration. Rather, the focus shifted to contemplation of business problems and how to
tackle those problems with the help of the architecture.
In order to make a service that can be used and maintained easily by developers and users,
the service must have the following features (we can also consider these as characteristics of
good services):
Standard data formats: Good services should follow standardized data formats
while exchanging services or systems with other components. The most popular
data formats used in the .NET stack are XML and JSON.
Standard communication protocol: Good services should obey standard
communication formats, such as SOAP and REST.
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Loose coupling: One of the most important characteristics of a good service is that
it follows loose coupling. When services are loosely coupled, we don't have to
worry about changes. Changes in one service will not impact other services.

DDD and its importance for microservices
Domain-Driven Design (DDD) is a methodology and a process of designing complex
systems. In these sections, we will briefly discuss DDD and how it is important in the
context of microservices.

Domain model design
The main objective of domain design is to understand the exact domain problems and then
draft a model that can be written in any language or set of technologies. For example, in our
Flix One bookstore application, we need to understand Order Management and Stock
Management.
Here are a few characteristics of the domain-driven model:
A domain model should focus on a specific business model and not multiple
business models
It should be reusable
It should be designed so that it can be called in a loosely coupled way, unlike the
rest of the system
It should be designed independently of persistence implementations
It should be pulled out from a project to another location, so it should not be
based on any infrastructure framework

Importance for microservices
DDD is the blueprint and can be implemented by microservices. In other words, once DDD
is done, we can implement it using microservices. This is just like how, in our application,
we can easily implement Order services, Inventory services, Tracking services, and so on.
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Once you have dealt with the transition process to your satisfaction, a simple exercise
should be performed. This will help you verify that the size of the microservice is small
enough. Every system is unique and has its own complexity level. Considering these levels
of your domain, you need to have a baseline for the maximum number of domain objects
that can talk to each other. If any service fails this evaluation criterion, then you have a
possible candidate to evaluate your transition once again. However, don't get into this
exercise with a specific number in mind; you can always go easy. As long as you have
followed all the steps correctly, the system should be fine for you.
If you feel that this baseline process is difficult for you to achieve, you can take another
route. Go through all the interfaces and classes in each microservice. Considering all the
steps we have followed, and the industry standard coding guidelines, anybody new to the
system should be able to make sense of its purpose.
You can also perform another simple test to check whether the correct vertical isolation of
the services was achieved. You can deploy each one of them and make them live with the
rest of the services, which are still unavailable. If your service goes live and continues
listening for incoming requests, you can pat yourself on the back.
There are many benefits that you can derive from the isolated deployment capability. The
capability to just deploy them independently allows the host in them to enter its own
independent processes. It allows you to harness the power of the cloud and other hybrid
models of hosting that you can think of. You are free to independently pick different
technologies for each one of them as well.

The concept of seam
At the very core of microservices lies the capability to work on a specific functionality in
isolation from the rest of the system. This translates into all the advantages discussed
earlier, such as reduced module dependency, code reusability, easier code maintenance,
and better deployment.
In my opinion, the same attributes that were attained with the implementation of
microservices should be maintained during the process of implementation. Why should the
whole process of moving monoliths to microservices be painful and not be as rewarding as
using the microservices themselves? Just remember that the transition can't be done
overnight and will need meticulous planning. Many capable solution architects have
differed in their approaches while presenting their highly capable teams. The answer lies
not just in the points already mentioned, but in the risk to the business itself.
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This is very well attainable. However, we must identify our method correctly in order to
achieve it. Otherwise, there is a possibility that the whole process of transitioning a
monolithic application to microservices could be a dreadful one.

Module interdependency
This should always be the starting point when trying to transition a monolithic application
to microservice-style architecture. Identify and pick up those parts of the application that
are least dependent on other modules and have the least dependency on them, as well.
It is very important to understand that by identifying such parts of the application, you are
not just trying to pick up the least challenging parts to deal with. However, at the same
time, you have identified seams, which are the most easily visible ones. These are parts of
the application where we will perform the necessary changes first. This allows us to
completely isolate this part of the code from the rest of the system. It should be ready to
become a part of the microservice or deployed in the final stage of this exercise.
Even though such seams have been identified, the capability to achieve microservice-style
development is still a little further away. This is a good start, though.

Technology
A two-pronged approach is required here. First, you must identify what different features
of the application's base framework are being utilized. The differentiation could be, for
example, implemented on the basis of heavy dependency on certain data structures,
interprocess communication being performed, or the activity of report generation. This is
the easier part.
However, as the second step, I recommend that you become more confident and pick up
pieces that use a type of technology that is different from what is being used currently. For
example, there could be a piece of code relying on simple data structures or XML-based
persistence. Identify such baggage in the system and mark it for a transition. A lot of
prudence is required in this twin-pronged approach. Making a selection that is too
ambitious could set you on a path similar to what we have been trying to avoid altogether.
Some of these parts might not look like very promising candidates for the final
microservice-style architecture application. They should still be dealt with now. In the end,
they will allow you to easily perform the transition.
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Team structure
With every iteration of this identification process being executed, this factor becomes more
and more important. There could be teams that are differentiated on various grounds, such
as their technical skill set, geographical location, or security requirements (employees
versus outsourced).
If there is a part of the functionality that requires a specific skill set, then you could be
looking at another probable Seam candidate. Teams can be composed of varying degrees of
these differentiation factors. As part of the transition to microservices, the clear
differentiation that could enable them to work independently could further optimize their
productivity.
This can also provide a benefit in the form of safeguarding the intellectual property of the
companycoutsourcing to consultants for specific parts of the application is not uncommon.
The capability to allow consultants or partners to help you only on a specific module makes
the process simpler and more secure.

Database
The heart and soul of any enterprise system is its database. It is the biggest asset of the
system on any given day. It is also the most vulnerable part of the whole system in such an
exercise. No wonder database architects can sound mean and intruding whenever you ask
them to make even the smallest change. Their domain is defined by database tables and
stored procedures.
The health of their domain is judged by the referential integrity and the time it takes to
perform various transactions. I don't hold them guilty for overdoing it anymore. They have
a reason for thisctheir past experiences. It's time to change that. Let me tell you, this won't
be easy, as we will have to utilize a completely different approach to handle data integrity
once we embark on this path.
You might think that the easiest approach is to divide the whole database in one go, but this
is not the case. It can lead us to the situation we have been trying to avoid all along. Let's
look at how to go about doing this in a more efficient manner.
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As you move along, picking up pieces after the module dependency analysis, identify the
database structures that are being used to interact with the database. There are two steps
that you need to perform here. First, check whether you can isolate the database structures
in your code to be broken down, and align this with the newly defined vertical boundaries.
Second, identify what it would take to break down the underlying database structure as
well.
Don't worry yet if breaking down the underlying data structure seems difficult. If it appears
that it is involving other modules that you haven't started to move to microservices, it is a
good sign. Don't let the database changes define the modules that you would pick and
migrate to microservice-style architecture. Keep it the other way round. This ensures that
when a database change is picked up, the code that depends on the change is already ready
to absorb the change.
This ensures that you don't pick up the battle of data integrity while you are already
occupied with modifying the code that would rely on this part of the database.
Nevertheless, such database structures should draw your attention so that the modules that
depend on them are picked next. This will allow you to easily complete the move to
microservices for all the associated modules in one go. Refer to the following diagram:
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Here, we have not broken the database yet. Instead, we have simply separated our database
access part into layers as part of the first step.
What we have simply done is map the code data structure the database, and they no longer
depend on each other. Let's see how this step would work out when we remove foreign key
relationships.
If we can transition the code structures being used to access the database along with the
database structure, we will save time. This approach might differ from system to system
and can be affected by our personal bias. If your database structure changes seem to be
impacting modules that are yet to be marked for transition, move on for now.
Another important point to understand here is what kind of changes are acceptable when
you break down this database table or merge it with another partial structure? The most
important thing is not to shy away from breaking those foreign key relationships apart. This
might sound like a big difference from our traditional approach to maintaining data
integrity. However, removing your foreign key relationships is the most fundamental
challenge when restructuring your database to suit the microservice architecture.
Remember that a microservice is meant to be independent of other services. If there are
foreign key relationships with other parts of the system, it makes it dependent on the
services owning that part of the database. Refer to the following diagram:

As part of step two, we have kept the foreign key fields in the database tables but have
removed the foreign key constraint. So the ORDER table is still holding information about
ProductID, but the foreign key relation is broken now. Refer to the following diagram:
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This is what our microservice-style architecture would finally look like. The central
database would be moved away in favor of each service having their own database. So,
separating the data structures in the code and removing foreign key relationships is our
preparation to finally make the change. The connected boundaries of microservices in the
preceding figure signify the interservice communication.
With the two steps performed, your code is now ready to split ORDER and PRODUCT into
separate services, with each having their own database.
If all of the discussion here has left you bewildered about all those transactions that have
been safely performed up to now, you are not alone. This outcome of the challenge with the
transactions is not a small one by any means, and deserves focused attention. We'll talk
about this in detail a bit later. Before that, there is another part that becomes a no man's land
in the database. It is master data or static data, as some may call it.

Master data
Handling master data is more about your personal choice and system-specific requirements.
If you see that the master data is not going to change for ages and occupies an insignificant
amount of records, you are better off with the configuration files or even code
enumerations.
This requires someone to push out the configuration files once in a while when the changes
do happen. However, this still leaves a gap for the future. As the rest of the system would
depend on this one module, it will be responsible for these updates. If this module does not
behave correctly, other parts of the system relying on it could also be impacted negatively.
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Another option could be to wrap up the master data in a separate service altogether.
Having the master data delivered through a service would provide the advantage of the
services knowing the change instantly and understanding the capability to consume it as
well.
The process of requesting this service might not be much different from the process of
reading configuration files when required. It might be slower, but then it is to be done only
as many times as necessary.
Moreover, you could also support different sets of master data. It would be fairly easy to
maintain product sets that differ every year. With the microservice architecture style, it is
always a good idea to be independent of any kind of outside reliance in future.

Transaction
With our foreign keys gone and the database split into smaller parts, we need to devise our
own mechanisms for handling data integrity. Here, we need to factor in the possibility that
not all services would successfully go through a transaction in the scope of their respective
data stores.
A good example is a user ordering a specific product. At the time the order is being
accepted, there is a sufficient quantity available to be ordered. However, by the time the
order is logged, the Product service cannot log the orders for some reason. We don't know
yet whether is was due to insufficient quantity or some other communication fault within
the system. There are two possible options here. Let's discuss them one by one.
The first option is to try again and perform the remaining part of the transaction sometime
later. This would require us to orchestrate the whole transaction in a way that tracks
individual transactions across services. So every transaction that leads to transactions being
performed for more than one service must be tracked. In case one of them does not go
through, it deserves a retry. This might work for long-lived operations.
However, for other operations, this could cause a real problem. If the operation is not longlived and you still decide to retry, the outcome will result in either locking out other
transactions or making the transaction waitcmeaning it is impossible to complete it.
Another option that we can contemplate here is to cancel the entire set of transactions
spread across various services. This means that a single failure at any stage of the entire set
of transactions would result in the reversal of all the previous transactions.
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This is one area where maximum prudence would be required, and it would be time well
invested. A stable outcome is only guaranteed when the transactions are planned out well
in any microservice-style architecture application.

Communication between microservices
In the preceding section, we separated our Order module into Order services and discussed
how we can break down the foreign key relationship between ORDER and PRODUCT
tables.
In a monolithic application, we have a single repository that queries the database to fetch
the records from both ORDER and PRODUCT tables. However, in our upcoming
microservice application, we will segregate repositories between Order service and Product
service. With each service having its respective database, each one would access its own
database only. Order service would only be able to access order Database, whereas Product
service would be able to access product Database only. Order service should not be
allowed to access product Database and vice versa.
We will discuss communication between microservices in $IBQUFS,
Integration Techniques and Microservices, in detail.

Refer to the following diagram:
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In the preceding figure, we can see that our UI is interacting with Order Service and
Product service via API gateway. Both the services are physically separated from each
other and there is no direct interaction between these services. Communication performed
in this manner is also referred to as communication that is based on the API Gateway Pattern.
The API gateway is nothing but a middle tier via which the UI can interact with the
microservices. It also provides a simpler interface and makes the process of consuming
these services simpler. It provides a different level of granularity to different clients as
required (browser and desktop).
We can say that it provides coarse-grained APIs to mobile clients and fine-grained APIs to
desktop clients, and it can use a high-performance network underneath its hood to provide
some serious throughput.
The definition of granularity from Wikipedia is as follows (IUUQTFOXJLJQFEJBPSH
XJLJ(SBOVMBSJUZ):
"Granularity is the extent to which a system is broken down into small parts, either the
system itself or its description or observation. It is the extent to which a larger entity is
subdivided. For example, a yard broken into inches has a finer granularity than a yard
broken into feet.
Coarse-grained systems consist of fewer, larger components than fine-grained systems; a
coarse-grained description of a system regards large subcomponents while a fine-grained
description regards smaller components of which the larger ones are composed."

Benefits of the API gateway for microservices
There is no doubt that the API gateway is beneficial for microservices. With its use, you can
do the following:
Invoke services through the API gateway
Reduce round trips between the client and the application
The client has the ability to access different APIs in one place, as segregated by
the gateway
It provides flexibility to clients in such a manner that they are able to interact with different
services as and when they need to. This way, there is no need to expose complete/all
services at all. API gateway is a component of complete API management. In our solution,
we will use Azure API management, and we will explain it further in $IBQUFS, Integration
Techniques and Microservices.
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API gateway versus API management
In the preceding section, we discussed how the API gateway hides the actual APIs from its
client and then simply redirects the calls to the actual API from these clients. The API
management solution provides a complete management system to manage all the APIs of
its external consumers. All API management solutions, such as Azure API management
(IUUQTEPDTNJDSPTPGUDPNFOVTB[VSFBQJNBOBHFNFOU), provide various
capabilities and functionalities, such as:
Design
Development
Security
Publishing
Scalability
Monitoring
Analysis
Monetization

Revisiting the Flix One case study
In the preceding chapter, we looked at an example of an imaginary company, Flix One Inc.,
operating in the e-commerce domain and having its own .NET monolithic application: the
Flix One bookstore. We have already discussed the following:
How to segregate the code
How to segregate the database
How to denormalize the database
How to begin transitioning
The available refactoring approaches
In the next sections, we will start writing/transitioning .NET monolith to a microservice
application.
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Prerequisites
We will use the following tools and technologies while transitioning our monolithic
application to microservice-style architecture:
Visual Studio 2017 update 3 or later
C# 7.0
ASP.NET Core MVC/Web API
Entity Framework Core
SQL Server 2008R2 or later

Transitioning to our product service
We already have our product module in place. We are going to pull back this module now
and start with a new ASP.NET Core MVC project. To do this, follow all the steps we
discussed in the preceding sections and in $IBQUFS, An Introduction to Microservices, Let's
examine the technology and database we will use:
Technology stack: We have already selected this for our product service; we will
go with ASP.NET Core, C#, Entity framework (EF), and so on. Microservices can
be written using different technology stacks and can be consumed by clients
created by different technologies. For our product service, we will go with
ASP.NET Core.
Database: We have already discussed this in $IBQUFS, An Introduction to
Microservices, when talking about a monolithic application and segregating its
database. Here, we will go with SQL Server, and the database schema will be
1SPEVDU instead of ECP.
Our product database is segregated. We will use this database in our product service, as
shown in the following screenshot:
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We have created a separated product database for our product service. We did not migrate
the entire data. In the following sections, we will discuss product database migration as
well. Migration is important as we have numerous existing records of FlixOne bookstore
customers. We can't ignore these records, and they need to be migrated to our modified
structure. Let's get started.
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Migrations
In the preceding section, we separated our product database to ensure that it would only be
used by our product service. We also selected a technology stack of our choice to build our
microservice (product service). In this section, we will discuss how we can migrate both our
existing code and database to ensure that they fit right in with our new architectural style.

Code migration
Code migration does not involve just pulling out a few layers of code from the existing
monolithic application and then bundling it with our newly created Product service. In
order to achieve this, you'll need to implement all that you have learned up until now. In
the existing monolithic application, we have a single repository, which is common to all
modules, whereas, for microservices, we will create repositories for each module separately
and keep them isolated from each other:
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In the preceding image, Product service has a Product repository, which further interacts
with its designated data store, named Product database. We will now discuss
microcomponents a bit more. They are nothing but isolated parts of the application
(microservice), namely common classes and business functionalities. It is worthwhile
to note here that the Product repository itself is a microcomponent in the world of
microservices.
In our final product service, which is to be done in ASP.NET Core 2.0, we will work with a
model and controller to create our REST API. Let's talk about both of these briefly:
Model: This is an object that represents the data in the product service. In our
case, the identified models are stacked into product and category fields. In our
code, models are nothing but a set of simple C# classes. When we talk in terms
of EF Core, they are commonly referred to as plain old CLR objects (POCOs).
POCOs are nothing but simple entities without any data access functionality.
Controller: This is a simple C# class that inherits an abstract class controller of the
.JDSPTPGU"TQ/FU$PSF.WDnamespace. It handles HTTP requests and is
responsible for the creation of the HTTP response to be sent back. In our Product
service, we have a product controller that handles everything.
Let's follow a step-by-step approach to create our product service.

Creating our project
As already decided in the previous sections, we will create our 1SPEVDU4FSWJDF in
ASP.NET Core 2.0 or C# 7.0, using Visual Studio. Let's look at what steps are required to do
this:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Start Visual Studio.
Create a new project by navigating to File | New | Project.
From the template options available, select ASP.NET Core Web Application.
Enter the project name as 'MJY0OF#PPL4UPSF1SPEVDU4FSWJDF, and click
on ok.
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5. From the template screen, select Web Application (Model-View-Controller) and
make sure you have selected .NET Core and ASP.NET Core 2.0 from the options,
as shown in the following screenshot:

6. Leave rest options as the default and click on ok.
The new solution should look like the following screenshot:
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7. From the solution explorer, right-click (or press Alt + Enter) on the project and
click on Properties.
8. From the Properties window, click on Build and click on Advance. The
Language version should be C#7.0, as shown in the following screenshot:

Adding the model
In our monolithic application, we do not have any model classes yet. So let's go ahead and
add a new model as required.
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To add the new model, add a new folder and name it .PEFMT. In the Solution Explorer,
right-click on the project and then click on options from Add | New Folder:

There is no hard and fast rule for putting all the model classes in a folder named
.PEFMT. As a matter of fact, we can put our model classes anywhere in the project in our
application. We follow this practice as it becomes self-explanatory from folder names. At
the same time, it easily identifies that this folder is for the model classes.
To add new Product and Category classes (these classes will represent our POCOs), do as
follows:
1. Right-click on the .PEFMT folder and chose Option.
2. Add New Item|Class. We will name them 1SPEVDU and $BUFHPSZ.
3. Now add the properties that depict our product database column name to the
tables 1SPEVDU and $BUFHPSZ.
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There is no restriction regarding having the property name match the table
column name. It is just general practice.

The following code snippet depicts what our 1SPEVDUDT model class will look like:
OBNFTQBDF'MJY0OF#PPL4UPSF1SPEVDU4FSWJDF.PEFMT
\
QVCMJDDMBTT1SPEVDU
\
QVCMJD(VJE*E\HFUTFU^
QVCMJDTUSJOH/BNF\HFUTFU^
QVCMJDTUSJOH%FTDSJQUJPO\HFUTFU^
QVCMJDTUSJOH*NBHF\HFUTFU^
QVCMJDEFDJNBM1SJDF\HFUTFU^
QVCMJD(VJE$BUFHPSZ*E\HFUTFU^
^
^

The following code snippet shows what our $BUFHPSZDT model class will look like:
OBNFTQBDF'MJY0OF#PPL4UPSF1SPEVDU4FSWJDF.PEFMT
\
QVCMJDDMBTT$BUFHPSZ
\
QVCMJD$BUFHPSZ
\
1SPEVDUTOFX-JTU1SPEVDU

^
QVCMJD(VJE*E\HFUTFU^
QVCMJDTUSJOH/BNF\HFUTFU^
QVCMJDTUSJOH%FTDSJQUJPO\HFUTFU^
QVCMJD*&OVNFSBCMF1SPEVDU 1SPEVDUT\HFUTFU^
^
^

Adding a repository
In our monolithic application, we have a common repository throughout the project. In
1SPEVDU4FSWJDF, by virtue of following all the principals learned up until now, we will
create microcomponents, which means separate repositories encapsulating the data layer.
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A repository is nothing but a simple C# class that contains the logic to
retrieve data from the database and maps it to the model.

Adding a repository is as simple as following these steps:
1. Create a new folder and name it 1FSTJTUFODF.
2. Add the *1SPEVDU3FQPTJUPSZ interface and a 1SPEVDU3FQPTJUPSZ class that
will implement the *1SPEVDU3FQPTJUPSZ interface.
3. Again, we name the folder 1FSTJTUFODF in an effort to follow the general
principal for easy identification.
The following code snippet provides an overview of the *1SPEVDU3FQPTJUPSZ interface:
OBNFTQBDF'MJY0OF#PPL4UPSF1SPEVDU4FSWJDF1FSTJTUFODF
\
QVCMJDJOUFSGBDF*1SPEVDU3FQPTJUPSZ
\
WPJE"EE 1SPEVDUQSPEVDU 
*&OVNFSBCMF1SPEVDU (FU"MM 
1SPEVDU(FU#Z (VJEJE 
WPJE3FNPWF (VJEJE 
WPJE6QEBUF 1SPEVDUQSPEVDU 
^
^

The following code snippet provides an overview of the 1SPEVDU3FQPTJUPSZ class (it is
still without any implementation and it does not have any interaction with the database
yet):
OBNFTQBDF'MJY0OF#PPL4UPSF1SPEVDU4FSWJDF1FSTJTUFODF
\
QVCMJDDMBTT1SPEVDU3FQPTJUPSZ*1SPEVDU3FQPTJUPSZ
\
QVCMJDWPJE"EE 1SPEVDU1SPEVDU
\
UISPXOFX/PU*NQMFNFOUFE&YDFQUJPO 
^
QVCMJD*&OVNFSBCMF1SPEVDU (FU"MM
\
UISPXOFX/PU*NQMFNFOUFE&YDFQUJPO 
^
QVCMJD1SPEVDU(FU#Z (VJEJE
\
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UISPXOFX/PU*NQMFNFOUFE&YDFQUJPO
^
QVCMJDCPPM3FNPWF (VJEJE
\
UISPXOFX/PU*NQMFNFOUFE&YDFQUJPO
^
QVCMJDWPJE6QEBUF 1SPEVDU1SPEVDU
\
UISPXOFX/PU*NQMFNFOUFE&YDFQUJPO
^
^
^







Registering the repositories
For 1SPEVDU4FSWJDF, we will use built-in dependency injection support with ASP.NET
Core. To do so, follow these simple steps:
1. Open 4UBSUVQDT.
2. Add the repository to the $POGJHVSF4FSWJDFT method. It should look like this:
QVCMJDWPJE$POGJHVSF4FSWJDFT *4FSWJDF$PMMFDUJPOTFSWJDFT
\
"EEGSBNFXPSLTFSWJDFT
TFSWJDFT"EE.WD 
TFSWJDFT"EE4JOHMFUPO*1SPEVDU3FQPTJUPSZ
1SPEVDU3FQPTJUPSZ

^

Adding a product controller
Finally, we have reached the stage where we can proceed to add our controller class. This
controller will actually be responsible for responding to the incoming HTTP requests with
the applicable HTTP response. In case you are wondering what is to be done with that, you
can see the )PNF$POUSPMMFS class, as it is a default class provided by the ASP.NET core
template.
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Right-click on the DPOUSPMMFST folder, chose the Add | New Item option, and select Web
API Controller Class. Name it 1SPEVDU$POUSPMMFS. Here we are going to utilize whatever
code/functionality we can from the monolithic application. Go back to the legacy code and
look at the operations you're performing there; they can be borrowed for our
1SPEVDU$POUSPMMFS class. Refer to the following screenshot:

After we have made the required modifications to 1SPEVDU$POUSPMMFS, it should look
something similar to this:
VTJOH.JDSPTPGU"TQ/FU$PSF.WD
VTJOH'MJY0OF#PPL4UPSF1SPEVDU4FSWJDF1FSTJTUFODF
OBNFTQBDF'MJY0OF#PPL4UPSF1SPEVDU4FSWJDF$POUSPMMFST
\
<3PVUF BQJ<DPOUSPMMFS> >
QVCMJDDMBTT1SPEVDU$POUSPMMFS$POUSPMMFS
\
QSJWBUFSFBEPOMZ*1SPEVDU3FQPTJUPSZ@1SPEVDU3FQPTJUPSZ
QVCMJD1SPEVDU$POUSPMMFS *1SPEVDU3FQPTJUPSZ1SPEVDU3FQPTJUPSZ
\
@1SPEVDU3FQPTJUPSZ1SPEVDU3FQPTJUPSZ
^
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^
^

The ProductService API
In our monolithic application, for the 1SPEVDU module, we are doing the following:
Adding a new 1SPEVDU module
Updating an existing 1SPEVDU module
Deleting an existing 1SPEVDU module
Retrieving a 1SPEVDU module
Now we will create 1SPEVDU4FSWJDF; we require the following APIs:
API Resource

Description

(&5 /BQJ/1SPEVDU

Gets a list of products

(&5 /BQJ/1SPEVDU\JE^

Gets a product

165 /BQJ/1SPEVDU\JE^

Updates an existing product

%&-&5& /BQJ/1SPEVDU\JE^

Deletes an existing product

1045 /BQJ/1SPEVDU

Adds a new product

Adding EF core support
Before going further, we need to add EF so that our service can interact with the actual
product database. Until now, we did not add any method to our repository that could
interact with the database.
To add EF core support, we need to add EF's core TRMTFSWFS package (we are adding
the TRMTFSWFS package because we are using SQL Server as our DB server). Open
the NuGet Package Manager (Tools | NuGet Package Manager | Manage NuGet
Package).
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Open the NuGet Package and search for .JDSPTPGU&OUJUZ'SBNFXPSL$PSF4RM4FSWFS:

EF Core DbContext
In the preceding section, we added the EF Core 2.0 package for SQL Server support; now
we need to create a context so our models can interact with our product database. We have
the Product and Category models, refer to this list:
1. Add a new folder and name it $POUFYUTcit is not compulsory to add a new
folder.
2. In the DPOUFYU folder, add a new C# class and name it 1SPEVDU$POUFYU. We are
creating %C$POUFYU for 1SPEVDU%BUBCBTF, so to make it similar here, we are
creating 1SPEVDU$POUFYU.
3. Make sure the 1SPEVDU$POUFYU class inherits the %C$POUFYU class.
4. Make the changes, and our 1SPEVDU$POUFYU class will look like this:
VTJOH'MJY0OF#PPL4UPSF1SPEVDU4FSWJDF.PEFMT
VTJOH.JDSPTPGU&OUJUZ'SBNFXPSL$PSF
OBNFTQBDF'MJY0OF#PPL4UPSF1SPEVDU4FSWJDF$POUFYUT
\
QVCMJDDMBTT1SPEVDU$POUFYU%C$POUFYU
\
QVCMJD1SPEVDU$POUFYU %C$POUFYU0QUJPOT
1SPEVDU$POUFYU PQUJPOT CBTF PQUJPOT
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\^
QVCMJD1SPEVDU$POUFYU
\^
QVCMJD%C4FU1SPEVDU 1SPEVDUT\HFUTFU^
QVCMJD%C4FU$BUFHPSZ $BUFHPSJFT\HFUTFU^
^
^

We have created our context, but this context is independent of the product
database. We need to add a provider and connection string so that
1SPEVDU$POUFYU can talk with our database.
5. Once again, open the 4UBSUVQDT file and add the 42-4FSWFSEC provider for
our EF Core support, under the $POGJHVSF4FSWDJFT method. Once you add the
provider's $POGJHVSF4FSWDJFT method, our 4UBSUVQDT file will look like this:
QVCMJDWPJE$POGJHVSF4FSWJDFT *4FSWJDF$PMMFDUJPOTFSWJDFT
\
"EEGSBNFXPSLTFSWJDFT
TFSWJDFT"EE.WD 
TFSWJDFT"EE4JOHMFUPO*1SPEVDU3FQPTJUPSZ1SPEVDU3FQPTJUPSZ
TFSWJDFT"EE%C$POUFYU1SPEVDU$POUFYU P P6TF4RM4FSWFS
 $POGJHVSBUJPO(FU$POOFDUJPO4USJOH 1SPEVDUT$POOFDUJPO

^

6. Open the BQQTFUUJOHTKTPO file and add the required database connection
string. In our provider, we have already set the connection key as
1SPEVDUT$POOFDUJPO So now, add the following line to set the connection
string with the same key (change Data Source to your data source):
\
$POOFDUJPO4USJOHT
\
1SPEVDU$POOFDUJPO
%BUB4PVSDF42-&913&44*OJUJBM$BUBMPH1SPEVDUT%#
*OUFHSBUFE4FDVSJUZ5SVF.VMUJQMF"DUJWF3FTVMU4FUT5SVF
^
^
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EF Core migrations
Although we have already created our product database, it is not time to underestimate the
power of EF Core migrations. EF Core migrations will be helpful for us to perform any
future modifications to the database. This modification could be in the form of a simple
field addition or any other update to the database structure. We can simply rely on these EF
Core migration commands every time to do the necessary changes for us. In order to utilize
this capability, follow these simple steps:
1. Go to Tools | NuGet Package Manager | Package Manager Console.
2. Run the following commands from Package Manager Console:
Install--Package Microsoft.EntityFrameworkCore.Tools --pre
Install--Package Microsoft.EntityFrameworkCore.Design

3. To initiate the migration, run this command:
Add-Migration ProductDB

It is important to note that this is to be done only the first time (when we do not
yet have a database created by this command).
4. Now, whenever there are any changes in your model, simply execute the
following command:
Update-Database

Database migration
At this point, we are done with our 1SPEVDU%BUBCBTF creation. Now it's time to migrate
our existing database. There are many different ways to do this. Our monolithic application,
which presently has a huge database, contains a large number of records as well. It is not
possible to migrate them by simply using a database SQL script.
We need to explicitly create a script to migrate the database with all of its data. Another
option is to go ahead and create a DB package as required. Depending on the complexity of
your data and the records, you might need to create more than one data package to ensure
that the data is migrated correctly to our newly created database, 1SPEVDU%#.
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Revisiting repositories and the controller
We are now ready to facilitate interaction between our model and database via our newly
created repositories. After making the appropriate changes to 1SPEVDU3FQPTJUPSZ, it will
look like this:
VTJOH4ZTUFN$PMMFDUJPOT(FOFSJD
VTJOH4ZTUFN-JOR
VTJOH'MJY0OF#PPL4UPSF1SPEVDU4FSWJDF$POUFYUT
VTJOH'MJY0OF#PPL4UPSF1SPEVDU4FSWJDF.PEFMT
OBNFTQBDF'MJY0OF#PPL4UPSF1SPEVDU4FSWJDF1FSTJTUFODF
\
QVCMJDDMBTT1SPEVDU3FQPTJUPSZ*1SPEVDU3FQPTJUPSZ
\
QSJWBUFSFBEPOMZ1SPEVDU$POUFYU@DPOUFYU
QVCMJD1SPEVDU3FQPTJUPSZ 1SPEVDU$POUFYUDPOUFYU
\
@DPOUFYUDPOUFYU
^
QVCMJDWPJE"EE 1SPEVDU1SPEVDU
\
@DPOUFYU"EE 1SPEVDU 
@DPOUFYU4BWF$IBOHFT 
^
QVCMJD*&OVNFSBCMF1SPEVDU (FU"MM 
@DPOUFYU1SPEVDUT*ODMVEF D D$BUFHPSZ 5P-JTU 
3FTUPGUIFDPEFIBTCFFOEFMFUFE
^
^

Introducing ViewModel
Add a new class to the NPEFMT folder and name it 1SPEVDU7JFX.PEFM. We do this because,
in our monolithic application, whenever we search for a product, it should be displayed in
its product category. In order to support this, we need to incorporate the necessary fields
into our view model. Our 1SPEVDU7JFX.PEFM class will look like this:
VTJOH4ZTUFN
OBNFTQBDF'MJY0OF#PPL4UPSF1SPEVDU4FSWJDF.PEFMT
\
QVCMJDDMBTT1SPEVDU7JFX.PEFM
\
QVCMJD(VJE1SPEVDU*E\HFUTFU^
QVCMJDTUSJOH1SPEVDU/BNF\HFUTFU^
QVCMJDTUSJOH1SPEVDU%FTDSJQUJPO\HFUTFU^
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QVCMJDTUSJOH1SPEVDU*NBHF\HFUTFU^
QVCMJDEFDJNBM1SPEVDU1SJDF\HFUTFU^
QVCMJD(VJE$BUFHPSZ*E\HFUTFU^
QVCMJDTUSJOH$BUFHPSZ/BNF\HFUTFU^
QVCMJDTUSJOH$BUFHPSZ%FTDSJQUJPO\HFUTFU^
^
^

Revisiting the product controller
Finally, we are ready to create a REST API for 1SPEVDU4FSWJDF. After the changes are
made, here is what 1SPEVDU$POUSPMMFS will look like:
VTJOH4ZTUFN-JOR
VTJOH'MJY0OF#PPL4UPSF1SPEVDU4FSWJDF.PEFMT
VTJOH'MJY0OF#PPL4UPSF1SPEVDU4FSWJDF1FSTJTUFODF
VTJOH.JDSPTPGU"TQ/FU$PSF.WD
OBNFTQBDF'MJY0OF#PPL4UPSF1SPEVDU4FSWJDF$POUSPMMFST
\
<3PVUF BQJ<DPOUSPMMFS> >
QVCMJDDMBTT1SPEVDU$POUSPMMFS$POUSPMMFS
\
QSJWBUFSFBEPOMZ*1SPEVDU3FQPTJUPSZ@QSPEVDU3FQPTJUPSZ
QVCMJD1SPEVDU$POUSPMMFS *1SPEVDU3FQPTJUPSZ
QSPEVDU3FQPTJUPSZ  @QSPEVDU3FQPTJUPSZQSPEVDU3FQPTJUPSZ
<)UUQ(FU>
<3PVUF QSPEVDUMJTU >
QVCMJD*"DUJPO3FTVMU(FU-JTU  OFX
0L0CKFDU3FTVMU @QSPEVDU3FQPTJUPSZ(FU"MM
4FMFDU 5P1SPEVDUWN 5P-JTU




<)UUQ(FU>
<3PVUF QSPEVDU\QSPEVDUJE^ >
QVCMJD*"DUJPO3FTVMU(FU TUSJOHQSPEVDU*E
\
WBSQSPEVDU.PEFM@QSPEVDU3FQPTJUPSZ(FU#Z OFX(VJE QSPEVDU*E
SFUVSOOFX0L0CKFDU3FTVMU 5P1SPEVDUWN QSPEVDU.PEFM 
^
3FTUPGDPEFIBTCFFOSFNPWFE
^
^
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We have completed our all the tasks that are required for web API creation. Now, we need
to tweaks few things so that client can get information about our web APIs. So, in the
upcoming sections, we will add Swagger to our web API documentation.

Adding Swagger support
We are using Swagger in our API documentation. We will not dive into the details of
Swagger here (for more information, refer to IUUQTEPDTNJDSPTPGUDPNFOVTBTQOFU
DPSFUVUPSJBMTXFCBQJIFMQQBHFTVTJOHTXBHHFS).
Swagger is an open source and famous library that provides
documentation for Web APIs. Refer to the official link, IUUQTTXBHHFS
JP, for more information.
It is very easy to add documentation using Swagger. Follow these steps:
1. Open NuGet Package Manager.
2. Search for the 4XBTICVDLMF"TQ/FU$PSF package.
3. Select the package and then install the package:
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4. It will install the following:
Swashbuckle.AspNetCore
Swashbuckle.AspNetCore.Swagger
Swashbuckle.AspNetCore.SwaggerGen
Swashbuckle.AspNetCore.SwaggerUI
This is shown in the following screenshot:

5. Open the 4UBSUVQDT file, move to the ConfigureServices method, and add the
following lines to register the Swagger generator:
TFSWJDFT"EE4XBHHFS(FO TXBHHFS
\
TXBHHFS4XBHHFS%PD WOFX*OGP
\5JUMF1SPEVDU"1*T7FSTJPOW^ 
^ 
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6. Next, in the Configure method, add the following code:
BQQ6TF4XBHHFS 
BQQ6TF4XBHHFS6* D
\
D4XBHHFS&OEQPJOU TXBHHFSWTXBHHFSKTPO
.Z"1*7 
^ 

7. Press F5 and run the application; you'll get a default page.
8. Open the Swagger documentation by adding swagger in the URL. So, the URL
would be IUUQMPDBMIPTUTXBHHFS:

The preceding image shows the Product API resources, and you can try these APIs from
within the Swagger documentation page.
Finally, we have completed the transition of our monolith .NET application to microservices
and discussed the step-by-step transition of 1SPEVDU4FSWJDF. There are more steps to
come for this application:
How microservices communicate: This will be discussed in $IBQUFS, Integration
Techniques and Microservices
How to test a microservice: This will be discussed in $IBQUFS, Testing
Microservices
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Deploying microservices: This will be discussed in $IBQUFS, Deploying
Microservices
How can we make sure our microservices are secure, and monitoring our
microservices: This will be discussed in $IBQUFS, Securing Microservices,
and $IBQUFS, Monitoring Microservices
How microservices are scaled: This will be discussed in $IBQUFS, Scaling
Microservices

Summary
In this chapter, we discussed the different factors that can be used to identify and isolate
microservices at a high level. We also discussed the various characteristics of a good service.
When talking about DDD, we learned its importance in the context of microservices.
Furthermore, we analyzed how we can correctly achieve the vertical isolation of
microservices through various parameters in detail. We tried to draw on our previous
understanding of the challenges posed by a monolithic application and its solution in
microservices, and we learned that we can use factors such as module interdependency,
technology utilization, and team structure to identify seams and perform the transition from
a monolithic architecture to microservices in an organized manner.
It became apparent that the database can pose a clear challenge in this process. However,
we identified how we can still perform the process using a simple strategy and the possible
approaches to do this. We then established that, with the foreign keys reduced/removed,
the transactions can be handled in a completely different manner.
Moving on from a monolith to bounded contexts, we further applied our knowledge to
transition the FlixOne application to a microservice architecture.
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Integration Techniques and
Microservices
In the previous chapter, we developed microservices using a .NET monolithic application.
These services are independent of each other and are located on different servers. What
would be a better way to have inter-service communication, where one service
interacts/communicates with the other? In this chapter, we will discuss the various patterns
and methods that will help us foster this communication. We will cover the following
topics:
Communication between services
Styles of collaboration
Integration patterns
The API gateway
The event-driven pattern
Azure Service Bus

Communication between services
In the case of a .NET monolithic application, if there is a need to access third-party
components or external services, we use the HTTP client or another client framework to
access the resources. In $IBQUFS, Implementing Microservices, we developed the Product
service in such a way that it would work independently. But this was not the case; we
mandatorily required a few services to interact with each other.
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So this is a challengechaving services communicate with each other. Both the Product
service and Order service are hosted on separate servers. Both these servers are
independent of each other, are based on REST, and have their own endpoints via which
they communicate with each other (when a service interacts with another service and vice
versa, we refer to it as an inter-service communication as well).
There are ways in which services communicate with each other; let's discuss them briefly:
Synchronous: In this case, the client makes a request to the remote service (called
a service) for a specific functionality and waits until it gets the response:

In the preceding diagram (pictorial view, not complete), you can see our different
microservices communicate with each other. All our services are RESTful. They
are based on the ASP.NET Core Web API. In the upcoming section, we will
discuss in detail how exactly a service is called. This is known as the synchronous
method, where clients have to wait for a response from the service. In this case,
the client had to wait until it got a complete response.
Asynchronous: In this,
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Styles of collaboration
In the preceding section, we discussed two different modes of how services
intercommunicate. These modes are nothing but styles of collaborations, which are as
follows:
Request/response: In this case, the client sends a request and waits for the
response from the server. This is an implementation of synchronous
communication. But it is not true that request/response is only an implementation
of synchronous communication; we can use it for asynchronous communication
as well.
Let's consider an example to understand the concept. In $IBQUFS, Implementing
Microservices, we developed 1SPEVDU4FSWJDF. This service has the
(FU1SPEVDU method, which is synchronous. The client has to wait for a response
whenever it calls this method:
<)UUQ(FU>
<3PVUF (FU1SPEVDU >
QVCMJD*"DUJPO3FTVMU(FU 
SFUVSOOFX
0L0CKFDU3FTVMU @QSPEVDU3FQPTJUPSZ(FU"MM

5P7JFX.PEFM



As per the preceding code snippet, whenever this method is called by the client
(who is requesting this), they will have to wait for the response. In other words,
they will have to wait until the 5P7JFX.PEFM extension method is executed:
<)UUQ(FU>
<3PVUF (FU1SPEVDU4ZOD >
QVCMJD*"DUJPO3FTVMU(FU*T4UJMM4ZODISPOPVT
\
WBSUBTL5BTL3VO BTZOD  BXBJU
@QSPEVDU3FQPTJUPSZ(FU"MM"TZOD

SFUVSOOFX0L0CKFDU3FTVMU UBTL3FTVMU5P7JFX.PEFM
^



In the preceding code snippet, we can see that our method is implemented in such
a way that whenever a client makes a request, they will have to wait until
the BTZOD method is executed. Here, we call BTZOD in the TZOD way.
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To make our code short, we added extension methods to the already existing code
written in $IBQUFS, Implementing Microservices:
VTJOH4ZTUFN$PMMFDUJPOT(FOFSJD
VTJOH4ZTUFN-JOR
VTJOH'MJY0OF#PPL4UPSF1SPEVDU4FSWJDF.PEFMT
OBNFTQBDF'MJY0OF#PPL4UPSF1SPEVDU4FSWJDF)FMQFST
\
QVCMJDTUBUJDDMBTT5SBOTQPTF
\
QVCMJDTUBUJD1SPEVDU7JFX.PEFM5P7JFX.PEFM UIJT1SPEVDU
QSPEVDU
\
SFUVSOOFX1SPEVDU7JFX.PEFM
\
$BUFHPSZ*EQSPEVDU$BUFHPSZ*E
$BUFHPSZ%FTDSJQUJPOQSPEVDU$BUFHPSZ%FTDSJQUJPO
$BUFHPSZ/BNFQSPEVDU$BUFHPSZ/BNF
1SPEVDU%FTDSJQUJPOQSPEVDU%FTDSJQUJPO
1SPEVDU*EQSPEVDU*E
1SPEVDU*NBHFQSPEVDU*NBHF
1SPEVDU/BNFQSPEVDU/BNF
1SPEVDU1SJDFQSPEVDU1SJDF
^
^
QVCMJDTUBUJD*&OVNFSBCMF1SPEVDU7JFX.PEFM
5P7JFX.PEFM UIJT*&OVNFSBCMF1SPEVDU QSPEVDUT 
QSPEVDUT4FMFDU 5P7JFX.PEFM 5P-JTU 
^
^

To sum up, we can say that the collaboration style request/response does not
mean that it can be implemented only synchronously; we can use asynchronous
calls for this as well.
Event-based: The implementation of this collaborative style is purely
asynchronous. This is a method of implementation in which clients that emit an
event do not know exactly how to react.
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In the preceding section, we discussed 1SPEVDU4FSWJDF in a synchronous
manner. Let's look at an example of how users/customers can place an order; here
is a pictorial overview of the functionality:

The preceding diagram shows that the process of purchasing a book has a few
main functions:
With the help of the search functionality, customers can find a
specific book.
After getting the results for the searched book, customers can view
the details of the book.
As soon as they proceed to Checkout, our system will make sure
that the display (available books to purchase) shows the right
quantity. For example, the available quantity is 10 copies
of Microservices for .NET and the customer checks out with one
book. In this case, the available quantity should now show nine
copies.
The system will generate an invoice for the purchased book and
send it to the customer, to their registered email.
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Conceptually, this looks easy; however, when we talk about implementing
microservices, we are talking about services that are hosted separately and have
their own REST API, database, and so on. This is now sounding more
complex. There are many aspects involved, for example, how a service will call or
invoke another service upon a successful response from one or more services. This
is where the event-driven architecture comes into the picture:

In the preceding diagram, we can see that Invoice service and Product service are
triggered when Order service is executed. These services further call internal
asynchronous methods to complete their functionalities.
We are using Azure API management as our API gateway. In the
upcoming sections, we will discuss this in detail.
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Integration patterns
Until now, we have discussed inter-service communication and have gone through the
practical implementation of 1SPEVDU4FSWJDF with the use of synchronous and
asynchronous communication. We've also implemented microservices using different styles
of collaboration. Our FlixOne bookstore (developed as per the microservice architectural
style) required more interaction, therefore it required more patterns. In this section, we will
discuss the implementation of various integration patterns required for our application.
The complete application of the FlixOne bookstore is available in $IBQUFS
, Creating a Complete Microservice Solution.

The API gateway
In the Styles of collaboration section, we discussed two styles we can use to foster
intercommunication between microservices. Our application is split into various
microservices:
Product service
Order service
Invoice service
Customer service
In our FlixOne bookstore (user interface), we need to show a few details:
Book title, author name, price, discount, and so on
Availability
Book reviews
Book ratings
Publisher ranking and so on
Before we check out the implementation, let's discuss the API gateway.
The API gateway is nothing but an implementation of Backend For Frontend (BFF). Sam
Newman introduced this pattern. It acts as a proxy between client applications and services.
In our example, we are using Azure API management as our API gateway.
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It is responsible for the following functionalities:
Accepting API calls and routing them to your backends
Verifying API keys, JWT tokens, and certificates
Supporting Auth through Azure AD and the OAuth 2.0 access token
Enforcing usage quotas and rate limits
Transforming your API on the fly without code modifications
Caching backend responses wherever they are set up
Logging call metadata for analytics purposes
Refer to Azure API management (IUUQTTPDJBMUFDIOFUNJDSPTPGU
DPNXJLJDPOUFOUTBSUJDMFTB[VSFDSFBUFBOEEFQMPZBTQ
OFUXFCBQJUPB[VSFBOENBOBHFVTJOHB[VSFBQJNBOBHFNFOUBTQY)

to learn more about the process of setting up the API Azure portal and
working with REST APIs.

In the preceding diagram, we have different clients, such as a mobile and desktop
application and a web application, that are using microservices. Here, Azure API
management is working as an API gateway.
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Our client does not know the actual server in which our services are located. The API
gateway provides them with the address of its own server, and internally, it authenticates
the request from clients with the use of a valid 0DQ"QJN4VCTDSJQUJPO,FZ.
Our 1SPEVDU4FSWJDF has a REST API. Refer to the following table:
API resource

Description

(&5BQJQSPEVDU

Gets a list of products

(&5BQJQSPEVDU\JE^

Gets a product

165BQJQSPEVDU\JE^

Updates an existing product

%&-&5&BQJQSPEVDU\JE^ Deletes an existing product
1045BQJQSPEVDU

Adds a new product

We have already created 1SPEVDU$MJFOU, a .NET console application. It makes a request to
Azure API management bypassing the subscription key. Here is the code snippet for this:
OBNFTQBDF'MJY0OF#PPL4UPSF1SPEVDU$MJFOU
\
DMBTT1SPHSBN
\
QSJWBUFDPOTUTUSJOH"QJ,FZNZ"1*,FZ
QSJWBUFDPOTUTUSJOH#BTF6SMIUUQMPDBMIPTUBQJ
TUBUJDWPJE.BJO TUSJOH<>BSHT
\
(FU1SPEVDU-JTU QSPEVDU(FU1SPEVDU"TZOD 
$POTPMF8SJUF-JOF )JU&/5&3UPFYJU 
$POTPMF3FBE-JOF 
^
QSJWBUFTUBUJDBTZODWPJE(FU1SPEVDU-JTU TUSJOHSFTPVSDF
\
VTJOH WBSDMJFOUOFX)UUQ$MJFOU
\
WBSRVFSZ4USJOH
)UUQ6UJMJUZ1BSTF2VFSZ4USJOH TUSJOH&NQUZ 
DMJFOU%FGBVMU3FRVFTU)FBEFST"EE 0DQ"QJN4VCTDSJQUJPO
,FZ"QJ,FZ 
WBSVSJ\#BTF6SM^\SFTPVSDF^\RVFSZ4USJOH^
(FUBTZODISPOPVTSFTQPOTFGPSGVSUIFSVTBHF
WBSSFTQPOTFBXBJUDMJFOU(FU"TZOD VSJ 
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$POTPMF8SJUF-JOF SFTQPOTF 
^
^
^
^

In the preceding code, our client is requesting a REST API to get all the products. Here a
brief description of the terms that appear in the code:
#BTF6SM

This is the address of the proxy server.

0DQ"QJN4VCTDSJQUJPO,FZ

This is a key assigned by API management to a specific product the client has
opted for.

3FTPVSDF

This is our API resource, which is configured over Azure API management. It will
be different from our actual REST API resource.

3FTQPOTF

This refers to the response to a specific request, in our case the default JSON
format.

Since we're using Azure API management as an API gateway, there are certain benefits
we'll enjoy:
We can manage our various APIs from a single platform, for
example, 1SPEVDU4FSWJDF, 0SEFS4FSWJDF, and other services can be easily
managed and called by many clients
Because we're using API management, it does not only provide us with a proxy
server, but also provides the facility to create and maintain documentation for
our APIs
It provides a built-in facility to define various policies for quota, output formats,
and format conversions, such as XML to JSON or vice versa
So, with the help of the API gateway, we can have access to some great features.
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The event-driven pattern
The microservice architecture has the database per service pattern, which means it has an
independent database for every dependent or independent service:
Dependent service: Our application would require a few external services (thirdparty services or components, and so on) and/or internal services (these are our
own services) to work or function as expected. For instance, CHECKOUTSERVICE requires CUSTOMER-SERVICE; also, CHECKOUTSERVICE requires an external (third-party) service to verify a customer's identity
(such as Aadhaar card ID in the case of Indian customers). Here, our
CHECKOUT-SERVICE is a dependent service, as it requires two services (an
internal service and external service) to function as expected. Dependent services
do not work if any or all the services on which the service is dependent on do not
work properly (there are a lot of reasons a service would not work, including
network failure, unhandled exception, and so on).
Independent service: In our application, we have services that do not require any
other service to work properly. Services that do not need any other service to
work in order to function are called independent services; these services can be
self-hosted. Our CUSTOMER-SERVICE does not require any other service to
function properly, but other services may or may not require this service.
The main challenge is to maintain business transactions to ensure data consistency across
these services. For instance, when and how CUSTOMER-SERVICE would know that
CHECKOUT-SERVICE has functioned; now it requires the functionality of CUSTOMERSERVICE. There may be several services in an application (services may be self-hosted). In
our case, when CHECKOUT-SERVICE is triggered and CUSTOMER-SERVICE is not
invoked, then how will our application identify the customerbs details?
ASP.NET WebHooks can also be used for providing event notifications;
refer to the WebHooks documentation for more information.

To overcome the related problems/challenges we've discussed (for CHECKOUT-SERVICE
and CUSTOMER-SERVICE), we can use an event-driven pattern (or the eventual
consistency approach) and use distributed transactions.
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A document on MSDN (IUUQTNTEONJDSPTPGUDPNFOVTMJCSBSZXJOEPXTEFTLUPQ
NT WWT BTQY) says the following:
A distributed transaction is a transaction that updates data on two or more networked
computer systems. Distributed transactions extend the benefits of transactions to
applications that must update distributed data. Implementing robust distributed
applications is difficult because these applications are subject to multiple failures,
including failure of the client, the server, and the network connection between the client
and server. In the absence of distributed transactions, the application program itself must
detect and recover from these failures.
The following diagram describes an actual implementation of the event-driven pattern in
our application, where PRODUCT-SERVICE subscribes to the events and Event-Manager
manages all the events:

In an event-driven pattern, we implement a service in such a way that it publishes an event
whenever a service updates its data, and another service (dependent service) subscribes to
this event. Now, whenever a dependent service receives an event, it updates its data. This
way, our dependent services can get and update their data if required. The preceding
diagram shows an overview of how services subscribe to and publish events. In the
diagram, Event-Manager could be a program running on a service or a mediator helping
you manage all the events of the subscribers and publishers.
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It registers an event of the Publisher and notifies a Subscriber whenever a specific event
occurs/is triggered. It also helps you to form a queue and wait for events. In our
implementation, we will use Azure Service Bus queues for this activity.
Let's consider an example. In our application, this is how our services will publish and
receive an event:
CUSTOMER-SERVICE performs a few checks for the users, namely login check,
customer details check, and so on; after these necessary checks are conducted, the
service publishes an event called $VTUPNFS7FSJGJFE.
CHECKOUT-SERVICE receives this event and, after performing the necessary
operations, it publishes an event called 3FBEZ5P$IFDLPVU.
ORDER-SERVICE receives this event and updates the quantity.
As soon as the checkout is performed, CHECKOUT-SERVICE publishes an
event. Whatever result is received from the external service, either
$IFDLFEPVU4VDDFTT or $IFDLFEPVU'BJMFE, it is used by CHECKOUTSERVICE.
When *OWFOUPSZ4FSWJDF receives these events, it updates the data to make sure
the exact item is added or removed.
With the use of event-driven patterns, services can automatically update the database and
publish an event.

Event sourcing
This pattern helps us ensure that the service will publish an event whenever the state
changes. In this pattern, we take a business entity (product, customer, and so on) as a
sequence of state-changing events. The Event Store persists the events and these events are
available for subscription or as other services. This pattern simplifies our tasks by avoiding
the requirement to synchronize the data model and the business domain. It improves
performance, scalability, and responsiveness.
This simply defines an approach indicating how we can handle the various
operations on our data by a sequence of events; these events are recorded in a
store.
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An event represents a set of changes made to the data, for example,
*OWPJDF$SFBUFE.

The preceding diagram describes how an event would work for ORDERSERVICE:
The commands issue a book from the User Interface to be ordered
ORDERSERVICE queries (from the Event Store) and populates the results with
the $SFBUF0SEFS event
Then, the command handler raises an event to order the book
Our service performs the related operations
Finally, the system appends the event to the event store

Eventual consistency
Eventual consistency is nothing but an implementation of the data consistency approach.
This suggests implementation, so the system would be a scalable system with high
availability.
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A document on MSDN (IUUQTNTEONJDSPTPGUDPNFOVTMJCSBSZEOBTQY)
says the following:
"Eventual consistency is unlikely to be specified as an explicit requirement of a distributed
system. Instead it is often a result of implementing a system that must exhibit scalability
and high availability, which precludes most common strategies for providing strong
consistency."
According to this distributed data, stores are subject to the CAP theorem. The CAP theorem
is also known as Brewer's theorem. Consistency, Availability, (network) Partition
tolerance (CAP). According to this theorem, in a distributed system, we can only choose
two out of these three:
Consistency
Availability
Partition tolerance

Compensating transactions
Compensating transactions provides a way to roll back or undo all the tasks performed in a
series of steps. Suppose one or more services have implemented operations in a series and
one or more of them have failed. What would be your next step then? Would you reverse all
the steps or commit to a half-completed functionality?
In our case, in which a customer orders a book and 1SPEVDU4FSWJDF marks the ordered
book as sold temporarily, after the confirmation of the order, 0SEFS4FSWJDF calls an
external service for completing the payment process. If the payment fails, we would need to
undo our previous tasks, which means we will have to check 1SPEVDU4FSWJDF so it will
mark the specific book as unsold.

Competing consumers
Competing consumers provides a way to process messages for multiple concurrent
consumers, so they receive these messages on the same channel. This application is meant
for handling a large number of requests.
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It can be implemented by passing a messaging system to another service (a consumer
service), and it can be handled asynchronously, like so:

This scenario can be implemented with the use of Azure Service Bus queues.

Azure Service Bus
In the event-driven pattern, we discussed services publishing and subscribing events. We
used an Event-Manager to manage all the events. In this section, we will see how Azure
Service Bus manages events and provides the facility to work with microservices.
Azure Service Bus is an information delivery service. It is used to make communication
easier between two or more components/services. In our case, whenever services need to
exchange information, they will communicate using this service. Azure Service Bus plays an
important role here. There are two main types of service provided by Azure Service Bus:
Brokered communication: This service can also be called hired service. It works
similarly to the postal service in the real world. Whenever a person wants to send
messages/information, he/she can send a letter to another person. In this way, one
can send various types of messages in the form of letters, packages, gifts, and so
on. This type of messaging service ensures delivery of a message even when both
the sender and receiver are not online at the same time. This is a messaging
platform with components such as queues, topics, subscriptions, and so on.
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Non-brokered communication: This is similar to making a phone call. In this case,
the caller (sender) calls a person (receiver) without any confirmation indicating
whether he/she will answer the call or not. In this way, the sender sends
information, and it purely depends on the receiver to receive the communication
and pass the message back to the sender.
Take a look at the following diagram:

The documentation on Microsoft Azure (IUUQTEPDTNJDSPTPGUDPNFOVTB[VSF
TFSWJDFCVTNFTTBHJOHTFSWJDFCVTGVOEBNFOUBMTIZCSJETPMVUJPOT) says:
"Service Bus is a multi-tenant cloud service, which means that the service is shared by
multiple users. Each user, such as an application developer, creates a namespace, then
defines the communication mechanisms she needs within that namespace."
The preceding diagram is a pictorial view of Azure Service Bus and it depicts four different
communication mechanisms. Everyone has their own taste in terms of which it connects
application:
Queues: These allow one-directional communication, and act as brokers.
Topics: These provide one-directional communication where a single topic can
have multiple subscriptions.
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Relays: These provide bi-directional communication. They do not store messages
(as queues and topics do). Relays pass messages to the destination application.

Azure queues
Azure queues are nothing but cloud storage accounts that use Azure Table. They provide a
way to queue a message between applications. In the upcoming sections, we will
implement message queues, which is part of Azure Service Bus.

Implementing an Azure Service Bus queue
In this section, we will look at the actual implementation of an Azure Service Bus queue by
creating the following:
A Service Bus namespace
A Service Bus messaging queue
A console application to send a message to
A console application to receive a message

Prerequisites
We need the following to implement this solution:
Visual Studio 2017 update 3 or later
A valid Azure subscription
If you do not have an Azure subscription, you can get it for free by signing
in here: IUUQTB[VSFNJDSPTPGUDPNFOVTGSFF.

If you have everything mentioned, you can start by following these steps:
1. Log on to the Azure portal (IUUQTQPSUBMB[VSFDPN).
2. In the left navigation bar, click on Service Bus. If unavailable, you can find it by
clicking on More Services.
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3. Click on Add:

4. In the Create namespace dialog, enter a namespace, say, GMJYPOF. Select the
pricing tier next: #BTJD, 4UBOEBSE, or 1SFNJVN.
5. Select your Subscription.
6. Choose an existing resource or create a new one.
7. Select the location where you want to host the namespace.
8. Open a newly created namespace (we just created GMJYPOF).
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9. Now click on Shared access policies.
10. Click on RootManageSharedAccessKey. Refer to the following screenshot:
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11. Click on Queues in the main dialog of the GMJYPOF namespace.
12. From the Policy: RootManageSharedAccessKey window, note the primary key
connection string for further use. Refer to the following screenshot:
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13. Click on Name to add a queue (say, GMJYPOFRVFVF), and click on Create (we're
using REST values as default values). Refer to the following screenshot:

The preceding image is of Create Queue dialog. In the Create Queue dialog we
can create a queue for example in above image we are creating a queue with the
name of floxonequeue. Queues can be verified by visiting the Queues dialog.
Now we are ready to create our sender and receiver applications for messages.
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Sending messages to the queue
In this section, we will create a console application that will actually send messages to
the queue. To create this application, follow these steps:
1. Create a new console application and name it
'MJY0OF#PPL4UPSF.FTTBHF4FOEFS using Visual Studio's new project (C#)
template:

2. Add the NuGet package Microsoft Azure Service Bus by right-clicking on the
project.
3. Write the code to send the message to the queue, and your 1SPHSBNDT file will
contain the following .BJO"TZOD method:
QSJWBUFTUBUJDBTZOD5BTL.BJO"TZOD
\
DPOTUJOUOVNCFS0G.FTTBHFT5P4FOE
@DMJFOUOFX2VFVF$MJFOU $POOFDUJPO4USJOH2VFVF/BNF 
8SJUF-JOF 4UBSUJOH 
BXBJU4FOE.FTTBHFT"TZOD OVNCFS0G.FTTBHFT5P4FOE 
8SJUF-JOF &OEJOH 
8SJUF-JOF 1SFTTBOZLFZ 
3FBE,FZ 
BXBJU@DMJFOU$MPTF"TZOD 
^

In the preceding code, we are creating our queue client by providing
$POOFDUJPO4USJOH and 2VFVF/BNF that we have already set in our Azure
portal. It calls the 4FOE.FTTBHFT"TZOD method that accepts a parameter
containing the count of the number of messages needed to be sent.
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4. Create a 4FOE.FTTBHFT"TZOD

method and add the following code:

QSJWBUFTUBUJDBTZOD5BTL4FOE.FTTBHFT"TZOD JOU
OVNCFS0G.FTTBHFT5P4FOE
\
USZ
\
GPS WBSJOEFYJOEFYOVNCFS0G.FTTBHFT5P4FOEJOEFY
\
WBSDVTUPN.FTTBHF\JOEFY^
"NFTTBHFGSPN'MJY0OF#PPL4UPSF.FTTBHF4FOEFS
WBSNFTTBHFOFX
.FTTBHF &ODPEJOH65'(FU#ZUFT DVTUPN.FTTBHF 
8SJUF-JOF 4FOEJOHNFTTBHF\DVTUPN.FTTBHF^ 
BXBJU@DMJFOU4FOE"TZOD NFTTBHF 
^
^
DBUDI &YDFQUJPOFYDFQUJPO
\
8SJUF-JOF 8FJSE*U TFYDFQUJPOXJUINFTTBHF
\FYDFQUJPO.FTTBHF^ 
^
^

5. Run the program and wait for a while. You will get the following:

6. Go to the Azure portal and then go to the created queue to check whether it
displays a message. The below image is showing overview of flixonequeue
where we can see Active Message Count etc.
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Adding configuration settings
In the previous example, we used constant values for both $POOFDUJPO4USJOH
and 2VFVF/BNF. If we need to change these settings, we have to make changes to the code.
But why should we make code changes for this small change? To overcome this situation,
we have configuration settings. You can learn more about configuration at IUUQTEPDT
NJDSPTPGUDPNFOVTBTQOFUDPSFGVOEBNFOUBMTDPOGJHVSBUJPO. In this section, we will
add configurations with the help of the *$POGJHVSBUJPO3PPU of
the .JDSPTPGU&YUFOTJPOT$POGJHVSBUJPO namespace.
1. First of all, right-click on the project and click on Manage NuGet packages.
Search for the .JDSPTPGU&YUFOTJPOT$POGJHVSBUJPO NuGet package. Refer
to the following screenshot:
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2. Now, locate and search for
the .JDSPTPGU&YUFOTJPOT$POGJHVSBUJPO+TPO NuGet package. Refer to
the following screenshot:

3. Add the following $POGJHVSF#VJMEFS

method to the 1SPHSBNDT file:

QSJWBUFTUBUJD*$POGJHVSBUJPO3PPU$POGJHVSF#VJMEFS
\
SFUVSOOFX$POGJHVSBUJPO#VJMEFS
4FU#BTF1BUI %JSFDUPSZ(FU$VSSFOU%JSFDUPSZ
"EE+TPO'JMF BQQTFUUJOHTKTPO
#VJME 
^

4. Now, add the BQQTFUUJOHTKTPO file to the project, and the following
properties:
\
DPOOFDUJPOTUSJOH
&OEQPJOUTCGMJYPOFTFSWJDFCVTXJOEPXTOFU
4IBSFE"DDFTT,FZ/BNF
3PPU.BOBHF4IBSFE"DDFTT,FZ4IBSFE"DDFTT,FZ
#W22D#'I/YJEDH&IIQV(NJ
9&RW(IP(N))ZKT5H
2VFVF/BNFGMJYPOFRVFVF
^

5. Add the following code to the NBJO

method:

WBSCVJMEFS$POGJHVSF#VJMEFS 
@DPOOFDUJPO4USJOHCVJMEFS<DPOOFDUJPOTUSJOH>
@RVFVFOBNFCVJMEFS<RVFVFOBNF>

After adding the preceding code, we added a way to get the DPOOFDUJPOTUSJOH and
RVFVFOBNF from the KTPO file. Now, if we need to change any of these fields, we do not
need to make changes to the code files.
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Receiving messages from the queue
In this section, we will create a console application that will receive messages from
the queue. To create this application, follow these steps:
1. Create a new console application (C#) and name it
'MJY0OF#PPL4UPSF.FTTBHF3FDFJWFS.
2. Add the NuGet package for Azure Service Bus (as added in the previous
application).
3. Write the code to receive messages from the Azure Bus Service queue, so your
QSPHSBNDT file contains the method 1SPDFTT.FTTBHFT"TZOD :
TUBUJDBTZOD5BTL1SPDFTT.FTTBHFT"TZOD .FTTBHFNFTTBHF
$BODFMMBUJPO5PLFOUPLFO
\
8SJUF-JOF 3FDFJWFENFTTBHF
\NFTTBHF4ZTUFN1SPQFSUJFT4FRVFODF/VNCFS^
#PEZ\&ODPEJOH65'(FU4USJOH NFTTBHF#PEZ ^ 
BXBJU@DMJFOU$PNQMFUF"TZOD
 NFTTBHF4ZTUFN1SPQFSUJFT-PDL5PLFO 
^

4. Run the application and look at the result. Refer to the following screenshot:
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5. The console window will display the message and its ID. Now, go to the Azure
portal and verify the message. It should be zero. Refer to the following
screenshot:

The preceding example demonstrates how we can use the Azure Bus Service to
send/receive messages for our microservices.
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Summary
Inter-service communication is possible with synchronous or asynchronous
communication, which are styles of collaboration. Microservices should have asynchronous
APIs. The API gateway is a proxy server that provides a way to allow various clients to
interact with APIs. API management, as an API gateway, provides plenty of features to
manage/host various RESTful APIs. There are various patterns that help us communicate
with microservices. With the use of Azure Bus Service, we can easily manage and play with
inter-service communication using the Azure Bus Service message queue; services can
easily send or receive messages between themselves through this. Eventual consistency
talks about scalable systems with high scalability, and it is proven by the CAP theorem.
In the next chapter, we will discuss various testing strategies to test an application and
build on the microservice architectural style.
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Testing Microservices
Quality assurance, or testing, is a great way to assess a system, program, or an application
with different aspects. Sometimes, a system requires testing to identify erroneous code, on
other occasions we may need it to assess our system's business compliance. Testing can
vary from system to system and can be considerably different depending on
the architectural style of the application. Everything depends on how we are strategizing
our testing approach or plan. For example, testing a monolith .NET application is different
to testing SOA or microservices. In this chapter, we will cover these topics:
How to test microservices
Handling challenges
Testing strategies
The testing pyramid
Types of microservice tests

How to test microservices
Testing microservices can be a challenging job, as it is different from how we test
applications built using the traditional architectural style. Testing a .NET monolithic
application is a bit easier than testing a microservice, which provides implementation
independence and short delivery cycles.
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Let's understand it in the context of our .NET monolithic application, where we did not
utilize continuous integration and deployment. It becomes more complex when testing is
combined with continuous integration and deployment. For microservices, we are required
to understand the tests for every service and how these tests differ from each other. Also,
note that automated testing does not mean that we will not perform any manual testing at
all.
Here are a few things that make microservice testing a complex and challenging task:
Microservices might have multiple services that work together or individually for
an enterprise system, so they can be complex.
Microservices are meant to target multiple clients; hence, they involve more
complex use cases.
Each component/service of the microservice architectural style is isolated and
independent, so it is a bit complex to test them as they need to be tested
individually and as a complete system.
There might be independent teams working on separate components/services
that might be required to interact with each other. Therefore, tests should cover
not only internal services but also external services. This makes the job of testing
microservices more challenging and complex.
Each component/service in a microservice is designed to work independently, but
they might have to access common/shared data where each service is responsible
for modifying its own database. So, testing microservices is going to be more
complex as services need to access data using API calls to other services, which
further adds dependencies to other services. This type of testing will have to be
handled using mock tests.

Handling challenges
In the previous section, we discussed how testing a microservice is a complex
and challenging job. In this section, we will discuss some points that will indicate how
conducting various tests could help us overcome these challenges:
A unit test framework, such as Microsoft Unit Testing Framework, provides a
facility to test individual operations of independent components. To ensure that
all the tests pass and that a new functionality or change does not break anything
(if any functionality breaks down, then the related unit test would fail), these tests
can be run on every compilation of code.
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To make sure that responses are consistent with the expectations of the clients or
consumers, consumer-driven contract testing can be used.
Services use data from an external party or from other services, and they can be
tested by setting up the endpoint of the services that are responsible for
handling the data. Then we can use a mocking framework or library such
as NPR to mock these endpoints during the integration process.

Testing strategies (testing approach)
As mentioned in the Prerequisites section of $IBQUFS, An Introduction to Microservices,
deployment and QA requirements can become more demanding. The only way to
effectively handle this scenario would be through preemptive planning. I have always
favored the inclusion of the QA team during the early requirement gathering and design
phase. In the case of microservices, it becomes a necessity to have a close collaboration
between the architecture group and the QA group. Not only will the QA team's input be
helpful, but they will be able to draw up a strategy to test the microservices effectively.
Test strategies are merely a map or outlined plan that describes the complete approach of
testing.
Different systems require different testing approaches. It is not possible to implement a
pure testing approach to a system that is developed using a newer approach rather than the
earlier developed system. Testing strategies should be clear to everyone so that the created
tests can help non-technical members of the team (such as stakeholders) understand how
the system is working. Such tests can be automated, simply testing the business flow, or
they could be manual tests, which can be simply performed by a user working on the User
Acceptance Testing system.
Testing strategies or approaches have the following techniques:
Proactive: This is a kind of early approach and tries to fix defects before the build
is created from the initial test designs
Reactive: In this approach, testing is started once coding is completed
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Testing pyramid
The testing pyramid is a strategy or a way to define what you should test in microservices.
In other words, we can say it helps us define the testing scope of microservices. The concept
of the testing pyramid was originated by Mike Cohn (IUUQXXXNPVOUBJOHPBUTPGUXBSF
DPNCMPHUIFGPSHPUUFOMBZFSPGUIFUFTUBVUPNBUJPOQZSBNJE) in 2009. There are
various flavors of the testing pyramid; different authors have described this by indicating
how they had placed or prioritized their testing scope. The following image depicts the
same concept that was defined by Mike Cohn:

The Testing pyramid showcases how a well-designed test strategy is structured. When we
look closely at it, we can easily see how we should follow the testing approach for
microservices (note that the testing pyramid is not specific to microservices). Let's start from
the bottom of this pyramid. We can see that the testing scope is limited to the use of Unit
tests. As soon as we move to the top, our testing scope is expanded into a broader scope
where we can perform complete system testing.
Let's talk about these layers in detail (bottom-to-top approach):
Unit tests: These are tests that test small functionalities of an application based on
the microservice architectural style
Service tests: These are tests that test an independent service or a service that
communicates with another/external service
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System tests: These are tests that help in testing an entire system with an aspect
of the user interface. These are end-to-end tests
One interesting point in this concept is that the top-layered tests, that is, system tests, are
slow and expensive to write and maintain. On the other hand, the bottom-layered tests, that
is, unit tests, are comparatively fast and less expensive.
In the upcoming sections, we will discuss these tests in detail.

Types of microservice tests
In the previous section, we discussed test approaches or testing strategies. These strategies
decide how we will proceed with the testing of the system. In this section, we will discuss
various types of microservice testing.

Unit testing
Unit tests are tests that typically test a single function call to ensure that the smallest piece
of the program is tested. So these tests are meant to verify specific functionality without
considering other components:
Testing will be more complex when components are broken down into small,
independent pieces that are supposed to be tested independently. Here, testing
strategies come in handy and ensure that the best quality assurance of a system
will be performed. It adds more power when it comes with the Test-Driven
Development (TDD) approach. We will discuss this with the help of an example
in Unit tests which is a sub-section of Tests in Action.
You can learn and practice TDD with the help of Katas at IUUQT
HJUIVCDPNHBSPSB5%%,BUBT

Unit tests can be of any size; there is no definite size for a unit test. Generally,
these tests are written at the class level.
Smaller unit tests are good for testing every possible functionality of a complex
system.
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Component (service) testing
Component or service testing is a method where we bypass the UI and directly test the API
(in our case, the ASP.NET Core Web API). Using this test, we confirm that an individual
service does not have any code bugs and that it is working fine functionality-wise.
Testing a service does not mean it is an independent service. This service might be
interacting with an external service. In such a scenario, we should not call the actual service
but use the mock and stub approach. The reason for this is our motto: to test code and make
sure it is bug-free. In our case, we will use the NPR framework for mocking our services.
There are a few things worth noting for component or service testing:
As we need to verify the functionality of the services, these kinds of tests should
be small and fast
With the help of mocking, we don't need to deal with the actual database;
therefore, test execution time is less or nominally higher
The scope of these tests is broader than unit tests

Integration testing
In unit testing, we test a single unit of code. In component or service testing, we test mock
services depending on an external or third-party component. But integration testing in
microservices can be a bit challenging, as in this type of testing we test components that
work together. Service calls here should be made that integrate with external services. In
this test strategy, we make sure that the system is working together correctly and
the behavior of services is as expected. In our case, we have various microservices and some
of them depend upon external services.
For example, StockService depends upon OrderService in a way that a particular number of
items is reduced from the stock as soon as the customer successfully orders that specific
item. In this scenario, when we test StockService, we should mock OrderService. Our motto
should be to test StockService and not communicate with OrderService. We do not test
the database of any service directly.
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Contract testing
Contract testing is an approach where each service call independently verifies the response.
If any service is dependent then dependencies are stubbed. This way, the service functions
without interacting with any other service. This is an integration test that allows us to check
the contract of external services. Here we come to a concept called the consumer-driven
contract (we will discuss this in detail in the following section).
For example, CustomerService allows new customers to register with the FlixOne Store. We
do not store new customers' data in our database. We verify customer data before this to
check for blacklisting or fraud user listing and so on. This process calls an external service
that is maintained by another team or entirely by a third-party. Out tests will still pass if
someone changes the contract of this external service because this change would not affect
our test, as we stubbed the contract of this external service.

Consumer-driven contracts
In microservices, we have several services that are independent or services that require
communication with each other. Apart from this, from a user's (here, the user is a
developer, who is consuming the API being referred to) point of view, they know about the
service and whether it has, or doesn't have, several clients/consumers/users. These clients
can have the same or different needs.
Consumer-driven contracts refer to a pattern that specifies and verifies all the interactions
between clients/consumers and the API owner (application). So here, consumer-driven
means that the client/consumer specifies what kind of interactions it is asking for with the
defined format. On the other hand, the API owner (application services) must then agree to
these contracts and ensure that they are not breaking them:
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These are the contracts:
Provider contract: This is merely a complete description of the service provided
by the API owner (application). Swagger's documentation can be used for our
REST API (web API).
Consumer contract: This is a description of how consumers/clients are going to
utilize the provider contract.
Consumer-driven contract: This is a description of how the API owner satisfies
consumer/client contracts.

How to implement a consumer-driven test
In the case of microservices, it's a bit more challenging to implement a consumer-driven test
than for a .NET monolithic application. This is because, in monolithic applications, we can
directly use any unit test framework, such as MS tests or NUnit, but we can't do this
directly in the microservice architecture. In microservices, we would need to mock not only
method calls but also the services themselves, which get called via either HTTP or HTTPs.
To implement a consumer-driven test, there are tools available that will help. One famous
open source tool for a .NET framework is PactNet (IUUQTHJUIVCDPN4&&,+PCTQBDU
OFU) and another for .NET Core is Pact.Net Core (IUUQTHJUIVCDPNHBSPSBQBDUOFU
DPSF). These are based on Pact (IUUQTEPDTQBDUJP) standards. We will see consumerdriven contract testing in action at the end of this chapter.

How Pact-net-core helps us achieve our goal
In a consumer-driven test, our goal is to make sure that we are able to test all the services,
internal components, and services that depend on or communicate with other/external
services.
Pact-net-core is written in a way that guarantees the contracts would be met. Here are a few
points on how it helps us to achieve our goal:
The execution is very fast
It helps identify failure causes
The main thing is that Pact does not require a separate environment to manage
automation test integration
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There are two steps for working with Pact:
Defining expectations: In the very first step, the consumer team has to define the
contract. In the preceding image, Pact helps record the consumer contract, which
will be verified when replayed:

Verifying expectations: As part of the next step, the contract is provided to the
provider team and then the provider service is implemented to fulfill the same. In
the following image, we are showing the replaying of a contract on the provider
side to fulfill the defined contract:
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We have gone through consumer-driven contracts; they mitigate the challenges of
microservice architectures with the help of an open source tool called Pact-net.

Performance testing
This is non-functional testing, and its main motto is not to verify the code or test the code's
health. This is meant to ensure that the system is performing well, based on the various
measures, namely scalability, reliability, and so on.
The following are the different techniques or types of performance testing:
Load testing: This is a process where we test the behavior of the system under
various circumstances of a specific load. It also covers critical transactions,
database load, application servers, and so on.
Stress testing: This is an approach where the system goes under regress testing
and finds the upper limit capacity of the system. It also determines how a system
behaves in this critical situation, when the current load goes above the expected
maximum load.
Soak testing: This is also called endurance testing. In this test, the main purpose is
to monitor memory utilization, memory leaks, or various factors that affect the
system performance.
Spike testing: This is an approach where we make sure that the system is able to
sustain the workload. One of the best tasks to determine performance is by
suddenly increasing the user load.

End-to-end (UI/functional) testing
End-to-end, UI, or functional tests are those that are performed for the entire system,
including the entire service and database. These tests increase the scope of testing. It is
the highest level of testing, includes frontend integration, and tests the system as an end
user would use it. This testing is similar to how an end user would work on the system.
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Sociable versus isolated unit tests
Sociable unit tests are those that contain concrete collaborators and cross boundaries. They
are not solitary tests. Solitary tests are those that ensure that the methods of a class are
tested. Sociable testing is not new. This word is explained in detail by Martin Fowler as
a unit test (IUUQTNBSUJOGPXMFSDPNCMJLJ6OJU5FTUIUNM):
Sociable tests: This is a test that lets us know the application is working as
expected. This is the environment where other applications behave correctly, run
smoothly, and produce the expected results. It also, somehow, tests the
functioning of new functions/methods, including other software for the same
environment. Sociable tests resemble system testing because these tests behave
like system tests.
Isolated unit tests: As the name suggests, you can use these tests to perform unit
testing in an isolated way by performing stubbing and mocking. We can perform
unit testing with a concrete class using stubs.

Stubs and mocks
Stubs are returned, canned responses to calls made during the test; mocks are meant to set
expectations:
Stubs: In a stubs object, we always get a valid stubbed response. The response
doesnbt care what input you provide. In any circumstance, the output will be the
same.
Mocks: In a mock object, we can test or validate methods that can be called on
mocked objects. This is a fake object that validates whether a unit test has failed
or passed. In other words, we can say that mock objects are just a replica of our
actual object. In the following code, we use the NPR framework to implement a
mocked object:
<'BDU>
QVCMJDWPJE(FU@3FUVSOT@"DUJPO3FTVMUT
\
"SSBOHF
WBSNPDL3FQPOFX.PDL*1SPEVDU3FQPTJUPSZ

NPDL3FQP4FUVQ SFQP SFQP(FU"MM 
5P7JFX.PEFM
3FUVSOT (FU1SPEVDUT

WBSDPOUSPMMFSOFX1SPEVDU$POUSPMMFS NPDL3FQP0CKFDU 
"DU
WBSSFTVMUDPOUSPMMFS(FU 
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"TTFSU
WBSWJFX3FTVMU"TTFSU*T5ZQF0L0CKFDU3FTVMU SFTVMU 
WBSNPEFM"TTFSU*T"TTJHOBCMF'SPN
*&OVNFSBCMF1SPEVDU7JFX.PEFM
WJFX3FTVMU7BMVF 
"TTFSU&RVBM NPEFM$PVOU

^

In the preceding code example, we mocked our *1SPEVDU3FQPTJUPSZ repository and
verified the mocked result.
In the upcoming sections, we will understand these terms in more detail, using more code
examples from our FlixOne bookstore application.

Tests in action
So far, we have discussed test strategies and various types of microservice tests. We've also
discussed how to test and what to test. In this section, we will see tests in action; we will
implement tests with the use of the following:
Visual Studio 2017 Update 3 or later
.NET Core 2.0
C# 7.0
ASP.NET Core 2.0
xUnit and MS tests
The moq framework

Getting ready for the test project
We will test our microservice application: FlixOne bookstore. With the help of code
examples, we will see how to perform unit tests, stubbing, and mocking.
We created the FlixOne bookstore application in $IBQUFS, Implementing
Microservices.
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Before we start writing tests, we should set up a test project in our existing application.
There are a few simple steps we can take with this test project setup:
1. From Solution Explorer within Using Visual Studio, right-click on Solution and
click New Projectarefer to the following screenshot:
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2. From the Add New Project template select .NET Core and xUnit Test Project
(.NET Core), and provide a meaningful name, for example,
'MJY0OF#PPL4UPSF1SPEVDU4FSWJDF6OJU5FTUT:

3. Go to project Properties, by right-clicking on the project name from Solution
Explorer. Open the Build tab from the Properties page and click on Advance and
select C# 7.0 as Language version:
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Our project structure should look like this:
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Unit tests
In 1SPEVDU4FSWJDF, let's make sure our service returns product data without failure by
testing it. Here we will use fake objects to do so, follow these steps:
1. Add a new folder and name it 'BLF in
the 'MJY0OF#PPL4UPSF1SPEVDU4FSWJDF6OJU5FTUT project.
2. Under the 'BLF folder add the 1SPEVDU%BUBDT class and add the following
code:
QVCMJDDMBTT1SPEVDU%BUB
\
QVCMJD*&OVNFSBCMF1SPEVDU7JFX.PEFM (FU1SPEVDUT
\
WBSQSPEVDU7NOFX-JTU1SPEVDU7JFX.PEFM
\
OFX1SPEVDU7JFX.PEFM
\
$BUFHPSZ*E(VJE/FX(VJE 
$BUFHPSZ%FTDSJQUJPO$BUFHPSZ%FTDSJQUJPO
$BUFHPSZ/BNF$BUFHPSZ/BNF
1SPEVDU%FTDSJQUJPO1SPEVDU%FTDSJQUJPO
1SPEVDU*E(VJE/FX(VJE 
1SPEVDU*NBHF*NBHFGVMMQBUI
1SPEVDU/BNF1SPEVDU/BNF
1SPEVDU1SJDF.
^
OFX1SPEVDU7JFX.PEFM
\
$BUFHPSZ*E(VJE/FX(VJE 
$BUFHPSZ%FTDSJQUJPO$BUFHPSZ%FTDSJQUJPO
$BUFHPSZ/BNF$BUFHPSZ/BNF
1SPEVDU%FTDSJQUJPO1SPEVDU%FTDSJQUJPO
1SPEVDU*E(VJE/FX(VJE 
1SPEVDU*NBHF*NBHFGVMMQBUI
1SPEVDU/BNF1SPEVDU/BNF
1SPEVDU1SJDF.
^
^
SFUVSOQSPEVDU7N
^
QVCMJD*&OVNFSBCMF1SPEVDU (FU1SPEVDU-JTU
\
SFUVSOOFX-JTU1SPEVDU
\
OFX1SPEVDU
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\
$BUFHPSZOFX$BUFHPSZ 
$BUFHPSZ*E(VJE/FX(VJE 
%FTDSJQUJPO1SPEVDU%FTDSJQUJPO
*E(VJE/FX(VJE 
*NBHFJNBHFGVMMQBUI
/BNF1SPEVDU/BNF
1SJDF.
^
OFX1SPEVDU
\
$BUFHPSZOFX$BUFHPSZ 
$BUFHPSZ*E(VJE/FX(VJE 
%FTDSJQUJPO1SPEVDU%FTDSJQUJPO
*E(VJE/FX(VJE 
*NBHFJNBHFGVMMQBUI
/BNF1SPEVDU/BNF
1SJDF.
^
^
^
^

In the previous code snippet, we are creating fake data by creating two lists
of 1SPEVDU7JFX.PEFM and 1SPEVDU.
3. Add the 4FSWJDFT folder in
the 'MJY0OF#PPL4UPSF1SPEVDU4FSWJDF6OJU5FTUT project.
4. Under the 4FSWJDFT folder add the 1SPEVDU5FTUTDT class.
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5. Open NuGet Manager and then search for and add NPR, refer to the following
screenshot:

6. Add the following code to the 1SPEVDU5FTUTDT class:
QVCMJDDMBTT1SPEVDU5FTUT
\
<'BDU>
QVCMJDWPJE(FU@3FUVSOT@"DUJPO3FTVMUT
\
"SSBOHF
WBSNPDL3FQPOFX.PDL*1SPEVDU3FQPTJUPSZ

NPDL3FQP4FUVQ SFQP SFQP(FU"MM

3FUVSOT OFX1SPEVDU%BUB (FU1SPEVDU-JTU

WBSDPOUSPMMFSOFX1SPEVDU$POUSPMMFS NPDL3FQP0CKFDU 
"DU
WBSSFTVMUDPOUSPMMFS(FU-JTU 
"TTFSU
WBSWJFX3FTVMU"TTFSU*T5ZQF0L0CKFDU3FTVMU SFTVMU 
WBSNPEFM"TTFSU*T"TTJHOBCMF'SPN*&OVNFSBCMF
1SPEVDU7JFX.PEFM
WJFX3FTVMU7BMVF 
"TTFSU/PU/VMM NPEFM 
"TTFSU&RVBM NPEFM$PVOU

^
^
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In the preceding code example, which is a unit test example, we are mocking our repository
and testing the output of our WebAPI controller. This test is based on the AAA technique; it
will be passed if you meet the mocked data during setup.

Integration tests
In 1SPEVDU4FSWJDF, let's make sure that our service returns the product data without
failure. Before we proceed, we have to add a new project and subsequent test classes, follow
these steps:
1. Right click on Solution and then Add Project.
2. From the Add New Project window, select XUnit Test Project (.NET Core) and
provide a meaningful name, for
example, 'MJY0OF#PPL4UPSF1SPEVDU4FSWJDF*OUFHSBUJPO5FTUT. Refer
to the following screenshot:
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3. Add the BQQTFUUJOHTKTPO file and add the following to it:
\
$POOFDUJPO4USJOHT
\
1SPEVDU$POOFDUJPO%BUB4PVSDF*OJUJBM
$BUBMPH1SPEVDUT%#*OUFHSBUFE
4FDVSJUZ5SVF.VMUJQMF"DUJWF3FTVMU4FUT5SVF
^
CVJME0QUJPOT
\
DPQZ5P0VUQVU
\
JODMVEF<BQQTFUUJOHTKTPO>
^
^
^

4. Open the 4UBSUVQDT file of the 'MJY0OF#PPL4UPSF1SPEVDU4FSWJDF
project.
5. Now make the $POGJHVSF4FSWJDFT and $POGJHVSF methods void. This is so
we can override these methods in our 5FTU4UBSUVQDT class. These methods
would look as follows:
QVCMJDWJSUVBMWPJE$POGJHVSF4FSWJDFT *4FSWJDF$PMMFDUJPOTFSWJDFT
\
TFSWJDFT"EE5SBOTJFOU*1SPEVDU3FQPTJUPSZ
1SPEVDU3FQPTJUPSZ

TFSWJDFT"EE%C$POUFYU1SPEVDU$POUFYU
P P6TF4RM4FSWFS $POGJHVSBUJPO
(FU$POOFDUJPO4USJOH 1SPEVDU$POOFDUJPO

TFSWJDFT"EE.WD 
$PEFPNNJUFE
^
QVCMJDWJSUVBMWPJE$POGJHVSF *"QQMJDBUJPO#VJMEFSBQQ
*)PTUJOH&OWJSPONFOUFOW
\
JG FOW*T%FWFMPQNFOU
\
BQQ6TF%FWFMPQFS&YDFQUJPO1BHF 
BQQ6TF#SPXTFS-JOL 
^
FMTF
\
BQQ6TF&YDFQUJPO)BOEMFS )PNF&SSPS 
^
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BQQ6TF4UBUJD'JMFT 
BQQ6TF.WD SPVUFT
\
SPVUFT.BQ3PVUF OBNFEFGBVMU
UFNQMBUF\DPOUSPMMFS)PNF^\BDUJPO
*OEFY^\JE^ 
^ 
&OBCMFNJEEMFXBSFUPTFSWFHFOFSBUFE4XBHHFS
BTB+40/FOEQPJOUBQQ6TF4XBHHFS 
&OBCMFNJEEMFXBSFUPTFSWFTXBHHFSVJ )5.-+4
$44FUD TQFDJGZJOHUIF4XBHHFS+40/FOEQPJOU
BQQ6TF4XBHHFS6* D
\
D4XBHHFS&OEQPJOU TXBHHFSWTXBHHFSKTPO
1SPEVDU"1*7 
^ 
^

6. Add a new folder called 4FSWJDFT.
7. Add the 5FTU4UBSUVQDT class.
8. Open NuGet Manager. Search and add the Microsoft.AspNetCore.TestHost
package. Refer to the following screenshot:

9. Add the following code to 5FTU4UBSUVQDT:
QVCMJDDMBTT5FTU4UBSUVQ4UBSUVQ
\
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QVCMJD5FTU4UBSUVQ *$POGJHVSBUJPO
DPOGJHVSBUJPO CBTF DPOGJHVSBUJPO
\^
QVCMJDPWFSSJEFWPJE$POGJHVSF4FSWJDFT
 *4FSWJDF$PMMFDUJPOTFSWJDFT
\
NPDLDPOUFYU
TFSWJDFT"EE%C$POUFYU1SPEVDU$POUFYU
P P6TF4RM4FSWFS $POGJHVSBUJPO
(FU$POOFDUJPO4USJOH 1SPEVDU$POOFDUJPO

TFSWJDFT"EE.WD 
^
QVCMJDPWFSSJEFWPJE$POGJHVSF *"QQMJDBUJPO#VJMEFS
BQQ*)PTUJOH&OWJSPONFOUFOW
\^
^

10. Under the 4FSWJDFT folder, add a new 1SPEVDU5FTUDT class and add the
following code to this class:
QVCMJDDMBTT1SPEVDU5FTU
\
QVCMJD1SPEVDU5FTU
\
"SSBOHF
WBSXFC)PTU#VJMEFSOFX8FC)PTU#VJMEFS
6TF4UBSUVQ5FTU4UBSUVQ

WBSTFSWFSOFX5FTU4FSWFS XFC)PTU#VJMEFS 
@DMJFOUTFSWFS$SFBUF$MJFOU 
^
QSJWBUFSFBEPOMZ)UUQ$MJFOU@DMJFOU
<'BDU>
QVCMJDBTZOD5BTL3FUVSO1SPEVDU-JTU
\
"DU
WBSSFTQPOTFBXBJU@DMJFOU(FU"TZOD
 BQJQSPEVDUQSPEVDUMJTU DIBOHFQFSTFUUJOH
SFTQPOTF&OTVSF4VDDFTT4UBUVT$PEF 
WBSSFTQPOTF4USJOHBXBJUSFTQPOTF$POUFOU
3FBE"T4USJOH"TZOD 
"TTFSU
"TTFSU/PU&NQUZ SFTQPOTF4USJOH 
^
^
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In the preceding code example, we are checking a simple test. We are trying to verify the
response of a service by setting up a client with the use of )UUQ$MJFOU. The test will fail if
the response goes empty.

Consumer-driven contract tests
In the previous section, Contract testing, we discussed things in detail. In this section, we
will see how we can implement consumer-driven contract tests with the help of pact-netcore.
We will use our existing 'MJY0OF#PPL4UPSF1SPEVDU4FSWJDF project, which contains
all our APIs. Our 'MJY0OF#PPL4UPSF1SPEVDU4FSWJDF project contains provider tests
that let you create a provider scenario, and our client project that actually consumes the
services, makes a call, and tests the contract.
To get started you should install the NuGet package. Execute *OTUBMM
1BDLBHF1BDU/FU8JOEPXT using the package console.

As per Pact specification (already discussed in a previous section, Contract testing), the client
will create a contract called consumer contract (a KTPO file). We have written the following
code to generate our contract:
QVCMJDDMBTT$POTVNFS1SPEVDU"QJ*%JTQPTBCMF
\
QVCMJD$POTVNFS1SPEVDU"QJ
\
1BDU#VJMEFSOFX1BDU#VJMEFS OFX1BDU$POGJH
\
4QFDJGJDBUJPO7FSTJPO$POTUBOU4QFDJGJDBUJPO7FSTJPO
-PH%JS)FMQFS4QFDJGZ%JSFDUPSZ $POTUBOU-PH%JS 
1BDU%JS)FMQFS4QFDJGZ%JSFDUPSZ $POTUBOU1BDU%JS
^
4FSWJDF$POTVNFS $POTUBOU$POTVNFS/BNF
)BT1BDU8JUI $POTUBOU1SPWJEFS/BNF 
.PDL1SPWJEFS4FSWJDF1BDU#VJMEFS.PDL4FSWJDF
 $POTUBOU1PSU$POTUBOU&OBCMF4TM 
^
QVCMJD*1BDU#VJMEFS1BDU#VJMEFS\HFU^
QVCMJD*.PDL1SPWJEFS4FSWJDF.PDL1SPWJEFS4FSWJDF\HFU^
QVCMJDTUSJOH4FSWJDF#BTF6SJ IUUQMPDBMIPTU\$POTUBOU1PSU^
QVCMJDWPJE%JTQPTF
\
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In the preceding code, we are building a contract. In addition to that, we mocked our client
tests. See the following code snippet:
<'BDU>
QVCMJDWPJE8IFO"QJ*T6Q@3FUVSOT5SVF
\
"SSBOHF
@NPDL1SPWJEFS4FSWJDF6QPO3FDFJWJOH BSFRVFTUUP
DIFDLUIFBQJTUBUVT
8JUI OFX1SPWJEFS4FSWJDF3FRVFTU
\
.FUIPE)UUQ7FSC(FU
)FBEFSTOFX%JDUJPOBSZTUSJOHPCKFDU \\"DDFQU
BQQMJDBUJPOKTPO^^
1BUIFDIPTUBUVT
^
8JMM3FTQPOE8JUI OFX1SPWJEFS4FSWJDF3FTQPOTF
\
4UBUVT
)FBEFSTOFX%JDUJPOBSZTUSJOHPCKFDU \\
$POUFOU5ZQFBQQMJDBUJPOKTPODIBSTFUVUG^^
#PEZOFX
\
VQUSVF
VQ4JODF%BUF5JNF6UD/PX
WFSTJPO
NFTTBHF* NVQBOESVOOJOHGSPNMBTUIPVST
^
^ 
WBSDPOTVNFSOFX1SPEVDU"QJ$MJFOU @TFSWJDF#BTF6SJ 
"DU
WBSSFTVMUDPOTVNFS"QJ4UBUVT 6Q
"TTFSU
"TTFSU5SVF SFTVMU 
@NPDL1SPWJEFS4FSWJDF7FSJGZ*OUFSBDUJPOT 
^

Our code will create the consumer contract as shown in the following:
\
DPOTVNFS
\
OBNF1SPEVDU"1*$POTVNFS
^
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QSPWJEFS
\
OBNF1SPEVDU"1*
^
JOUFSBDUJPOT
<
\
EFTDSJQUJPOBSFRVFTUUPDIFDLUIFBQJTUBUVT
SFRVFTU
\
NFUIPEHFU
QBUIFDIPTUBUVT
IFBEFST
\
"DDFQUBQQMJDBUJPOKTPO
^
^
SFTQPOTF
\
TUBUVT
IFBEFST
\
$POUFOU5ZQFBQQMJDBUJPOKTPODIBSTFUVUG
^
CPEZ
\
VQUSVF
VQ4JODF5;
WFSTJPO
NFTTBHF* NVQBOESVOOJOHGSPNMBTUIPVST
^
^
^
>
NFUBEBUB
\
QBDU4QFDJGJDBUJPO
\
WFSTJPO
^
^
^
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Once the consumer-driven contract is created, it should adhere to a provider, so we need to
write the APIs accordingly (we are using our existing product API). The following is the
code snippet for a provider:
"SSBOHF
DPOTUTUSJOHTFSWJDF6SJIUUQMPDBMIPTU
WBSDPOGJHOFX1BDU7FSJGJFS$POGJH
\
0VUQVUUFSTOFX-JTU*0VUQVU
\
OFX$VTUPN0VUQVU @PVUQVU
^
^
DPEFPNJUUFE

We have created a web API and a test to verify consumer-driven contracts and finally
testing it from a client's perspective.

Summary
Testing microservices is a bit different from applications built on the traditional
architectural style. In a .NET monolithic application, testing is a bit easier compared to
microservices, and it provides implementation independence and short delivery cycles.
Microservices face challenges while performing the testing. With the help of the testing
pyramid concept, we can strategize our testing procedures. Referring to the testing
pyramid, we can easily see that unit tests provide the facility to test a small function of a
class and are less time-consuming. On the other hand, the top layer of the testing pyramid
enters a large scope with system or end-to-end testing, and these tests are time-consuming
and very expensive. Consumer-driven contracts are a very useful way to test microservices.
Pact-net is an open source tool meant for this. Finally, we went through the actual test
implementation.
In the next chapter, we will see how to deploy a microservice application. We will discuss
continuation integration and continuation deployment in detail.
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Deploying Microservices
Both monolith and microservice architectural styles come with different
deployment challenges. In the case of .NET monolithic applications, more often,
deployments are a flavor of Xcopy deployments. Microservice deployments present a
different set of challenges. Continuous integration and continuous deployment are the key
practices when delivering microservice applications. Also, container technologies and
toolchain technology, which promise greater isolation boundaries, are essential for
microservice deployment and scaling.
In this chapter, we will discuss the fundamentals of microservice deployment and the
influence of emerging practices, such as CI/CD tools and containers, on microservice
deployment. We will also walk through the deployment of a simple .NET Core service in a
Docker container.
By the end of the chapter, you will have an understanding of the following topics:
Deployment terminology
What are the factors for successful microservice deployments?
What is continuous integration and continuous deployment?
Isolation requirements for microservice deployment
Containerization technology and its need for microservice deployment
Quick introduction to Docker
How to package an application as a Docker container using Visual Studio
Before proceeding further, we should first learn why we are talking about the deployment
of microservices. The deployment cycle is one that has a specific flow.
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Monolithic application deployment
challenges
Monolithic applications are applications where all of the database and business logic is tied
together and packaged as a single system. Since, in general, monolithic applications are
deployed as a single package, deployments are somewhat simple but painful due to the
following reasons:
Deployment and release as a single concept: There is no differentiation between
deploying build artifacts and actually making features available to the end user.
More often, releases are coupled to their environment. This increases the risk of
deploying new features.
All or nothing deployment: All or nothing deployment increases the risk of
application downtime and failure. In the case of rollbacks, teams fail to deliver
expected new features and hotfixes or service packs have to be released to deliver
the right kind of functionality.
A Hotfix, also known as a Quickfix, is a single or cumulative package
(generally called a patch). It contains fixes for issues/bugs found in
production that must be fixed before the next major release.
Central databases as a single point of failure: In monolithic applications, a big,
centralized database is a single point of failure. This database is often quite large
and difficult to break down. This results in an increase in mean time to recover
(MTTR) and mean time between failures (MTBF).
Deployment and releases are big events: Due to small changes in the application,
the entire application could get deployed. This comes with a huge time and
energy investment for developers and ops teams. Needless to say, a collaboration
between the various teams involved is the key to a successful release. This
becomes even harder when many teams spread globally are working on the
development and release. These kinds of deployments/releases need a lot of
hand-holding and manual steps. This impacts end customers who have to face
application downtime. If you are familiar with these kinds of deployments, then
you'll also be familiar with marathon sessions in the so-called war rooms and
endless sessions of defect triage on conference bridges.
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Time to market: Carrying out any changes to the system in such cases becomes
harder. In such environments, executing any business change takes time. This
makes responding to market forces difficultcthe business can also lose its market
share. With microservice architecture, we are addressing some of these
challenges. This architecture provides greater flexibility and isolation for service
deployment. It has proven to deliver much faster turnaround time and muchneeded business agility.

Understanding the deployment terminology
Microservices deployment terminology simply includes steps that start with code changes
till release. In this section, we will discuss all these steps of deployment terminology as
follows:
Build: In the build stage, the service source gets compiled without any errors
along with the passing of all corresponding unit tests. This stage produces build
artifacts.
Continuous Integration (CI): CI forces the entire application to build again every
time a developer commits any changecthe application code gets compiled and a
comprehensive set of automated tests are run against it. This practice emerged
from the problems of frequent integration of code in large teams. The basic idea is
to keep the delta, or change to the software, small. This provides confidence that
the software is in a workable state. Even if a check-in made by a developer breaks
the system, it is easy to fix it this way.
Deployment: Hardware provisioning and installing the base OS and correct
version of the .NET framework are prerequisites for deployment. The next part of
it is to promote these build artifacts in production through various stages. The
combination of these two parts is referred to as the deployment stage. There is no
distinction between the deployment and release stage in most monolithic
applications.
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Continuous Deployment (CD): In CD, each successful build gets deployed to
production. CD is more important from a technical team's perspective. Under
CD, there are several other practices, such as automated unit testing, labeling,
versioning of build numbers, and traceability of changes. With continuous
delivery, the technical team ensures that the changes pushed to production
through various lower environments work as expected in production. Usually,
these are small and deployed very quickly.
Continuous delivery: Continuous delivery is different from CD. CD comes from
a technical team's perspective, whereas continuous delivery is more focused on
providing the deployed code as early as possible to the customer. To make sure
that customers get the right defect-free product, in continuous delivery, every
build must pass through all the quality assurance checks. Once the product
passes the satisfactory quality verification, it is the business stakeholders'
decision when to release it.
Build and deployment pipelines: The build and deployment pipeline is part of
implementing continuous delivery through automation. It is a workflow of steps
through which the code is committed in the source repository. At the other end of
the deployment pipeline, the artifacts for release are produced. Some of the steps
that may make up the build and deployment pipeline are as follows:
1. Unit tests
2. Integration tests
3. Code coverage and static analysis
4. Regression tests
5. Deployments to staging environment
6. Load/stress tests
7. Deployment to release repository
Release: A business feature made available to the end user is referred to as
the release of a feature. To release a feature or service, the relevant build artifacts
should be deployed beforehand. Usually, the feature toggle manages the release
of a feature. If the feature flag (also called feature toggle) is not switched on in
production, it is called a dark release of the specified feature.
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Prerequisites for successful microservice
deployments
Any architectural style comes with a set of associated patterns and practices to follow. The
microservice architectural style is no different. Microservice implementation has more
chances of being successful with the adoption of the following practices:
Self-sufficient teams: Amazon, who is a pioneer of SOA and microservice
architectures, follow the Two Pizza Teams paradigm. This means usually a
microservice team will have no more than 7-10 team members. These team
members will have all the necessary skills and roles; for example, development,
operations, and business analyst. Such a service team handles the development,
operations, and management of a microservice.
CI and CD: CI and CD are prerequisites for implementing microservices. Smaller
self-sufficient teams, who can integrate their work frequently, are precursors to
the success of microservices. This architecture is not as simple as a monolith.
However, automation and the ability to push code upgrades regularly enables
teams to handle complexity. Tools, such as Team Foundation Online Services
(TFS), TeamCity, and Jenkins, are quite popular toolchains in this space.
Infrastructure as code: The idea of representing hardware and infrastructure
components, such as networks with code, is new. It helps you make deployment
environments, such as integration, testing, and production, look exactly identical.
This means developers and test engineers will be able to easily reproduce
production defects in lower environments. With tools such as CFEngine, Chef,
Puppet, Ansible, and Powershell DSC, you can write your entire infrastructure as
code. With this paradigm shift, you can also put your infrastructure under a
version control system and ship it as an artifact in deployment.
Utilization of cloud computing: Cloud computing is a big catalyst for adopting
microservices. It is not mandatory as such for microservice deployment
though. Cloud computing comes with near infinite scale, elasticity, and rapid
provisioning capability. It is a no-brainer that the cloud is a natural ally of
microservices. So, knowledge and experience with the Azure cloud will help you
adopt microservices.
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Isolation requirements for microservice
deployment
In 2012, Adam Wiggins, co-founder of the Heroku platform, presented 12 basic principles.
These principles talk about defining new modern web applications from an idea to
deployment. This set of principles is now known as the 12-factor app. These principles paved
the way for new architectural styles, which evolved into microservice architectures. One of
the principles of the 12-factor app was as follows:
"Execute the app as one or more stateless processes"
- Adam Wiggins (IUUQTGBDUPSOFU)
So, services will be essentially stateless (except the database, which acts as the state store).
The shared nothing principle is also applied across the entire spectrum of patterns and
practices. This is nothing more than the isolation of components in order to achieve scale
and agility.
In the microservice world, this principle of isolation is applied in the following ways:
Service teams: There will be self-sufficient teams built around services. In effect,
the teams will be able to take all the decisions necessary to develop and support
the microservices they are responsible for.
Source control isolation: The source repository of every microservice will be
separate. It will not share any source code, files, and so on. It is okay to duplicate
a few bits of code in the microservice world across services.
Build stage isolation: Build and deploy pipelines for every microservice should be
kept isolated. Build and deploy pipelines can even run in parallel, isolated, and
deployed services. Due to this, CI-CD tools should be scaled to support different
services and pipelines at a much faster speed.
Release stage isolation: Every microservice should be released in isolation with
other services. It is also possible that the same service with different versions is in
the production environment.
Deploy stage isolation: This is the most important part of isolation. Traditional
monolith deployment is done with bare metal servers. With the advancement in
virtualization, virtual servers have replaced bare metal servers.
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In general, a monoliths' standard release process looks like this:

Considering these isolation levels, the microservice build and deployment pipeline may
look like this:
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Need for a new deployment paradigm
The highest level of isolation for an application can be achieved by adding a new physical
machine or bare metal server, so there is a server with its own operating system managing
all system resources. This was regular stuff in legacy applications but it is not practical for
modern applications. Modern applications are massive systems. Some examples of these
systems are Amazon, Netflix, and Nike, or even traditional financial banks, such as ING.
These systems are hosted on tens of thousands of servers. These kinds of modern
applications demand ultra-scalability to serve their millions of users. For a microservice
architecture, it does not make any sense to set up a new server just to run a small service on
top of it.
With new CPU architectural breakthroughs, one of the options that emerged was virtual
machines. Virtual machines abstract out all the hardware interactions of an operating
system through the hypervisor technology. Hypervisors enabled us to run many machines
or servers on a single physical machine. One significant point to note is that all the virtual
machines get their piece of an isolated system resource from physical host resources.
This is still a good isolated environment to run an application. Virtualization brought the
rationale of raising servers for entire applications. While doing so, it kept the components
fairly isolated; this helped us utilize spare computer resources in our data centers. It
improved the efficiency of our data centers while satisfying applications' fair isolation
needs.
However, virtualization on its own is not able to support some of a microservice's needs.
Under the 12-factors principles, Adam also talks about this:
"The twelve-factor appas processes are disposable, meaning they can be started or stopped
at a momentas notice. This facilitates fast elastic scaling, rapid deployment of code or config
changes, and robustness of production deploys."
- Adam Wiggins (IUUQTGBDUPSOFU)
This principle is important for the microservice architectural style. So, with microservices,
we must ensure that the services start up faster. In this case, let's assume that there is one
service per virtual machine. If we want to spin this service, it first needs to spin the virtual
machine; however, the boot time of a virtual machine is long. Another thing is that with
such applications, we are talking about a lot of cluster deployments. So services will
definitely be distributed in clusters.
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This also implies that virtual machines might need to be raised up on one of the nodes in
the clusters and booted. This is again a problem with virtual machines' boot-up time. This
does not bring the kind of efficiency that we are expecting for microservices.
Now, the only option left is to use the operating system process model, which comes with a
quicker boot time. The process programming model has been well-known for ages but even
processes come at a cost. They are not well isolated and share system resources as well as
the kernel of the operating system.
For microservices, we need a better isolation deployment model and a new paradigm of
deployment. The answer is this: innovation of the container technology. A good
consideration factor is that the container technology sits well between virtualization and the
operating system's process model.

Containers
Container technology is not new to the Linux world. Containers are based on Linux's LXC
technology. In this section, let's see how containers are important in the case of
microservices.

What are containers?
A container is a piece of software in a complete filesystem. It contains everything that is
needed to run code, runtime, system tools, and system librariescanything that can be
installed on a server. This guarantees that the software will always run in the same way,
regardless of its environment. Containers share their host operating system and kernel with
other containers on the same host. The technology around containers is not new. It has been
a part of the Linux ecosystem for a long time. Due to the recent microservice-based
discussions surrounding it, container technology came into the limelight again. Also, it is
the technology on which Google, Amazon, and Netflix run.

Suitability of containers over virtual machines
Let's understand the difference between containers and virtual machinescat the surface
level, both are tools to achieve isolation and virtualization.
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The architectural difference between virtual machines and containers is quite evident from
the following diagram:

By looking at the virtual machine internals, we can see that there is a host operating system
along with a kernel, and on top of it, the hypervisor layer. Hosted applications have to bring
in their own operating system and environment. In containers though, the containerization
technology layer serves as a single layer and is shared across different applications. This
removes the need for a guest operating system. Thus, applications in a container come with
a smaller footprint and strong isolation levels. Another aspect that will encourage you to
use containers for microservice deployment is that we can pack more applications on the
same physical machine when compared to the same applications deployed on a virtual
machine. This helps us achieve greater economy of scale benefits and provides
a comparison of the benefits of virtual machines.
One more thing to note with containers is that they can be run on virtual machines as well.
So it is okay to have a physical server with a virtual machine on it. This virtual machine
serves as a host to a number of containers.
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Transformation of the operation team's mindset
Microsoft's Bill Baker came up with an analogy of pets and cattle and he applied it to
servers in a data center. Okay, honestly, we care for our pets. We love them and show
affection towards them, we name them as well. We think of their hygiene; if they fall sick,
we take them to the vet. Do we take such care of our cattle? Of course, we don't; this is
because we do not care that much about cattle.
The same analogy is true with respect to servers and containers. In pre-DevOps days, server
admins cared about servers. They used to name those server machines and also have
dedicated maintenance downtime and so on. With DevOps practices, such as infrastructure
as code and containerization, containers can be treated as cattle. As the operations team, we
do not need to care for them since containers are meant for a short lifespan. They can be
booted up quickly in clusters and torn down quickly as well. When you are dealing with
containers, always keep in mind this analogy. As far as daily operations go, expect
the spinning up of and teardown of containers to be normal practice.
This analogy changes the perspective towards microservice deployment and how it
supports containerization.

Containers are new binaries
This is a new reality you will face as a .NET developer: working with microservices.
Containers are new binaries. With Visual Studio, we compile the .NET program and after
compilation, Visual Studio produces .NET assemblies, namely DLLs or EXEs. We take this
set of associated DLLs and EXEs emitted by the compiler and deploy them on the servers.
"Containers are new binaries of deployment"
- Steve Lasker, Principal Program Manager at Microsoft
So, in short, our deployment unit was in the form of assemblies. Not anymore! Well, we still
have .the NET program generating EXEs and DLLs, but our deployment unit has changed
in the microservice world. It is a container now. We will still be compiling programs into
assemblies. These assemblies will be pushed to the container and made ready to be shipped.
When we look at the code walkthrough in the following section of this chapter you will
understand this point. We, as .NET developers, have the ability (and may I say necessity) to
ship the containers. Along with this, another advantage of container deployment is that it
removes the barrier between different operating systems and even different languages and
runtimes.
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Does it work on your machine? Let's ship your
machine!
Usually, we hear this a lot from developers: Well, it works on my machine! This usually
happens when there is a defect that is not reproducible in production. Since containers are
immutable and composable, it is quite possible to eliminate the configuration impedance
between the development and production environment.

Introducing Docker
Docker (www.docker.com) has been a major force behind popularizing the containerization
of applications. Docker is to containers what Google is to search engines. Sometimes, people
even use containers and Docker as synonyms. Microsoft has partnered with Docker and is
actively contributing to the Docker platform and tools in open source. This makes Docker
important for us as .NET developers.
Docker is a very important topic and will be significant enough to learn for any serious
.NET developer. However, due to time and scope constraints, we will just scratch the
surface of the ecosystem of Docker here. We strongly recommend that you read through the
Docker books made available by Packt Publishing.
If you want to safely try and learn Docker without even installing it on
your machine, you can do so with IUUQT,BUB$PEBDPN.

Now let's focus on some of the terminologies and tools of the Docker platform. This will be
essential for our next section:
Docker image: A Docker image is a read-only template with instructions for
creating a Docker container. A Docker image consists of a separate filesystem,
associated libraries, and so on. Here, an image is always read-only and can run
exactly the same abstracting, underlying, host differences. A Docker image can be
composed of one layer on top of another. This composability of the Docker image
can be compared with the analogy of layered cake. Docker images that are used
across different containers can be reused. This also helps reduce the deployment
footprint of applications that use the same base images.
Docker registry: A Docker registry is a library of images. A registry can be either
public or private. Also, it can be on the same server as the Docker daemon or
Docker client or on a totally separate server.
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Docker hub: This is a public registry and it stores images. It is located at IUUQ
IVCEPDLFSDPN.
Dockerfile: Dockerfile is a build or scripting file that contains instructions to build
a Docker image. There can be multiple steps documented in a Dockerfile, starting
with getting the base image.
Docker container: A Docker container is a runnable instance of a Docker image.
Docker compose: Docker compose allows you to define an applicationbs
componentsctheir containers, configuration, links, and volumescin a single file.
Then, a single command will set everything up and start your application. It is an
architecture/dependency map for your application.
Docker swarm: Swarm is the Docker service by which container nodes work
together. It runs a defined number of instances of a replica task, which is itself a
Docker image.
Let's look into the individual components of the Docker ecosystem; let's try to understand
one of the ways in which the Docker workflow makes sense in the software development
life cycle.

Microservice deployment with Docker overview
In order to support this workflow, we need a CI tool and a configuration management tool.
For illustration purposes, we have taken the Visual Studio Team Services (VSTS) build
service as CI and VSTS release management for continuous delivery. The workflow would
remain the same for any other tools or modes of deployment. The following is one of the
flavors of microservice deployment with Docker:
1. The code is checked into the VSTS repository. If this is the project's first check-in,
it is done along with Dockerfile for the project.
2. The preceding check-in triggers VSTS to build the service from the source code
and run unit/integration tests.
3. If tests are successful, VSTS builds a Docker image that is pushed to a Docker
registry. VSTS release services deploy the image to the Azure container service.
4. If QA tests pass as well, VSTS is used to promote the container to deploy and
start it in production.
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The following diagram depicts the steps in detail:

Note that the usual .NET CI-CD tools, such as TeamCity and Octopus
Deploy (capabilities are in alpha stage), have features to produce a Docker
container as a build artifact and deploy it to production.

Microservice deployment example using Docker
Now we have all the essentials required to move toward coding and see for ourselves how
things work. We have taken the product catalog service example here to be deployed as a
Docker container. After running the accompanying source code, you should be able to
successfully run the product catalog service in the Docker container.

Setting up Docker on your machine
This tutorial doesn't require any existing knowledge of Docker and should take about 20 or
30 minutes to complete.
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1SFSFRVJTJUFT
You will need to do the following:
1. Install Microsoft Visual Studio 2017 Update 3 (IUUQTXXXWJTVBMTUVEJPDPN
EPXOMPBETEPXOMPBEWJTVBMTUVEJPWT)
2. Install .NET Core 2.0 (IUUQTXXXNJDSPTPGUDPNOFUEPXOMPBEDPSF
3. Install Docker For Windows to run your Docker containers locally (IUUQTXXX
EPDLFSDPNQSPEVDUTEPDLFSXJOEPXT)
We are using Docker Community Edition for Windows to demonstrate the
example.

4. After installation, your system will require restarting to complete the installation.
5. After restarting, Docker for Windows will prompt you to enable the Hyper-V
feature if not enabled on your system. Click OK to enable the Hyper-V feature on
your system (a system restart will be required). Refer to the following screenshot:
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6. Once Docker for Windows is installed, right-click on the Docker icon in the
system tray and click on Settings and select Shared Drives:

Creating an ASP.NET Core web application
Following are the simple steps to get started:
1. Create a new project by navigating to File | New Project | .NET Core | select
ASP.NET Core Web Application, refer to the following screenshot:
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2. From the New ASP.NET Core Web Application window, select .NET Core and
ASP.NET Core 2.0.
3. Select Web Application (Model-View-Controller) from available templates.
4. Check Enable Docker support.
5. As we are demonstrating it for Windows select OS as Windows (if you did not
install Docker as mentioned in the previous section, here you need to install
Docker for Windows).
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Ŝǯ Click Ok to proceed, refer to the following screenshot:

The preceding steps will create the 'MJY0OF#PPL4UPSF1SPEVDU4FSWJDF project with
Docker support. Following is the screenshot showing our project structure:
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The following files are added to the project:
%PDLFSGJMF: The Dockerfile for ASP.NET Core applications is based on

the microsoft/aspnetcore image (IUUQTIVCEPDLFSDPNSNJDSPTPGU
BTQOFUDPSF). This image includes the ASP.NET Core NuGet packages, which
have been prejitted, improving startup performance. When building ASP.NET
Core applications, the Dockerfile FROM instruction (command) points to the
most recent microsoft/dotnet image (IUUQTIVCEPDLFSDPNSNJDSPTPGU
EPUOFU) on the Docker hub. Following is the default code-snippet provided by
the template:
'30.NJDSPTPGUBTQOFUDPSF
"3(TPVSDF
803,%*3BQQ
&9104&
$01:\TPVSDFPCK%PDLFSQVCMJTI^
&/53:10*/5<EPUOFU'MJY0OF#PPL4UPSF1SPEVDU4FSWJDFEMM>
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The preceding code is basically a set of instructions and these instructions are as
follows:
'30. tells Docker that to pull the base image on the existing image,
call NJDSPTPGUBTQOFUDPSF. This image already contains all the

dependencies for running the ASP.NET Core on Linux, so we don't have to set it.
$01: and 803,%*3 copy the current directory's contents to a new directory inside
the called/app container and set it to the working directory for subsequent
instructions.
&9104& tells Docker to expose the product catalog service on port 80 of the
container.
&/53:10*/5 specifies the command to execute when the container starts up. In

this case, it's .NET.
%PDLFSDPNQPTFZNM: This is the base Compose file used to define the
collection of images to be built and run with %PDLFSDPNQPTF build/run.
%PDLFSDPNQPTFEFWEFCVHZNM: This is an additional Compose file for

iterative changes when your configuration is set to debug. Visual Studio will call
GEPDLFSDPNQPTFZNM and GEPDLFSDPNQPTFEFWEFCVHZNM to merge
them. This Compose file is used by Visual Studio development tools.
%PDLFSDPNQPTFEFWSFMFBTFZNM: This is an additional Compose file to
debug your release definition. It will load the debugger in isolation so it does not
change the content of the production image.
The EPDLFSDPNQPTFZNM file contains the name of the image that is created when
the project is run.
We now have everything we need to run/launch our service in the Docker container. Before
we go further, please refer to $IBQUFS, Implementing Microservices, and add the complete
code (that is, controller, repositories, and so on) so the project structure looks like the
following screenshot:
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Now all you have to do is press F5 and launch your service in the container. This is the
simplest and easiest way to put your service in the container. Once your microservice is
containerized, you can use Visual Studio team services and Azure container services to
deploy your container to the Azure cloud (IUUQTEPDTNJDSPTPGUDPNFOVTB[VSF
DPOUBJOFSTFSWJDFEDPTTXBSNDPOUBJOFSTFSWJDFEFQMPZNFOU).
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Summary
Microservice deployment is an exciting journey for us. For successful microservice delivery,
deployment best practices should be followed. We need to focus on implementing isolation
requirements for microservices even before we talk about deployment using automated
tools. With successful microservice deployment practices, we can deliver business changes
rapidly. The different isolation, requirements from self-sufficient teams to continuous
delivery, give the scale and agility that are fundamental promises of microservices.
Containerization is by far one of the most important innovative technologies we have, and
we must take advantage of it for microservice deployment. Combining the Azure cloud
with Docker will help us deliver the scale and isolation we are expecting from
microservices. With Docker, we can easily achieve greater application density, which means
a reduction in our cloud infrastructure cost. We also saw how easy it is to start these
deployments with Visual Studio and Docker tools for Windows.
In our next chapter, we will look at microservice security. We will discuss the Azure active
directory for authentication, how to leverage OAuth 2.0, and how to secure an API gateway
with Azure API Management.
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Securing Microservices
Security is one of the most important cross-cutting concerns for web applications.
Unfortunately, data breaches of well-known sites seem commonplace these days. Taking
this into account, information and application security has become critical to web
applications. For the same reason, secure applications should no longer be an afterthought.
Security is everyone's responsibility in an organization.
Monolithic applications have less surface area when compared to microservices, however,
microservices are distributed systems by nature. Also, in principle, microservices are
isolated from each other; hence, well-implemented microservices are more secure as
compared to monolithic applications. A monolith has different attack vectors compared to
microservices. The microservice architecture style forces us to think differently in
the context of security. However, let me tell you upfront, microservice security is a complex
domain to understand and implement.
Before we dive deep into microservice security, let's understand our approach toward it.
We will be focusing more on how authentication and authorization (collectively referred to
as auth in the chapter henceforth) work and the options available within the .NET
ecosystem.
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We will explore Azure API management and its suitability as an API gateway for .NETbased microservice environments; we'll also see how Azure API management can help us
protect microservices through its security features. Then, we'll briefly touch base with
different, peripheral aspects that have defense in depth mechanisms for microservice security.
We will also discuss the following topics:
Why are form authentication and older techniques not sufficient?
Authentication and the available options, including OpenID and Azure Active
Directory
Introducing OAuth 2.0
Introducing Azure API management as an API gateway
Using Azure API management for security
Interservice communication security approaches
Container security and other peripheral security aspects

Security in monolithic applications
To understand microservice security, let's step back and recall how we used to secure .NET
monolithic applications. This will help us better grasp why a microservice's auth
mechanism needs to be different.
The critical mechanism to secure applications has always been auth. Authentication verifies
the identity of a user. Authorization manages what a user can or cannot access, also known
as permissions. Encryption, well, that's the mechanism that helps you protect data as it
passes between the client and server. We're not going to discuss encryption too much
though, just ensure the data that goes over the wire is encrypted everywhere. This can be
achieved through the use of the HTTPS protocol.
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The following diagram depicts the flow of a typical auth mechanism in .NET monoliths:

In the preceding diagram, we can see that the user enters his or her username and password
typically through a web browser. Then, this request hits some thin layer in a web
application that is responsible for auth. This layer or component connects to the user
credential store, typically an SQL server in the case of a .NET application. The auth layer
verifies user-supplied credentials against the username and password stored in the
credential store.
Once the user credentials are verified for the session, a session cookie gets created in the
browser. Unless the user has a valid session cookie, he cannot access the app. Typically,
a session cookie is sent with every request. Within these kinds of monolithic applications,
modules can freely interact with each other since they are in the same process and have inmemory access. This means trust is implicit within those application modules so they do
not need separate validation and verification of requests while talking to each other.

Security in microservices
Now let's look at the case of microservices. By nature, microservices are distributed
systems. There is not a single instance of an application; rather, there are several distinct
applications that coordinate with each other in harmony to produce the desired output.
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Why won't a traditional .NET auth mechanism
work?
One of the possible approaches for microservice security might be this: we mimic the same
behavior as that of the auth layer in a monolith. This could be depicted as follows:

In this approach, we distributed the auth layer and provided it to all the microservices.
Since each one is a different application, it will need its own auth mechanism. This
inherently means that the user credential store is also different for every microservice. This
raises so many questions, such as how do we keep the auth in sync across all services? How
can we validate inter-service communication, or do we skip it? We do not have satisfactory
answers to these questions. Hence, this approach does not make sense and just increases
complexity. With this approach, we cannot even be sure whether it will work in the real
world.
There is one more factor we need to take into account for modern applications. In the
microservice world, we need to support native mobile apps and other non-standard form
factor devices as well as IoT applications. With the significant proliferation of native mobile
applications, the microservice architecture also needs to support secure communication
between those clients and microservices. This is different from the traditional web browserbased user interface. On mobile platforms, a web browser is not part of any native mobile
app. This means cookie-based or session-based authentication is not possible. So
microservices need to support this kind of interoperability between client applications. This
was never a concern for .NET monolithic applications.
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In the case of traditional authentication, the browser is responsible for sending the cookie
upon each request. But we're not using the browser for a native mobile app. In fact, we're
neither using ASPX pages, nor the form's authentication module. For an iOS client or
Android, it's something different altogether. What's more, we are also trying to restrict
unauthorized access to our API. In the preceding example, we'd be securing the client, be it
an MVC app or a Windows phone app, and not the microservice. Moreover, all these
mobile client devices are not part of the trust subsystem. For every request, we cannot trust
that the mobile user is indeed the owner; the communication channel is not secured either.
So any request coming from them cannot be trusted at all.
But apart from these problems, there's another more conceptual problem we have. Why
should the application be responsible for authenticating users and authorization? Shouldn't
this be separated out?
One more solution to this is using the SAML protocol, but again, this is based on SOAP and
XML, so not really a good fit for microservices. The complexity of the implementation of
SAML is also high.
Therefore, it is evident from the preceding discussion that we need a token-based solution.
The solution for microservices' auth comes in the form of OpenID Connect and OAuth 2.0.
OpenID Connect is the standard for authentication and OAuth 2.0 is the specification for the
authorization. However, this authorization is delegated by nature.
We will see this in detail in further sections. But before that, let's take a detour and look at
JSON Web Tokens and see why they are significant with respect to microservice security.

JSON Web Tokens
JSON Web Tokens (JWT) is pronounced JOT. It is a well-defined JSON schema or format
to describe the tokens involved in a data exchange process. JWTs are described in RFC 7519.
JWTs are not tied to either OpenID Connect or OAuth 2.0. This means they can be used
independently, irrespective of OAuth 2.0 or OpenID Connect. OpenID Connect mandates
the use of a JWT for all the tokens that are exchanged in the process. In OAuth 2.0, the use
of JWTs isn't mandated, more a kind of implementation format. Moreover, the .NET
framework has built-in support for JWT.
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The purpose of a JWT-based security token is to produce a data structure that contains
information about the issuer and the recipient along with a description of the sender's
identity. Therefore, tokens should be protected over the wire so they cannot be
tampered with. To do so, tokens are signed with symmetric or asymmetric keys. This means
when a receiver trusts the issuer of the token, it can also trust the information inside it.
Here is an example of a JWT:
FZ+IC(DJ0J+*6[*/J*T*O3D$**LQ97$+FZ+[E8*J0J*Y.K./5:0%LX*JXJCN'U;4**L
QWB(H3(M*JXJ:83UB8J0O3ZE875+7"0S.&D#BC3.)S)%D&GYKP:;HF'0/'I)H2

This is the encoded form of a JWT. If we see the same token in decoded form, it has three
components: header, payload, and signature; they are all separated by a period (.). The
preceding example token can be decoded as follows:
Header\BMH)4UZQF+85^
Payload\TVCOBNF+PIO%PFBENJOUSVF^
Signature)."$4)" CBTF6SM&ODPEF IFBEFS  
CBTF6SM&ODPEF QBZMPBE TFDSFU

NET v.4.5.1 and onward has built-in support for generating and consuming JWTs. You can
install JWT support in any .NET application using the package manager console with the
following command:
Install-Package System.IdentityModel.Tokens.Jwt

Visit IUUQTKXUJP, where you can view and decode JWTs very easily.
Moreover, you can add it as part of the Chrome debugger as well, which is
quite handy.

What is OAuth 2.0?
Okay, you might not know what OAuth 2.0 is, but you will have surely used it for several
websites. Nowadays, many websites allow you to log in with your username and password
for Facebook, Twitter, or Google accounts. Go to your favorite website, for example,
the XXXTUBDLPWFSGMPXDPN login page. There is a login button that says you can sign in
with your Google account, for example. When you click on the Google button, it takes you
to Google's login page along with some of the permissions mentioned. Here you provide
your Google username and password and click on the Allow button to grant permissions to
your favorite site. Then, Google redirects you to Stack Overflow and you are logged in with
appropriate permissions in Stack Overflow. This is merely the end user experience for
OAuth 2.0 and OpenID Connect.
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OAuth 2.0 can be best described as a series of specification-turned-authorization
frameworks. RFC 6749 defines OAuth as follows:
"The OAuth 2.0 authorization framework enables a third-party application to obtain
limited access to an HTTP service, either on behalf of a resource owner by orchestrating an
approval interaction between the resource owner and the HTTP service, or by allowing the
third-party application to obtain access on its own behalf."
OAuth 2.0 handles authorization on the web, in native mobile applications, and all headless
server applications (these are nothing more than microservice instances in our context). You
must be wondering why we are discussing authorization first instead of authentication. The
reason is that OAuth 2.0 is a delegated authorization framework. This means, to complete
the authorization flow, it relies on an authentication mechanism.
Now let's see some terminology associated with it.
OAuth 2.0 roles describe the involved parties in the authorization process:
Resource: The entity that is getting protected from unintended access and usage.
This is nothing more than a microservice in our case.
Resource owner: Resource owner is a person or entity who owns the specified
resource. When a person owns a resource, he or she is an end user.
Client: Client is the term used to refer to all kinds of client applications. This
refers to any application trying to access the protected resource. In a
microservices' context, the applications involved are single page applications,
web user interface clients, and native mobile applications, or even a microservice
that is trying to access another microservice downstream.
Authorization server: This is the server that hosts the secure token service and
issues tokens to the client after successfully authenticating the resource owner
and obtaining permissions from the resource owner or on their behalf.
You may have noticed that OAuth does differentiate between end users and applications
used by an end user. This is a bit odd but makes perfect sense since it is also generally
viewed as saying, I am authorizing this app to perform these actions on my behalf.
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The following diagram depicts how these roles interact with each other in the general flow
of authorization in the OAuth framework:

In step 6, illustrated in the preceding diagram, the client passes the authorization grant to
the authorization server. This step is not as simple as it looks. Authorization grants are of
different types. The grant types represent four, different possible use cases for getting access
tokens in OAuth 2.0. If you choose the wrong grant type, you might be compromising
security:
Authorization code: This is the typical OAuth grant used by server-side web
applications, the one you would use in your ASP.NET apps.
Implicit: Authenticating with a server returns an access token to the browser,
which can then be used to access resources. This is useful for single page
applications where communication cannot be private.
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Resource owner password credentials: This requires the user to directly enter
their username and password in the application. It is useful when you are
developing a first-party application to authenticate with your own servers. For
example, a mobile app might use a resource owner grant to authenticate with
your own servers.
Client credentials: This is typically used when the client is acting on its own
behalf (the client is also the resource owner) or is requesting access to protected
resources based on an authorization previously arranged with the authorization
server.

What is OpenID Connect?
OpenID Connect 1.0 is a simple identity layer on top of the OAuth 2.0 protocol. OpenID
Connect is all about authentication. It allows clients to verify end users based on the
authentication performed by an authorization server. It is also used to obtain basic profile
information about the end user in an interoperable and REST-like manner.
So OpenID Connect allows clients of all typescweb-based, mobile, and JavaScriptcto
request and receive information about authenticated sessions and end users. We know that
OAuth 2.0 defines access tokens. Well, OpenID Connect defines a standardized identity
token (commonly referred to as ID token). The identity token is sent to the application so
the application can validate who the user is. It defines an endpoint to get identity
information for that user, such as their name or email address. That's the user info endpoint.
It's built on top of OAuth 2.0, so the flows are the same. It can be used with the
authorization code grant and implicit grant. It's not possible with the client credentials
grant, as the client credentials grant is for server-to-server communication.
There's no end user involved in the process so there's no end user identity either. Likewise,
it doesn't make sense for the resource owner path of usage or process. Now how does that
work? Well, instead of only requesting an access token, we'll request an additional ID token
from the security token service (STS) that implements the OpenID Connect specification.
The client receives an ID token, and usually, also an access token. To get more information
for the authenticated user, the client can then send a request to the user info endpoint with
the access token; this user info endpoint will then return the claims about the new user.
OpenID supports authorization code flow and implicit flow. It also adds some more
additional protocols, which are discovery and dynamic registration.
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Azure Active Directory
There are multiple providers for OAuth 2.0 and OpenID Connect 1.0 specifications. Azure
Active Directory (Azure AD) is one of them. Azure AD provides organizations with
enterprise-grade identity management for cloud applications. Azure AD integration will
give your users a streamlined sign-in experience, and it will help your application conform
to the IT policy. Azure AD provides advanced security features, such as multifactor
authentication, and scales really well with application growth. It is used in all Microsoft
Azure Cloud products, including Office 365, and processes more than a billion sign-ins per
day.
One more interesting aspect of traditional .NET environments is that they can integrate
their organizational Windows Server Active Directory with Azure AD really well. This can
be done with the Azure AD sync tool or the new capability of pass-through authentication.
So, organizational IT compliances will still be managed.

Microservice Auth example with OpenID Connect,
OAuth 2.0, and Azure AD
Now we are well-equipped with all the prerequisite knowledge to start coding. Let's try and
build a 5P%P-JTU application. We are going to secure 5PEP-JTU4FSWJDF, which represents
one of our microservices. In the solution, the 5P%P-JTU microservice is represented by the
5PEP-JTU4FSWJDF project and 5P%P-JTU8FC"QQ represents the server-side web
application. It will be easier to follow if you open up the Visual Studio solution named
0QFO*E0"VUI"[VSF"%TMO provided with this chapter. This example uses the client
credentials grant.
Note that, due to the ever-changing nature of Azure portal and the corresponding Azure
services UI, it is advisable that you use the Azure Service management API and automate
some of the registration tasks about to follow. However, for learning purposes and largely
for encouraging developers who are new to Azure or might be trying Azure AD for the first
time, we are going to follow the Azure portal user interface.
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Here are the prerequisites:
Visual Studio 2017 Update 3
An Azure subscription (if you don't have this, you can use the free trial account
for this demo)
Azure AD tenant (single-tenant): You can also work with your Azure account's
own default directory, which should be different from that of the Microsoft
organization

Registration of TodoListService and TodoListWebApp
with Azure AD tenant
Now let's look at how to register 5PEP-JTU4FSWJDF.
In this step, we will add 5PEP-JTU4FSWJDF with Azure AD tenant. To achieve this, log in
to the Azure management portal, then do the following:
1. Click on App registrations. Click on the Add button. It will open the Create
pane, as depicted here:
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2. Provide all the mandatory details as displayed in the preceding screenshot and
click on the Create button at the bottom of the Create pane. While we are
providing a sign-on URL, make sure that you are providing it for your app. In
our case, 5PEP-JTU4FSWJDF is a microservice, so we won't have a special sign-in
URL. Hence, we have to provide the default URL or just the hostname of our
microservice. Here we are going to run the service from our machine, so the
localhost URL will be sufficient. You can find the sign-in URL once you rightclick on project URL under 5PEP-JTU4FSWJDF project and navigate to Web, as
shown in the following diagram:

A sign-in URL in Azure portal should have the trailing ; otherwise, you
may face an error, even if you execute all the steps correctly.

3. If you deploy your service with the Microsoft Azure App Service plan, you will
get a URL that is similar to
IUUQTUPEPMJTUTFSWJDFYZ[B[VSFXFCTJUFTOFU. You can later change
the sign-on URL if you deploy the service on Azure.
4. Once you click on the Create button, Azure will add the application to your
Azure AD Tenant. However, there are still a few more details that need to be
completed for finishing the registration of TodoListService. So navigate to App
Registration | TodoListService | Properties. You will notice that there are a few
more additional properties, such as App ID URL, which has been provided now.
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5. For the App ID URL,
enter IUUQT<:PVS@5FOBOU@/BNF>5PEP-JTU4FSWJDF,
replacing <:PVS@5FOBOU@/BNF> with the name of your Azure AD tenant. Click
on OK to complete the registration. The final configuration should look like this:

Now we move on to the registration of TodoListWebApp:
1. First, we register TodoListWebApp. This is necessary since we are going to use
OpenID Connect to connect to this browser-based web application. So we need to
establish the trust between the end user, that is, us and TodoListWebApp.
2. Click on App registrations. Click on the Add button. It will open up the Create
pane, as depicted in the following screenshot. Fill in the sign-in URL
as IUUQTMPDBMIPTU.
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3. Once again, as in the TodoListService registration, we will be able to view most
of the additional properties once we create the web app. So, the final properties
configuration will look like this:

4. A setting to note here is the logout URL: we set it as
IUUQTMPDBMIPTU"DDPVOU&OE4FTTJPO.
This is because after ending the session, Azure AD will redirect the user to this
URL. For the App ID URL,
enter IUUQT<:PVS@"%@5FOBOU@/BNF>5PEP-JTU8FC"QQ,
replacing [:PVS@"%@5FOBOU@/BNF] with the name of your Azure AD tenant.
Click on OK to complete the registration.
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5. Now we need to set up permissions between TodoListWebApp so that it can call
our microservice: TodoListService. So, navigate to App
Registration | TodoListWebApp | Required Permissions again and click on
Add. Now click on 1 Select an API. This navigation is displayed in the following
screenshot. You need to key in ToDoListService for it to show up in the API
pane:

6. Now you will be able to view the Enable Access pane, where you have to tick for
Access TodoListService Permissions under the Delegated Permissions, and
Done under the Add API access pane. This will save the permissions.

Generation of AppKey for TodoListWebApp
Another important step for registration is adding DMJFOU@TFDSFU, which is necessary to
establish trust between Azure AD and TodoListWebApp. This DMJFOU@TFDSFU is
generated only once and configured in the web application. To generate this key, navigate
to App Registrations | TodoListWebApp | Keys. Then, add the description as "QQ,FZ and
click on Save. Once the key is saved, the value of the key is autogenerated by Azure and
will be displayed next to the description. This key is displayed only once, so you have to
immediately copy it and save it for later use. We will be keeping this key in the
XFCDPOGJH file of TodoListWebApp in this case.
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The key stored will be displayed on the Azure portal as follows:

For production-grade applications, it is a bad idea to keep
DMJFOU@4FDSFU and all such critical key values in XFCDPOGJH. It is good
practice to keep them encrypted and isolated from applications. For such
purposes, in production-grade applications, you can use Azure key-vault
(IUUQTB[VSFNJDSPTPGUDPNFOVTTFSWJDFTLFZWBVMU) to keep all
your keys protected. Another advantage of a key vault is that you can
manage the keys according to the environment, such as dev-test-staging
and production.

Configuring Visual Studio solution projects
First, we look at how to configure this with the 5PEP-JTU4FSWJDF project.
Open the XFCDPOGJH file and replace the following keys:
1. Search for the JEB5FOBOU key. Replace its value with your AD tenant name, for
example, DPOUPTPPONJDSPTPGUDPN. This will also be part of any of the
application's APP ID URL.
2. Replace the JEB"VEJFODF key. Replace its value
with IUUQT<:PVS@"%@5FOBOU@/BNF>5PEP-JTU4FSWJDF.
Replace <:PVS@"%@5FOBOU@/BNF> with the name of your Azure AD tenant.
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Now let's see how to configure this with the 5PEP-JTU8FC"QQ project.
Open the XFCDPOGJH file and find and replace the following keys with the provided
values:
1. Replace UPEP5PEP-JTU3FTPVSDFJE with IUUQT<:PVS@5FOBOU@/BNF>5P
EP-JTU4FSWJDF.
2. Replace UPEP5PEP-JTU#BTF"EESFTT with IUUQTMPDBMIPTU.
3. Replace JEB$MJFOU*E with the application ID of ToDoListWebApp. You can
get it by navigating to App Registration | TodoListWebApp.
4. Replace JEB"QQ,FZ with DMJFOU@TFDSFU that we generated in step 2 of the
process of registering TodoListWebApp. If you missed noting this key, you need
to delete the previous key and generate a new key.
5. Replace JEB5FOBOU with your AD tenant name, for
example, DPOUPTPPONJDSPTPGUDPN.
6. Replace JEB3FEJSFDU6SJ with the URL you want the application to redirect
to when the user signs out of TodoListWebApp. In our case, the default
is IUUQTMPDBMIPTU since we want the user to navigate to the home
page of the application.

Generate client certificates on IIS Express
Now 5PEP-JTU4FSWJDF and 5PEP-JTU8FC"QQ will talk over a secure channel. To establish
a secure channel, 5P%P-JTU8FC"QQ needs to trust the client certificate. Both services are
hosted on the same machine and run on IIS Express.
To configure your computer to trust the IIS Express SSL certificate, open the PowerShell
command window as an administrator. Query your personal certificate store to find the
thumbprint of the certificate for $/MPDBMIPTU:
14$XJOEPXTTZTUFN EJS$FSU-PDBM.BDIJOF.Z
%JSFDUPSZ.JDSPTPGU1PXFS4IFMM4FDVSJUZ$FSUJGJDBUF-PDBM.BDIJOF.Z
5IVNCQSJOU4VCKFDU

$%"$'"#$/MPDBMIPTU
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Next, add the certificate to the trusted root store:
14$XJOEPXTTZTUFN DFSU HFUJUFN
DFSU-PDBM.BDIJOF.Z$%"$'"#
14$XJOEPXTTZTUFN TUPSF HFUJUFNDFSU-PDBMNBDIJOF3PPU
14$XJOEPXTTZTUFN TUPSF0QFO 3FBE8SJUF
14$XJOEPXTTZTUFN TUPSF"EE DFSU
14$XJOEPXTTZTUFN TUPSF$MPTF

The preceding set of instructions will add a client certificate to the local machine's certificate
store.

Running both the applications
We are done with all those tedious configuration screens and replacing of keys. Excited?
But before you hit F5, set 5P%P-JTU4FSWJDF and 5P%P-JTU8FC"QQ as startup projects.
Once this is done, we can safely run our application and be greeted with the landing page of
our application. If you click on the Sign-in button, you will be redirected to
MPHJONJDSPTPGUPOMJOFDPN; this represents the Azure AD login. Once you are able to log
in, you will see the landing page as follows:
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You can observe network traffic and URL redirection when you log in to the application to
study a detailed exchange of ID tokens and get an access token. If you explore the
application through the ToDoList menu, you will be able to access the ToDoList screen as
well as add items to ToDoList. This is where our 5PEP-JTU4FSWJDF microservice is getting
called, as well as getting authorization permissions from the 5PEP8FC"QQ web application.
If you explore the profile menu, you will see the ID token return along with your first name,
last name, and email ID, which shows OpenID Connect in action.
If you want to explore the code in detail, 5PEP-JTU$POUSPMMFSDT in the TodoListService
project, 4UBSUVQ"VUIDT, and 5PEP-JTU$POUSPMMFSDT contain interesting bits of code
along with explanatory comments.
In this example, we used OAuth and OpenID Connect to secure a browser-based user
interface, a web application, and a microservice. Things might be different if we have an
API gateway between the user interface web app and microservice. In this case, we need to
establish trust between the web app and API gateway. Also, we have to pass the ID token
and access token from the web app to the API gateway. This, in turn, passes the tokens to
the microservice. However, it is not feasible to cover the discussion and implementation in
this chapter's scope.

Azure API management as an API gateway
Another important pattern in microservices' implementation is Backends For Frontends
(BFF). This pattern was introduced and made popular by Sam Newman. The actual
implementation of the BFF pattern is done by introducing the API gateway between various
types of clients and microservices.
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This is depicted in the following diagram:

Azure API Management (henceforth referred to as Azure APIM or just APIM ) is just
the right fit, and it can act as an API gateway in .NET-based microservice implementation.
Since Azure APIM is one of the cloud services, it is ultra-scalable and can be integrated well
within the Azure ecosystem. In the current chapter, we will focus on the following features
of Azure APIM.
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Azure APIM is logically divided into three parts:
API gateway: API gateway is merely a proxy between client applications and
services. It is responsible for the following functionalities; these are mainly used
by various applications to talk to microservices:
Accepts API calls and routes them to your backends
Verifies API keys, JWTs, and certificates
Supports auth through Azure AD and OAuth 2.0 access token
Enforces usage quotas and rate limits
Transforms your API on the fly without code modifications
Caches backend responses where set up
Logs call metadata for analytics purposes
Publisher portal: This is the administrative interface to organize and publish an
API program. It is mainly used by microservice developers to make
microservices/APIs available to API consumers or client applications. Through
this, API developers can:
Define or import API schema
Package APIs into products
Set up policies such as quotas or transformations on the APIs
Get insights from analytics
Manage users
Developer portal: This serves as the main web presence for API consumers where
they can do the following:
Read the API documentation
Try out an API via the interactive console
Create an account and subscribe to it to get the API keys
Access analytics on their own usage
Azure APIM comes with an easy-to-follow user interface and good documentation. Azure
API management also comes with its REST API, hence all the capabilities of the Azure
APIM portal, which you see can see, can be programmatically achieved by Azure REST API
endpoint available for Azure APIM.
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Now, let's quickly look at some security-related concepts in Azure APIM and how they can
be used in microservices:
Products: Products are merely a collection of APIs. They also contain usage
quota and terms of use.
Policies: Policies are dynamic security features of API management. They allow
the publisher to change the behavior of the API through configuration. Policies
are a collection of statements that are executed sequentially upon the request or
response of an API. API management is fundamentally a proxy that is sitting
between our microservices hosted in Azure and client applications. By virtue of
the fact that it is an intermediate layer, it is able to provide additional services.
These additional services are defined in a declarative XML-based syntax called
policies. Azure APIM allows various policies. In fact, you can compose your own
custom policies by combining the existing ones. A few of the important policies
are as follows:
Access restriction policies:
Check the HTTP header: This policy checks whether a specific
HTTP header or its value exists in every request received by Azure
APIM.
Limit call rate by subscription: This policy provides allow or deny
access to the microservice based on the number of times the
specific service has been called on a per subscription basis.
Restrict caller IPs: This policy refers to white-boxing of IP
addresses so only known IPs can access the services.
Set usage quota by subscription: This policy allows a number of
calls. It allows you to enforce a renewable or lifetime call volume
and/or bandwidth quota on a per subscription basis.
Validate JWT: This policy validates the JWT token parameter that is
used for auth in applications.
Authentication policies:
Authenticate with basic : This policy helps apply basic
authentication over the incoming request.
Authenticate with client certificate: This policy helps carry out
authentication of a service that is behind the API gateway, using
client certificates.
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Cross domain policies:
Allow cross-domain calls: This policy enables us to make CORS
requests through Azure APIM.
CORS : This adds CORS support to an endpoint or a microservice
to allow cross-domain calls from browser-based web applications.
JSONP: The JSONP policy adds JSON padding (JSONP) support
to an endpoint or entire microservice to allow cross-domain calls
from Java Script web applications.
Transformation policies:
Mask URLs in content: This policy masks URLs in response; it does
so via Azure APIM.
Set backend service: This policy alters the behavior of the backend
service of an incoming request.
Another great thing about policies is they can be applied for inbound
and outbound requests.

Rate limit and quota policy example
In the preceding section, we saw what is meant by a policy. Now let's see an example. The
following is one of the quota policies applied for an endpoint:
QPMJDJFT
JOCPVOE
$IBOHFUIFRVPUBUPJNNFEJBUFMZTFFUIFFGGFDU
SBUFMJNJUDBMMTSFOFXBMQFSJPE
SBUFMJNJU
RVPUBDBMMTSFOFXBMQFSJPE
RVPUB
CBTF
JOCPVOE
PVUCPVOE
CBTF
PVUCPVOE
QPMJDJFT
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In this example, we are limiting incoming requests (inbound) from a single user. So, an API
user can only make  calls within  seconds. If they try to make more calls within that
duration, the user will get an error with status code , which basically states Rate limit is
exceeded. Also, we are assigning the quota limit of  calls in a year for the same user. This
kind of throttling behavior is a great way to protect microservices from unwanted requests
and even DOS attacks.
Azure APIM also supports Auth with OAuth 2.0 and OpenID Connect. Inside the publisher
portal, you can easily see OAuth and OpenID Connect tabs to configure the providers.

Container security
Docker is a big part of the containerization of applications used in the industry. With the
widespread usage of containers, it is evident that we need to have effective security
measures around containers. If we take a look at the internal architecture of containers, they
are quite close to the host operating system kernel.
Docker applies the principle of least privilege to provide isolation and reduce the attack
surface. Despite the advances, the following points will help you understand the security
measures you can take for containers:
Ensure all the container images used for microservices are signed and originate
from a trusted registry
Harden the host environment, the daemon process, and images
Follow the principle of least privilege and do not elevate access to access devices
Use control groups in Linux to keep tabs on resources, such as memory, I/O, and
CPU
Even though containers live for a very short duration, logging all of the container
activity is advisable and important to understand for post analysis
If possible, integrate the container scanning process with tools, such as Aqua
(IUUQXXXBRVBTFDDPN) or Twistlock (IUUQTXXXUXJTUMPDLDPN)
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Other security best practices
The microservice architectural style is new, although some of the security practices around
the infrastructure and writing secure code are still applicable. In this section, let's discuss
some of these practices:
Standardization of libraries and frameworks: There should be a process to
introduce new libraries and frameworks or tools in the development process.
This will ease out patching in case any vulnerability is found; it will also
minimize the risks introduced by ad hoc implementation of libraries or tools
around development.
Regular vulnerability identification and mitigation: Using the industry standard
vulnerability scanner to scan the source code and binaries should be a regular
part of development. The findings and observations should be addressed as
equally as functional defects.
Third-party audits and pen testing: External audits and penetration testing
exercises are immensely valuable. There should be a regular practice of
conducting such exercises. This is quite essential in applications where mission
critical or sensitive data is handled.
Logging and monitoring: Logging is quite a useful technique for detecting and
recovering from attacks. Having the capability of aggregating logs from different
systems is essential in the case of microservices. Tools such as Riverbed,
AppDynamics, and Splunk are quite useful in this space.
Firewalls: Having one or more firewall at network boundaries is always
beneficial. Firewall rules should be properly configured.
Network segregation: Network partitioning is constrained and limited in the case
of monoliths. However, with microservices, we need to logically create different
network segments and subnets. Segmentation based on microservices' interaction
patterns can be very effective to keep and develop additional security measures.
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Summary
The microservice architectural style, being distributed by design, gives us better options to
protect valuable business-critical systems. Traditional .NET-based authentication and
authorization techniques are not sufficient and cannot be applied to the microservice world.
We also saw why secure token-based approaches, such as OAuth 2.0 and OpenID Connect
1.0, are becoming concrete standards for microservice authorization and authentication. If
you want to have more general information related to security, do visit Open Web
Application Security Project (OWASP) at IUUQXXXPXBTQPSH and Microsoft Security
development life cycle at IUUQTXXXNJDSPTPGUDPNFOVTTEM. Azure AD can support
OAuth 2.0 and OpenID Connect 1.0 very well. Azure API Management can also act as an
API gateway in microservices' implementation and also provide nifty security features,
such as policies.
Azure AD and Azure API management provide quite a few powerful features to monitor
and log the requests received. This will be quite useful, not only for security but also for
tracing and troubleshooting scenarios. We will see logging, monitoring, and the overall
instrumentation around troubleshooting of microservices in the next chapter.
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Monitoring Microservices
When something goes wrong in a system, stakeholders will want to know what has
happened, why it has happened, any hint or clue you can give for how it might be fixed,
and how to prevent the same problem from occurring again in the future. This is one of the
primary uses of monitoring. However, monitoring can also do much more.
In .NET monoliths, there are multiple monitoring solutions available to choose from. The
monitoring target is always centralized, and monitoring is certainly easy to set up and
configure. If something breaks down we know what to look for and where to look for it,
since only a finite number of components participate in a system, and they have a fairly
long lifespan.
However, microservices are distributed systems and, by nature, more complex than
monoliths. So resource utilization and health and performance monitoring are quite
essential in a microservice production environment. We can use this diagnostic piece of
information to detect and correct issues, and to also spot potential problems and prevent
them from occurring. Monitoring microservices presents different challenges. In this
chapter, we will primarily discuss the following topics:
The need for monitoring
Monitoring and logging challenges in microservices
Monitoring strategies
Available tools and strategies for microservices in the .NET monitoring space
Use of Azure diagnostics and application insight
A brief overview of the ELK stack and Splunk
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What does monitoring really mean? There is no formal definition of monitoring; however,
the following is appropriate:
''Monitoring provides information around the behavior of an entire system or different
parts of a system in their operational environment. This information can be used for
diagnosing and gaining insight into the different characteristics of a system.''

Instrumentation and telemetry
A monitoring solution is dependent upon instrumentation and telemetry. So it is natural
that when we speak about monitoring microservices, we also discuss instrumentation and
telemetry data. Logs are nothing more than an instrumentation mechanism.

Instrumentation
Now let's look at what instrumentation is. Instrumentation is one of the ways through
which you can add diagnostic features to applications. It can be formally defined as follows:
''Most applications will include diagnostic features that generate custom monitoring and
debugging information, especially when an error occurs. This is referred to
as instrumentation and is usually implemented by adding event and error handling code to the
application."
-MSDN
Under normal conditions, data from informational events may not be required, thus
reducing the cost of storage and the transactions required to collect it. However, when there
is an issue with the application, you have to update the application configuration so that the
diagnostic and instrumentation systems can collect informational event data as well as error
and warning messages to assist in isolating and fixing faults. It may be necessary to run the
application in this extended reporting mode for some time if the problem appears only
intermittently.
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Telemetry
Telemetry, in its most basic form, is the process of gathering information generated by
instrumentation and logging systems. Typically, it is performed using asynchronous
mechanisms that support massive scaling and the wide distribution of application services.
It can be defined as follows:
"The process of gathering remote information that is collected by instrumentation is
usually referred to as telemetry."
-MSDN
In large and complex applications, information is usually captured in a data pipeline and
stored in a form that makes it easier to analyze and display at different levels of granularity.
This information is used to discover trends, gain insight into usage and performance, and
detect and isolate faults.
Azure has no built-in system that directly provides a telemetry and reporting system of this
type. However, a combination of the features exposed by all the Azure services, Azure
diagnostics, and application insights allows you to create telemetry mechanisms that span
the range of simple monitoring mechanisms to comprehensive dashboards. The complexity
of the telemetry mechanism you require usually depends on the size of the application. This
is based on several factors, such as the number of roles or virtual machine instances, the
number of ancillary services it uses, the distribution of the application across different data
centers, and other related factors.

The need for monitoring
Microservices are complex, distributed systems. Microservice implementation is the
backbone of any modern IT business. Understanding the internals of the services along with
their interactions and behaviors will help you make the overall business more flexible and
agile. The performance, availability, scale, and security of microservices can directly affect a
business and also its revenue. Hence, monitoring microservices is vital. It helps us observe
and manage the quality of the service attributes. Let's discuss the scenarios where it is
required.
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Health monitoring
With health monitoring, we monitor the health of a system and its various components at
a certain frequency, typically a few seconds. This ensures that the system and its
components behave as expected. With the help of an exhaustive health monitoring system,
we can keep tabs on the overall system health, including the CPU, memory utilization, and
so on. It might be in the form of pings or extensive health monitoring endpoints, which emit
the health status of services along with some useful metadata at that point in time.
For health monitoring, we can use the rate of request failures and successes; we can also
utilize techniques such as synthetic user monitoring. We will see synthetic user monitoring
a little later in this chapter.
The metrics for health monitoring are based on the threshold values of success or failure
rates. If the parameter value goes beyond the configured threshold, an alert is triggered. It is
quite possible that some preventive action to maintain the health of the system would be
triggered due to this failure. This action could be restarting the service in the failure state, or
provisioning some server resource.

Availability monitoring
Availability monitoring is quite similar to health status monitoring, which we just
discussed. However, the subtle difference is that in availability monitoring, the focus is on
the availability of systems rather than a snapshot of the health at that point in time.
Availability of systems is dependent on various factors, such as the overall nature and
domain of the application, services, and service dependencies as well as infrastructure or
environment. The availability monitoring system captures low-level data points related to
these factors and represents them so as to make a business-level feature available. Many
times, availability monitoring parameters are used to track business metrics and servicelevel agreements (SLA).

Performance monitoring
The performance of a system is often measured by key performance indicators. Some of the
key performance indicators of any large web-based system are as follows:
The number of requests served per hour
The number of concurrent users served per hour
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The average processing time required by users to perform business transactions,
for example, placing an order
Additionally, performance is also gauged by system-level parameters, such as:
CPU utilization
Memory utilization
I/O rates
Number of queued messages
If any of these key performance indicators are not met by the system, an alert is raised.
Often, while analyzing performance issues, historical data from previous benchmarks
captured by the monitoring system is used to troubleshoot.

Security monitoring
Monitoring systems can detect unusual data pattern requests, unusual resource
consumption patterns, and detect attacks on the system. Specifically, in the case of DoS,
attacks or injection attacks can be identified beforehand and teams can be alerted. Security
monitoring also keeps audit trails of authenticated users and keeps a history of users who
have checked in and out of the system. It also comes in handy for satisfying compliance
requirements.
Security is a cross-cutting concern of distributed systems, including microservices, so there
are multiple ways of generating this data in the system. Security monitoring can get data
from various tools that are not part of the system but may be part of the infrastructure or
environment in which the system is hosted. Different types of logs and database entries can
serve as data sources. However, this really depends upon the nature of the system.

SLA monitoring
Systems with SLAs basically guarantee certain characteristics, such as performance and
availability. For cloud-based services, this is a pretty common scenario. Essentially, SLA
monitoring is all about monitoring those guaranteed SLAs for the system. SLA monitoring
is enforced as a contractual obligation between a service provider and consumer.
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It is often defined on the basis of availability, response time, and throughput. Data points
required for SLA monitoring can come from performance endpoint monitoring or logging
and availability of monitoring parameters. For internal applications, many organizations
track the number of incidences raised due to server downtime. The action taken against
these incidences' Root Cause Analysis (RCA) mitigates the risk of repeating those issues
and helps meet the SLAs.
For internal purposes, an organization might also track the number and nature of incidents
that had caused the service to fail. Learning how to resolve these issues quickly or eliminate
them completely helps reduce downtime and meet SLAs.

Auditing sensitive data and critical business
transactions
For any legal obligations or compliance reasons, the system might need to keep audit trails
of user activities in the system, and record all their data accesses and modifications.
Since audit information is highly sensitive in nature, it might be disclosed only to a few
privileged and trusted individuals in the system. Audit trails can be part of a security
subsystem or separately logged. You may need to transfer and store audit trails in a specific
format, as stated by the regulation or compliance specifications.

End user monitoring
In end user monitoring, the usage of the features of the system and/or the overall system
usage by end users is tracked and logged. Usage monitoring can be done using various
user-tracking parameters, such as the features used, the time required to complete a critical
transaction for the specified user, or even enforced quotas. Enforced quotas are
constraints or limits put on an end user in regard to system usage. In general, various payas-you-go services use enforced quotas; for example, a free trial, where you can upload files
only up to 25 MB. The data source for this type of monitoring is typically collected in terms
of logs and tracking user behavior.
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Troubleshooting system failures
The end users of a system might experience system failures. This can be in the form of either
a system failure or a situation where users are not able to perform a certain activity. These
kinds of issues are monitored using system logs; if not, the end user will need to provide a
detailed information report. Also, sometimes server crash dumps or memory dumps can be
immensely helpful. However, in the case of distributed systems, it will be a bit difficult to
understand the exact root cause of the failures.
In many monitoring scenarios, using only one monitoring technique is not effective. It is
better to use multiple monitoring techniques and tools for diagnostics. In
particular, monitoring a distributed system is quite challenging and requires data from
various sources. In addition to analyzing the situation properly and deciding on the action
points, we must consider a holistic view of monitoring rather than looking into only one
type of system perspective.
Now that we have a better idea about what needs to be done for general purpose
monitoring, let's revisit the microservice perspective. So we will discuss the different
monitoring challenges presented by the microservice architectural style.

Monitoring challenges
Microservice monitoring presents different challenges. There will be scenarios where one
service could depend upon another service, or a client sends a request to one service and
the response comes from another service that would make the operation complex; hence
scaling a microservice would be a challenging task here. Similarly, process implementation,
let's say DevOps, would be a challenging job while implementing a huge enterprise
microservice application. So, let's discuss these challenges in this section.

Scale
One service could be dependent upon the functionality provided by various other
microservices. This yields complexity, which is not usual in the case of .NET monolith
systems. Instrumenting all these dependencies is quite difficult. Another problem that
comes along with scale is the rate of change. With the advancement of continuous
deployment and container-based microservices, the code is always in a deployable state.
Containers only live for minutes, if not seconds. The same is true for virtual machines.
Virtual machines have a life of around a couple of minutes to a couple of hours.
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In such a case, measuring regular signals, such as CPU usage and memory consumption
usage per minute, does not make sense. Sometimes, container instances might not even be
alive for a minute. Within a minute, the container instance might have already been
disposed of. This is one of the challenges of microservice monitoring.

DevOps mindset
Traditionally, services or systems, once deployed, are owned and cared for by the
operational teams. However, DevOps breaks down the silos between developers and
operations teams. It comes with lots of practices, such as continuous integration and
continuous delivery, as well as continuous monitoring. Along with these new practices
come new tool sets.
However, DevOps is not just a set of practices or tools; it is, more importantly, a mindset. It
is always a difficult and slow process to change the mindset of people. Microservice
monitoring also requires a similar mindset shift.
With the emergence of autonomy of services, developer teams now have to own services.
This also means that they have to work through and fix development issues as well as keep
an eye on all the operational parameters and SLAs of the services. Development teams will
not be transformed overnight just by using state-of-the-art monitoring tools. This is true for
operational teams as well. It won't suddenly become a core platform team (or whatever fancy
name you prefer) overnight.
To make microservices successful and meaningful for organizations, developers, and
operations, teams need to help each other understand their own pain points and also think
in the same direction, that is, how they can deliver value to the business together.
Monitoring cannot happen without the instrumentation of services, which is where
developer teams can help. Likewise, alerting and setting up of operational metrics and
running books won't happen without the operational team's help. This is one of the
challenges in delivering microservice monitoring solutions.

Data flow visualization
There are a number of tools present on the market for data flow visualization. Some of them
are AppDynamics, New Relic, and so on. These tools are capable of handling visualizations
of 10 to, maybe, 100s of microservices. However, in larger settings, where there are
thousands of microservices, these tools are unable to handle visualization. This is one of the
challenges in microservice monitoring.
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Testing of monitoring tools
We trust monitoring tools with the understanding that they depict a factual representation
of the big picture of our microservice implementation. However, to make sure that they
remain true to this understanding, we will have to test the monitoring tools. This is never a
challenge in monolith implementations. However, when it comes to microservices,
visualization of microservices is required for monitoring purposes. This means generating
fake/synthetic transactions and time and utilizing the entire infrastructure rather than
serving the customer. Hence, the testing of monitoring tools is a costly affair and presents a
significant challenge in microservice monitoring.

Monitoring strategies
In this section, we will take a look at the monitoring strategies that make microservices
observable. It is common to implement the following or more strategies to create a welldefined and holistic monitoring solution.

Application/system monitoring
This strategy is also called a framework-based strategy. Here, the application, or in our case
microservice, itself generates the monitoring information within the given context of
execution. The application can be dynamically configured based on the thresholds or trigger
points in the application data, which can generate tracing statements. It is also possible to
have a probe-based framework (such as .NET CLR, which provides hooks to get more
information) to generate monitoring data. So, effective instrumentation points themselves
can be embedded into the application to facilitate this kind of monitoring. On top of this,
the underlying infrastructure, where microservices are hosted, can also raise critical events.
These events can be listened to and recorded by the monitoring agents present on the same
host as that of the application.

Real user monitoring
This strategy is based on a real end user's transactional flow across the system. While the
end user is using the system in real time, the parameters related to response time and
latency, as well as the number of errors experienced by the user, can be captured using it.
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This is useful for specific troubleshooting and issue resolution. With this strategy, the
system's hotspots and bottlenecks for service interactions can be captured as well. It is
possible to record the entire end-to-end user flow or transactions to replay it at a later time.
The benefits of this are that these kinds of recorded plays can be used for troubleshooting of
issues as well as for various types of testing purposes.

Semantic monitoring and synthetic transactions
The semantic monitoring strategy focuses on business transactions; however, it is
implemented through the use of synthetic transactions. In semantic monitoring, as the name
suggests, we try to emulate end user flows. However, this is done in a controlled fashion
and with dummy data so you can differentiate the output of the flow from the actual end
user flow data. This strategy is typically used for service dependency, health checking, and
diagnostics of problems occurring across the system. To implement synthetic transactions,
we need to be careful while planning the flow; also, we need to be careful enough not to
stress the system out. Here's an example: creating fake orders for fake product catalogs and
observing the response time and output across this whole transaction propagating in the
system.

Profiling
This approach is specifically focused on solving performance bottlenecks across the system.
This approach is different from the preceding approaches. Real and semantic monitoring
focuses on business transactions or functional aspects of the system and collects data
around it. Rather, profiling is all about system-level or low-level information capture. A few
of these parameters are response time, memory, or threads. This approach uses a probing
technique in the application code or framework and collects data. Utilizing the data points
captured during the profiling, the relevant DevOps team can identify the cause of the
performance problem. Profiling using probing should be avoided in production
environments. However, it is perfectly fine for generating call times and so on without
overloading the system at runtime. A good example of profiling, in general, is an ASP.NET
MVC application profiled with an ASP.NET MiniProfiler, or even with Glimpse.
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Endpoint monitoring
With this approach, we expose one or more endpoints of a service to emit diagnostic
information related to the service itself as well as the infrastructure parameters. Generally,
different endpoints focus on providing different information. For example, one endpoint
can give the health status of the service, while the other could provide the HTTP 500 error
information that occurred in that service execution. This is a very helpful technique for
microservices since it inherently changes the monitoring from being a push model to a pull
model and reduces the overhead of service monitoring. We can scrap data from these
endpoints at a certain time interval and build a dashboard and collect data for operational
metrics.

Logging
Logging is a type of instrumentation made available by the system, its various components,
or the infrastructure layer. In this section, we will first visit logging challenges and then
discuss strategies to reach a solution for these challenges.

Logging challenges
We will first try to understand the problem with log management in microservices:
To log the information related to a system event and parameter as well as the
infrastructure state, we will need to persist log files. In traditional .NET
monoliths, log files are kept on the same machine where the application is
deployed. In the case of microservices, they are hosted either on virtual machines
or containers. But virtual machines and containers are both ephemeral, which
means they do not persist states. In this situation, if we persist log files with
virtual machines or containers, we will lose them. This is one of the challenges of
log management in microservices.
In the microservice architecture, there are a number of services that constitute a
transaction. Let's assume we have an order placement transaction where service
A, service B, and service C take part in the transaction. If, say, service B fails
during the transaction, how are we going to understand and capture this failure
in the logs? Not only that but more importantly, how are we going to understand
that a specific instance of service B has failed and it was taking part in a said
transaction? This scenario presents another challenge to microservices.
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Logging strategies
So far in this section, we have discussed logging, its challenges, and why we should
implement logging. Multiple calls at the same time are possible so when we implement
logging, we should implement it in such a way that we know the exact source of the logged
transaction. We would go with correlation ID for logging.
Logging is not related to microservices specifically; it is also important for
monolithic applications.

To implement logging in microservices, we can use the keylogging strategies discussed in
the following sections.

Centralized logging
There is a difference between centralized logging and centralized monitoring. In centralized
logging, we log all the details about the events that occur in our systemcthey may be errors
or warnings or just for informational purposescwhereas in centralized monitoring, we
monitor critical parameters, that is, specific information.
With logs, we can understand what has actually happened in the system or a specific
transaction. We will have all the details about the specific transaction, such as why it
started, who triggered it, what kind of data or resources it recorded, and so on. In a complex
distributed system, such as microservices, this is really the key piece of information with
which we can solve the entire puzzle of information flow or errors. We also need to treat
timeouts, exceptions, and errors as events that we need to log.
The information we record regarding a specific event should also be structured, and this
structure should be consistent across our system. So, for example, our structured log entry
might contain level-based information to state whether the log entry is for information, an
error, or whether it's debugged information or statistics that have been recorded as log
entry events. The structured log entry must also have a date and time so we know when the
event happened. We should also include the hostname within our structured log so that we
know where exactly the log entry came from. We should also include the service name and
the service instance so we know exactly which microservice made the log entry.
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Finally, we should also include a message in our structured logging format, which is the
key piece of information associated with the event. So, for example, for an error, this might
be the call stack or details regarding the exception. The key thing is that we keep our
structured logging format consistent. A consistent format will allow us to query the logging
information. Then, we can basically search for specific patterns and issues using our
centralized logging tool. Another key aspect of centralized logging within a microservice
architecture is to make distributed transactions more traceable.

Using a correlation ID in logging
A correlation ID is a unique ID that is assigned to every transaction. So, when a transaction
becomes distributed across multiple services, we can follow that transaction across different
services using the logging information. The correlation ID is basically passed from service
to service. All services that process that specific transaction receive the correlation ID and
pass it to the next service, and so on, so that they can log any events associated with that
transaction to our centralized logs. This helps us hugely when we have to visualize and
understand what has happened with this transaction across different microservices.

Semantic logging
Event Tracing for Windows (ETW) is a structural logging mechanism where you can store
a structured payload with the log entry. This information is generated by event listeners
and may include typed metadata about the event. This is merely an example of semantic
logging. Semantic logging passes additional data along with the log entry so that the
processing system can get the context structured around the event. Hence, semantic logging
is also referred to as structured logging or typed logging.
For more information, refer to IUUQTEPDTNJDSPTPGUDPNFOVT
XJOEPXTIBSEXBSFESJWFSTEFWUFTUFWFOUUSBDJOHGPSXJOEPXTFUX

As an example, an event that indicates an order was placed can generate a log entry that
contains the number of items as an integer value, the total value as a decimal number, the
customer identifier as a long value, and the city for delivery as a string value. An order
monitoring system can read the payload and easily extract the individual values. ETW is
the standard, shipped feature with Windows.
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In Azure Cloud, it is possible to get your log data source from ETW. The Semantic Logging
Application Block developed by Microsoft's patterns and practices team is an example of a
framework that makes comprehensive logging easier. When you write events to the custom
event source, the Semantic Logging Application Block detects this and allows you to write
the event to other logging destinations, such as a disk file, database, email message, and
more. You can use the Semantic Logging Application Block in Azure applications that are
written in .NET and run on Azure websites, cloud services, and virtual machines.

Monitoring in Azure Cloud
There is no single, off-the-shelf solution or offering in Azure, or for that matter any cloud
provider, to the monitoring challenges presented by microservices. Interestingly enough,
there are not too many open source tools available that can work with .NET-based
microservices.
We are utilizing Microsoft Azure Cloud and cloud services for building our microservices,
so it is useful to look for the monitoring capability it comes with. If you are looking to
manage approximately a couple of hundred microservices, you can utilize a custom
monitoring solution (mostly interweaving PowerShell scripts) based on a Microsoft Azurebased solution.
We will be primarily focusing on the following logging and monitoring solutions:
Microsoft Azure Diagnostics: This helps in collecting and analyzing resources
through resource and activity logs.
Application Insights: This helps in collecting all of the telemetry data about our
microservices and analyzing them. This is a framework-based approach for
monitoring.
Log Analytics: Log Analytics analyzes and displays data and provides scalable
querying capability over collected logs.
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Let's look at these solutions from a different perspective. This perspective will help us
visualize our Azure-based microservice monitoring solution. A microservice is composed of
the following:
Infrastructure layer: A virtual machine or an application container (for example,
Docker container)
Application stack layer: Constitutes the operating system, .NET CLR, and the
microservice application code
Each of these layer components can be monitored as follows:
Virtual machine: Using Azure Diagnostics Logs
Docker containers: Using container logs and Application Insights or a third-party
container monitoring solution, such as cAdvisor, Prometheus, or Sensu
Windows operating system: Using Azure Diagnostics Logs and Activity Logs
A microservice application: Using Application Insights
Data visualization and metric monitoring: Using Log Analytics or third-party
solutions, such as Splunk or ELK stack
Various Azure services come with an activity ID in their log entries. This activity ID is a
unique GUID assigned for each request, which can be utilized as a correlation ID during log
analysis.

Microsoft Azure Diagnostics
Azure diagnostics logs give us the ability to collect diagnostic data for a deployed
microservice. We can also use a diagnostic extension to collect data from various sources.
Azure Diagnostics is supported by web and worker roles, Azure virtual machines, and all
Azure App services. Other Azure services have their own separate diagnostics.
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Enabling Azure diagnostics logs and exploring various settings in the Azure app service is
easy and available as a toggle switch, as shown in the following screenshot:

Azure diagnostics can collect data from the following sources:
Performance counters
Application logs
Windows event logs
.NET event sources
IIS logs
Manifest-based ETW
Crash dumps
Custom error logs
Azure diagnostic infrastructure logs
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Storing diagnostic data using Azure storage
Azure diagnostics logs are not permanently stored. They are rollover logs, that is, they are
overwritten by newer ones. So, if we want to use them for any analysis work, we have to
store them. Azure diagnostics logs can be either stored in a file system or transferred via
FTP; better still, it can be stored in an Azure storage container.
There are different ways to specify an Azure storage container for diagnostics data for the
specified Azure resource (in our case, microservices hosted on the Azure app service).
These are as follows:
CLI tools
PowerShell
Azure Resource Manager
Visual Studio 2017 with Azure SDK 2.9 or later
Azure portal

Using Azure portal
The following screenshot depicts the Azure storage container provisioned through
the Azure portal:
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Specifying a storage account
Another way to specify the storage account for storing application-specific diagnostic data
is by specifying the storage account in the 4FSWJDF$POGJHVSBUJPODTDGH file. This is also
convenient as during development time itself, you can specify the storage account. It is also
possible to specify an altogether different storage account during development and
production. The Azure storage account might also be configured as one of the dynamic
environment variables during the deployment process.
The account information is defined as a connection string in a configuration setting. The
following example shows the default connection string created for a new microservice
project in Visual Studio:
$POGJHVSBUJPO4FUUJOHT
4FUUJOHOBNF.JDSPTPGU8JOEPXT"[VSF1MVHJOT
%JBHOPTUJDT$POOFDUJPO4USJOHWBMVF6TF%FWFMPQNFOU4UPSBHFUSVF
$POGJHVSBUJPO4FUUJOHT

You can change this connection string to provide account information for an Azure storage
account.
Now, let's see how Azure storage stores the diagnostic data. All the log entries are stored in
either a blob or table storage container. The storage choice can be specified while we create
and associate the Azure storage container.

Azure storage schema for diagnostic data
The structure of Azure table storage for storing diagnostic data is as follows:
If the storage is in the form of tables, we will see the following tables schema:
WadLogsTable: This table stores the log statements written during code
execution, using the trace listener.
WADDiagnosticInfrastructureLogsTable: This table specifies the diagnostic
monitor and configuration changes.
WADDirectoriesTable: This table includes the directories that the diagnostic
monitor is monitoring. This includes IIS logs, IIS-failed request logs, and custom
directories. The location of the blob log file is specified in the container field and
the name of the blob is in the RelativePath field. The AbsolutePath field indicates
the location and the name of the file as it existed on the Azure virtual machine.
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WADPerformanceCountersTable: This table contains data related to the
configured performance counters.
WADWindowsEventLogsTable: This table contains Windows' event tracing log
entries.
For a blob storage container, the diagnostic storage schema is as follows:
wad-control-container: This is only for SDK 2.4 and previous versions. It contains
the XML configuration files that control Azure diagnostics.
wad-iis-failedreqlogfiles: This contains information from the IIS-failed request
logs.
wad-iis-logfiles: This contains information about IIS logs.
custom: This is a custom container based on the configuring directories that are
monitored by the diagnostic monitor. The name of this blob container will be
specified in WADDirectoriesTable.
An interesting fact to note here is that the WAD suffix, which can be seen on these container
tables or blobs, comes from Microsoft Azure Diagnostics's previous product name, which is
Windows Azure Diagnostics.
You can use Cloud Explorer from Visual Studio to explore the stored Azure
diagnostics data.

Introduction of Application Insights
Application Insights is an application performance management (APM) offering from
Microsoft. It is a useful service offering for monitoring the performance of .NET-based
microservices. It is useful for understanding the internal, operational behavior of individual
microservices. Instead of just focusing on detecting and diagnosing issues, it will tune the
service performance and understand the performance characteristics of your microservice.
It is an example of the framework-based approach to monitoring. What that means is that
during the development of a microservice, we will add the Application Insights package to
the Visual Studio solution of our microservice. This is how Application Insights instruments
your microservice for telemetry data. This might not always be an ideal approach for every
microservice; however, it comes in handy if you have not given any good, thorough
thought to monitoring your microservices. This way, monitoring comes out-of-the-box with
your service.
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With the help of Application Insights, you can collect and analyze the following types of
telemetry data types:
HTTP request rates, response times, and success rates
Dependency (HTTP and SQL) call rates, response times, and success rates
Exception traces from both server and client
Diagnostic log traces
Page view counts, user and session counts, browser load times, and exceptions
AJAX call rates, response times, and success rates
Server performance counters
Custom client and server telemetry
Segmentation by client location, browser version, OS version, server instance,
custom dimensions, and more
Availability tests
Along with the preceding types, there are associated diagnostic and analytics tools available
for alerting and monitoring with various different customizable metrics. With its own query
language and customizable dashboards, Application Insights forms a good monitoring
solution for .NET microservices.

Other microservice monitoring solutions
Now let's look at some of the popular monitoring solutions that can be used to build a
custom microservice monitoring solution. Obviously, these solutions do not come out ofthe-box; however, they are definitely time-tested by the open source community and can be
easily integrated within .NET-based environments.

A brief overview of the ELK stack
As we saw, one of the fundamental tools for monitoring is logging. For microservices, there
will be an astounding number of logs generated that are sometimes not even
comprehensible to humans. The ELK stack (also referred to as the elastic stack) is the most
popular log management platform. It is also a good candidate for microservice monitoring
because of its ability to aggregate, analyze, visualize, and monitor. The ELK stack is a
toolchain that includes three distinct tools, namely Elasticsearch, Logstash, and Kibana.
Let's look at them one by one to understand their role in the ELK stack.
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Elasticsearch
Elasticsearch is a full-text search engine based on the Apache Lucene library. The project is
open source and developed in Java. Elasticsearch supports horizontal scaling, multitenancy,
and clustering approaches. The fundamental element of Elasticsearch is its search index.
This index is stored in forms of JSON internally. A single Elasticsearch server stores
multiple indexes (each index represents a database), and a single query can search data with
multiple indexes.
Elasticsearch can really provide near real-time searches and can scale with very low latency.
The search and results programming model is exposed through the Elasticsearch API and
available over HTTP.

Logstash
Logstash plays the role of a log aggregator in the ELK stack. It is a log aggregation engine
that collects, parses, processes, and persists the log entries in its persistent store. Logstash is
extensive due to its data-pipeline-based architecture pattern. It is deployed as an agent, and
it sends the output to Elasticsearch.

Kibana
Kibana is an open source data visualization solution. It is designed to work with
Elasticsearch. You use Kibana to search, view, and interact with the data stored in the
Elasticsearch indices.
It is a browser-based web application that lets you perform advanced data analysis and
visualize your data in a variety of charts, tables, and maps. Moreover, it is a zeroconfiguration application. Therefore, it neither needs any coding nor additional
infrastructure after the installation.

Splunk
Splunk is one of the best commercial log management solutions. It can handle terabytes of
log data very easily. Over time, it has added many additional capabilities and is now
recognized as a full-fledged leading platform for operational intelligence. Splunk is used to
monitor numerous applications and environments.
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It plays a vital role in monitoring any infrastructure and application in real time and is
essential for identifying issues, problems, and attacks before they impact customers,
services, and profitability. Splunk's monitoring abilities, specific patterns, trends and
thresholds, and so on can be established as events for Splunk to look out for. This is so that
specific individuals don't have to do this manually.
Splunk has an alerting capability included in its platform. It can trigger alert notifications in
real time so that appropriate action can be taken to avoid application or infrastructure
downtime.
Based on a trigger of alert and action configured, Splunk can:
Send an email
Execute a script or trigger a runbook
Create an organizational support or action ticket
Typically, Splunk monitoring marks might include the following:
Application logs
Active Directory changes event data
Windows event logs
Windows performance logs
WMI-based data
Windows registry information
Data from specific files and directories
Performance monitoring data
Scripted input to get data from the APIs and other remote data interfaces and
message queues

Alerting
As with any monitoring solution, Splunk also has alert functionalities. It can be configured
to set an alert based on any real-time or historical search patterns. These alert queries can be
run periodically and automatically, and alerts can be triggered by the results of these realtime or historical queries.
You can base your Splunk alerts on a wide range of threshold-and trend-based situations,
such as conditions, critical server or application errors, or threshold amounts of resource
utilization.
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Reporting
Splunk can report on alerts that have been triggered and executed as well as if they meet
certain conditions. Splunk's alert manager can be used to create a report based on the
preceding alert data.

Summary
Debugging and monitoring of microservices is not simple; it's a challenging problem. We
have used the word challenging on purpose: there is no silver bullet for this. There is no
single tool that you can install that works like magic. However, with Azure Diagnostics and
Application Insights, or with ELK stack or Splunk, you can come up with solutions that will
help you solve microservice monitoring challenges. Implementing microservice monitoring
strategies, such as application/system monitoring, real user monitoring, synthetic
transactions, centralized logging, semantic logging block, and implementation of correlation
ID throughout transactional HTTP requests, is a helpful way to monitor microservice
implementations.
In the next chapter, we will see how we can scale microservices, and the solutions and
strategies for scaling microservice solutions.
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Scaling Microservices
Imagine you are part of a development and support team that is responsible for developing
the company's flagship productcTaxCloud. TaxCloud helps taxpayers file their own taxes
and charges them a small fee upon the successful filing of taxes. Consider you had
developed this application using microservices. Now, say the product gets popular and
gains traction, and suddenly, on the last day of tax filing, you get a rush of consumers
wanting to use your product and file their taxes. However, the payment service of your
system is slow, which has almost brought the system down, and all the new customers are
moving to your competitor's product. This is a lost opportunity for your business.
Even though this is a fictitious scenario, it can very well happen to any business. In ecommerce, we have always experienced these kinds of things in real life, especially on
special occasions such as Christmas and Black Friday. All in all, they point toward one
major significant characteristiccthe scalability of the system. Scalability is one of the most
important non-functional requirements of any mission-critical system. Serving a couple of
users with hundreds of transactions is not the same as serving millions of users with several
million transactions. In this chapter, we will discuss scalability in general. We'll also
discuss how to scale microservices individually, what to consider when we design them,
and how to avoid cascading failure using different patterns. By the end of this chapter, you
will have learned about:
Horizontal scaling
Vertical scaling
The Scale Cube model of scalability
Scaling infrastructure using Azure scale sets and Docker Swarm
Scaling a service design through data model caching and response caching
The circuit breaker pattern
Service discovery
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Scalability overview
Design decisions impact the scalability of a single microservice. As with other application
capabilities, decisions that are made during the design and early coding phases largely
influence the scalability of services.
Microservice scalability requires a balanced approach between services and their
supporting infrastructures. Services and their infrastructures also need to to be scaled in
harmony.
Scalability is one of the most important non-functional characteristics of a system as it can
handle more payload. It is often felt that scalability is usually a concern for large-scale
distributed systems. Performance and scalability are two different characteristics of a
system. Performance deals with the throughput of the system, whereas scalability deals
with serving the desired throughput for a larger number of users or a larger number of
transactions.

Scaling infrastructure
Microservices are modern applications and usually take advantage of the cloud. Therefore,
when it comes to scalability, the cloud provides certain advantages. However, it is also
about automation and managing costs. So even in the cloud, we need to understand how to
provision infrastructure, such as virtual machines or containers, to successfully serve our
microservices-based application even in the case of sudden traffic spikes.
Now we will visit each component of our infrastructure and see how we can scale it. The
initial scaling up and scaling out methods are applied more to hardware scaling. With the
Auto Scaling feature, you will understand Azure virtual manager scale sets. Finally, you
will learn about scaling with containers in Docker Swarm mode.

Vertical scaling (scaling up)
Scaling up is a term used for achieving scalability by adding more resources to the same
machine. It includes the addition of more memory or processors with higher speed or
simply the migration of applications to a more powerful macOS.
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With upgrades in hardware, there is a limit as to how you can scale the machine. It is more
likely that you are just shifting the bottleneck rather than solving the real problem of
improving scalability. If you add more processors to the machine, you might shift the
bottleneck to memory. Processing power does not increase the performance of your system
linearly. At a certain point, the performance of a system stabilizes even if you add more
processing capacity. Another aspect of scaling up is that since only one machine is serving
all the requests, it becomes a single point of failure as well.
In summary, scaling vertically is easy since it involves no code changes; however, it is quite
an expensive technique. Stack Overflow is one of those rare examples of a .NET-based
system that is scaled vertically.

Horizontal scaling (scaling out)
If you do not want to scale vertically, you can always scale your system horizontally. Often,
it is also referred to as scaling out. Google has really made this approach quite popular. The
Google search engine is running out of inexpensive hardware boxes. So, despite being a
distributed system, scaling out helped Google in its early days expand its search process in
a short amount of time while being inexpensive. Most of the time, common tasks are
assigned to worker machines and their output is collected by several machines doing the
same task. This kind of arrangement also survives through failures. To scale out, load
balancing techniques are useful. In this arrangement, a load balancer is usually added in
front of all the clusters of the nodes. So, from a consumer perspective, it does not matter
which machine/box you are hitting. This makes it easy to add capacity by adding more
servers. Adding servers to clusters improves scalability linearly.
Scaling out is a successful strategy when the application code does not depend on the server
it is running on. If the request needs to be executed on a specific server, that is, if the
application code has server affinity, it will be difficult to scale out. However, in the case of
stateless code, it is easier to get that code executed on any server. Hence, scalability is
improved when a stateless code is run on horizontally scaled machines or clusters.
Due to the nature of horizontal scaling, it is a commonly used approach across the
industry. You can see many examples of large scalable systems managed this way, for
example, Google, Amazon, and Microsoft. We recommend that you scale microservices in a
horizontal fashion as well.
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Microservice scalability
In this section, we will review the scaling strategies available for microservices. We will
look at the Scale Cube model of scalability, how to scale the infrastructure layer for
microservices, and embed scalability in microservice design.

Scale Cube model of scalability
One way to look at scalability is by understanding Scale Cube. In the book The Art of
Scalability: Scalable Web Architecture, Processes, and Organizations for the Modern Enterprise,
Martin L. Abbott and Michael T. Fisher define Scale Cube as viewing and understanding
system scalability. Scale Cube applies to microservice architectures as well:
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In this three-dimensional model of scalability, the origin (0,0,0) represents the least scalable
system. It assumes that the system is a monolith deployed on a single server instance. As
shown, a system can be scaled by putting the right amount of effort into three dimensions.
To move a system towards the right scalable direction, we need the right trade-offs. These
trade-offs will help you gain the highest scalability for your system. This will help your
system cater to increasing customer demand. This is signified by the Scale Cube model.
Let's look into every axis of this model and discuss what they signify in terms of
microservice scalability.

Scaling of x axis
Scaling over the x axis means running multiple instances of an application behind a load
balancer. This is a very common approach used in monolithic applications. One of the
drawbacks of this approach is that any instance of an application can utilize all the data
available for the application. It also fails to address application complexity.
Microservices should not share a global state or a kind of data store that can be accessed by
all the services. This will create a bottleneck and a single point of failure. Hence,
approaching microservice scaling merely over the x axis of Scale Cube would not be
the right approach.
Now let's look at z axis scaling. We have skipped y axis scaling for a reason.

Scaling of z axis
The z axis scaling is based on a split, which is based on the customer or requestor of a
transaction. While z axis splits may or may not address the monolithic nature of
instructions, processes, or code, they very often do address the monolithic nature of the
data necessary to perform these instructions, processes, or code. Naturally, in z axis scaling,
there is one dedicated component responsible for applying the bias factor. The bias factor
might be a country, request origin, customer segment, or any form of subscription plan
associated with the requestor or request. Note that z axis scaling has many benefits, such as
improved isolation and caching for requests; however, it also suffers from the following
drawbacks:
It has increased application complexity.
It needs a partitioning scheme, which can be tricky especially if we ever need to
repartition data.
It doesn't solve the problems of increasing development and application
complexity. To solve these problems, we need to apply y axis scaling.
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Due to the preceding nature of z axis scaling, it is not suitable for use in the case of
microservices.

Scaling of y axis
The y axis scaling is based on a functional decomposition of an application into different
components. The y axis of Scale Cube represents the separation of responsibility by the role
or type of data, or work performed by a certain component in a transaction. To split the
responsibility, we need to split the components of the system as per their actions or roles
performed. These roles might be based on large portions of a transaction or a very small
one. Based on the size of the roles, we can scale these components. This splitting scheme is
referred to as service or resource-oriented splits.
This very much resembles what we see in microservices. We split the entire application
based on its roles or actions, and we scale individual microservice as per its role in the
system. This resemblance is not accidental; it is the product of the design. So we can fairly
say that y axis scaling is quite suitable for microservices.
Understanding y axis scaling is very significant for scaling a microservice architecturebased system. So, effectively, we are saying that microservices can be scaled by splitting
them as per their roles and actions. Consider an order management system that is designed
to, say, meet certain initial customer demand; for this, splitting the application into services
such as customer service, order service, and payment service will work fine. However, if
demand increases, you would need to review the existing system closely. You might
discover the sub-components of an already existing service, which can very well be
separated again since they are performing a very specific role in that service and the
application as a whole. This revisit to design with respect to increased demand/load may
trigger the re-splitting of the order service into a quote service, order processing service,
order fulfillment service, and so on. Now, a quote service might need more computing
power, so we might push more instances (identical copies behind it) when compared to
other services.
This is a near real-world example of how we should scale microservices on the AFK Scale
Cube's three-dimensional model. You can observe this kind of three-dimensional scalability
and y axis scaling of services in some well-known microservice architectures that belong to
the industry, such as Amazon, Netflix, and Spotify.
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Characteristics of a scalable microservice
In the Scale Cube section, we largely focused on scaling the characteristics of an entire
system or application. In this section, we will focus on scaling the characteristics of an
individual microservice. A microservice is said to be scalable and performant when it
exhibits the following major characteristics:
Known growth curve: For example, in the case of an order management system,
we need to know how many orders are supported by the current services and
how they are proportionate to the order fulfillment service metric (measured in
requests per seconds). The currently measured metrics are called baseline figures.
Well-studied usage metrics: The traffic pattern generally reveals customer
demand, and based on customer demand, many parameters mentioned in the
previous sections regarding microservices can be calculated. Hence,
microservices are instrumented, and monitoring tools are the necessary
companions of microservices.
Effective use of infrastructure resources: Based on qualitative and quantitative
parameters, the anticipation of resource utilization can be done. This will help the
team predict the cost of infrastructure and plan for it.
Ability to measure, monitor, and increase the capacity using an automated
infrastructure: Based on the operational and growth pattern of the resource
consumption of microservices, it is very easy to plan for future capacity.
Nowadays, with cloud elasticity, it is even more important to be able to plan and
automate capacity. Essentially, cloud-based architecture is cost-driven
architecture.
Known bottlenecks: Resource requirements include the specific resources
(compute, memory, storage, and I/O) that each microservice needs. Identifying
these are essential for a smoother operational and scalable service. If we identify
resource bottlenecks, they can be worked on and eliminated.
Has dependency scaling in the same ratio: This is self-explanatory. However, you
cannot just focus on a microservice, leaving its dependencies as bottlenecks.
A microservice is as scalable as its least scaling dependency.
Fault tolerant and highly available: Failure is inevitable in distributed systems. If
you encounter a microservice instance failure, it should be automatically rerouted
to a healthy instance of the microservice. Just putting load balancers in front of
microservice clusters won't be sufficient in this case. Service discovery tools are
quite helpful for satisfying this characteristic of scalable microservices.
Has a scalable data persistence mechanism: Individual data store choices and
design should be scalable and fault-tolerant for scalable microservices. Caching
and separating out read and write storage will help in this case.
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Now, while we are discussing microservices and scalability, the natural arrangement of
scaling comes into the picture, which is nothing but the following:
Scaling the infrastructure: Microservices operate well over dynamic and
software-defined infrastructure. So, scaling the infrastructure is an essential
component of scaling microservices.
Scaling around service design: Microservice design comprises of an HTTP-based
API as well as a data store in which the local state for the services is stored.

Scaling the infrastructure
In this section, we will visit all the layers of the microservice infrastructure and see them in
relation to each other, that is, how each individual infrastructure layer can be scaled. In our
microservice implementation, there are two major components. One is virtual machines and
the other is the container hosted on the virtual or physical machine. The following diagram
shows a logical view of the microservice infrastructure:
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Scaling virtual machines using scale sets
Scaling virtual machines is quite simple and easy in Azure Cloud. This is where
microservices shine through. With scale sets, you can raise the instances of the same virtual
machine images in a short amount of time, and automatically too, based on the ruleset.
Scale sets are integrated with Azure Autoscale.
Azure virtual machines can be created in such a way so that as a group, they always serve
the requests even if the volume of the requests increases. In specific situations, they can also
be deleted automatically if those virtual machines are not needed to perform the workload.
This is taken care of by the virtual machine scale set.
Scale sets also integrate well with load balancers in Azure. Since they are represented as
compute resources, they can be used with Azure's Resource Manager. Scale sets can be
configured so that virtual machines can be created or deleted on demand. This helps
manage virtual machines with the mindset of QFUTWTDBUUMF, which we saw earlier in
the chapter in terms of deployment.
For applications that need to scale compute resources in and out, scale operations are
implicitly balanced across the fault and update domains.
With scale sets, you don't need to correlate loops of independent resources, such as NICs,
storage accounts, and virtual machines. Even while scaling out, how are we going to take
care of the availability of these virtual managers? All such concerns and challenges
have already been addressed with virtual machine scale sets.
A scale set allows you to automatically grow and shrink an application based on demand.
Let's say there's a threshold of 40% utilization. So, maybe once we reach 40% utilization,
we'll begin to experience performance degradation. And at 40% utilization, new web
servers get added. A scale set allows you to set a rule, as mentioned in the previous
sections. An input to a scale set is a virtual machine. The rules on a scale set say that at 40%
average CPU, for five minutes, Azure will add another virtual machine to the scale
set. After doing this, calibrate the rule again. If the performance is still above 40%, add a
third virtual machine until it reaches the acceptable threshold. Once the performance drops
below 40%, it will start deleting these virtual machines based on traffic inactivity and so on
to reduce the cost of operation.
So by implementing a scale set, you can construct a rule for the performance and make your
application bigger to handle the greater load by simply automatically adding and removing
virtual machines. You, as the administrator, will be left with nothing to do once these rules
are established.
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Azure Autoscale measures performance and determines when to scale up and down. It is
also integrated with the load balancer and NAT. Now, the reason they're integrated with
the load balancer and with NAT is because as we add these additional virtual machines,
we're going to have a load balancer and a NAT device in front. As requests keep coming in,
in addition to deploying the virtual machine, we've got to add a rule that allows traffic to be
redirected to the new instances. The great thing about scale sets is that they not only add
virtual machines but also work with all the other components of the infrastructure,
including things such as network load balancers.
In the Azure Portal, a scale set can be viewed as a single entry, even though it has multiple
virtual machines included in it. To look at the configuration and specification details of
virtual machines in a scale set, you will have to use the Azure Resource Explorer tool. It's a
web-based tool available at IUUQTSFTPVSDFTB[VSFDPN. Here you can view all the
objects in your subscription. You can view scale sets in the Microsoft.Compute section.
Building a scale set is very easy using the Azure templates repository. Once you create your
own Azure Resource Manager (ARM) template, you can also create custom templates
based on scale sets. Due to scope and space constraints, we have omitted a detailed
discussion and instructions on how to build a scale set. You can follow these instructions by
utilizing the ARM templates given at IUUQTHJUIVCDPNHCPXFSNBOB[VSFNZSJBE.
An availability set is an older technology, and this feature has limited
support. Microsoft recommends that you migrate to virtual machine scale
sets for faster and more reliable autoscale support.

Auto Scaling
With the help of monitoring solutions, we can measure the performance parameters of an
infrastructure. This is usually in the form of performance SLAs. Auto Scaling gives us the
ability to increase or decrease the resources available to the system, based on performance
thresholds.
The Auto Scaling feature adds additional resources to cater to increased load. It works in
reverse, as well. If the load is reduced, then Auto Scaling reduces the number of resources
available to perform the task. Auto Scaling does it all without pre-provisioning the
resources, and does this in an automated way.
Auto Scaling can scale in both wayscvertically (adding more resources to the existing
resource type) or horizontally (adding resources by creating another instance of that type of
resource).
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The Auto Scaling feature makes a decision regarding adding or removing resources based
on two strategies. One is based on the available metrics of the resource or on meeting some
system threshold value. The other type of strategy is based on time, for example, between 9
a.m. and 5 p.m. IST, instead of three web servers; the system needs 30 web servers.
Azure monitoring instruments every resource; all the metric-related data is collected and
monitored. Based on the data collected, Auto Scaling makes decisions.
Azure Monitor autoscale applies only to virtual machine scale sets, cloud services, and app
services (for example, web apps).

Container scaling using Docker Swarm
Earlier, in the chapter on deployment, we looked at how to package a microservice into a
Docker container. We also discussed in detail why containerization is useful in
the microservice world. In this section, we will advance our skills with Docker and also see
how easily we can scale our microservices with Docker Swarm.
Inherently, microservices are distributed systems and need to be distributed and isolated
resources. Docker Swarm provides container orchestration clustering capabilities so that
multiple Docker engines can work as single virtual engines. This is similar to load balancer
capabilities; besides, it also creates new instances of containers or deletes containers, if the
need arises.
You can use any of the available service discovery mechanisms, such as DNS, consul, or
zookeeper tools, with Docker Swarm.
A swarm is a cluster of Docker engines or nodes where you can deploy your microservices
as services. Now, do not confuse these services with microservices. Services are a different
concept in Docker implementation. A service is the definition of the tasks to execute on the
worker nodes. You may want to understand the node we are referring to in the last
sentence. The node, in Docker Swarm context, is used for the Docker engine participating in
a cluster. A complete swarm demo is possible, and ASP.NET Core images are available in
the ASP.NET-Docker project on GitHub (IUUQTHJUIVCDPNBTQOFUBTQOFUEPDLFS).
The Azure Container Service has recently been made available. It is a good
solution for scaling and orchestrating Linux or Windows containers using
DC/OS, Docker Swarm, or Google Kubernetes.
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Now that we have understood how to scale a microservice infrastructure, let's revisit the
scalability aspects of microservice design in the following sections.

Scaling service design
In these sections, we will look at the components/concerns that need to be taken care of
while designing or implementing a microservice. With infrastructure scaling taking care of
service design, we can truly unleash the power of the microservice's architecture and get
a lot of business value in terms of making a microservice a true success story. So, what are
the components in service design? Let's have a look.

Data persistence model design
In traditional applications, we have always relied on relational databases to persist user
data. Relational databases are not new to us. They emerged in the 70s as a way of storing
persistent information in a structured way that would allow you to make queries and
perform data maintenance.
In today's world of microservices, modern applications need to be scaled at the hyperscale
stage. We are not recommending here that you abandon the use of relational databases in
any sense. They still have their valid use cases. However, when we mix read and write
operations in a single database, complications arise where we need to have increased
scalability. Relational databases enforce relationships and ensure the consistency of data.
Relational databases work on the well-known ACID model. So, in relational databases, we
use the same data model for both read and write operations.
However, the needs of read and write operations are quite different. In most cases, read
operations usually have to be quicker than write operations. Read operations can also be
done using different filter criteria, returning a single row or a result set. In most write
operations, there is a single row or column involved, and usually, write operations take a
bit longer when compared to read operations. So, we can either optimize and serve reads or
optimize and serve writes in the same data model.
How about we split the fundamental data model into two halves: one for all the read
operations and the other for all the write operations? Now things become far simpler, and it
is easy to optimize both the data models with different strategies. The impact of this on our
microservices is that they, in turn, become highly scalable for both kinds of operations.
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This particular architecture is known as Common Query Responsibility Segregation
(CQRS). As a natural consequence, CQRS also gets extended in terms of our programming
model. Now, the database-object relationship between our programming models has
become much simpler and more scalable.
With this comes the next fundamental element in scaling a microservice implementation:
the caching of data.

Caching mechanism
Caching is the simplest way to increase the application's throughput. The principle is very
easy. Once the data is read from data storage, it is kept as close as possible to the processing
server. In future requests, the data is served directly from the data storage or cache. The
essence of caching is to minimize the amount of work that a server has to do. HTTP has a
built-in cache mechanism embedded in the protocol itself. This is the reason it scales so
well.
With respect to microservices, we can cache at three levels, namely client side, proxy, and
server side. Let's look at each of them.
First, we have client-side caching. With client-side caching, clients store cached results. So
the client is responsible for doing the cache invalidation. Usually, the server provides
guidance, using mechanisms, such as cache control and expiry headers, about how long it
can keep the data and when it can request fresh data. With browsers supporting HTML5
standards, there are more mechanisms available, such as local storage, an application cache,
or a web SQL database, in which the client can store more data.
Next, we move onto the proxy side. Many reverse proxy solutions, such as Squid, HAProxy,
and NGINX, can act as cache servers as well.
Now let's discuss server-side caching in detail. In server-side caching, we have the
following two types:
Response caching: This is an important kind of caching mechanism for a web
application UI, and honestly, it is simple and easy to implement as well. In
response to caching, cache-related headers get added to the responses served
from microservices. This can drastically improve the performance of your
microservice. In ASP.NET Core, you can implement response caching using
the .JDSPTPGU"TQ/FU$PSF3FTQPOTF$BDIJOH package.
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Distributed caching for persisted data: A distributed cache enhances microservice
throughput due to the fact that the cache will not require an I/O trip to any
external resource. This has the following advantages:
Microservice clients get the exact same results.
The distributed cache is backed up by a persistence store and runs
as a different remote process. So even if the app server restarts or
has any problems, it in no way affects the cache.
The source's data store has fewer requests made to it.
You can use distributed providers, such as CacheCow, Redis (for our book Azure Redis
Cache), or Memcache, in a clustered mode for scaling your microservice implementation.
In the following section, we will provide an overview of CacheCow and Azure Redis Cache.

CacheCow
CacheCow comes into the picture when you want to implement HTTP caching on both the
client and server. This is a lightweight library, and currently, ASP.NET Web API support is
available. CacheCow is open source and comes with an MIT license that is available on
GitHub (IUUQTHJUIVCDPNBMJPTUBE$BDIF$PX)
To get started with CachCow, you need to get ready for both the server and client. The
important steps are:
Install the *OTUBMM1BDLBHF$BDIF$PX4FSWFS NuGet package within your
ASP.NET Web API project; this will be your server.
Install the *OTUBMM1BDLBHF$BDIF$PX$MJFOU NuGet package within your
client project; the client application will be WPF, Windows Form, Console, or any
other web application.
Create a cache store. You need to create a cache store at the server side that
requires a database for storing cache metadata (IUUQTHJUIVCDPNBMJPTUBE
$BDIF$PXXJLJ(FUUJOHTUBSUFEDBDIFTUPSF).
If you want to use memcache, refer to IUUQTHJUIVCDPNBMJPTUBE
$BDIF$PXXJLJ(FUUJOHTUBSUFE for more information.
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Azure Redis Cache
Azure Redis Cache is built on top of an open source called Redis (IUUQTHJUIVCDPN
BOUJSF[SFEJT), which is an in-memory database and persists on a disk. As per Microsoft
(IUUQTB[VSFNJDSPTPGUDPNFOJOTFSWJDFTDBDIF):
"Azure Redis Cache is based on the popular open source Redis cache. It gives you access to
a secure, dedicated Redis cache, managed by Microsoft and accessible from any application
within Azure."
Getting started with Azure Redis Cache is very simple with the help of these steps:
1. Create a web API projectcrefer to our code example in $IBQUFS, Implementing
Microservices.
2. Implement Rediscfor a referral point use IUUQTHJUIVCDPN4UBDL&YDIBOHF
4UBDL&YDIBOHF3FEJT and install the *OTUBMM1BDLBHF
4UBDL&YDIBOHF3FEJT NuGet package.
3. Update your config file for $BDIF$POOFDUJPO (IUUQTEPDTNJDSPTPGUDPN
FOVTB[VSFSFEJTDBDIFDBDIFXFCBQQIPXUPDPOGJHVSFUIFBQQMJDBUJPO
UPVTFSFEJTDBDIF).

4. Then publish on Azure (IUUQTEPDTNJDSPTPGUDPNFOVTB[VSFSFEJT
DBDIFDBDIFXFCBQQIPXUPQVCMJTIUIFBQQMJDBUJPOUPB[VSF).
You can also use this template to create Azure Redis Cache:
IUUQTHJUIVCDPN"[VSFB[VSFRVJDLTUBSUUFNQMBUFTUSFFNBTUFS
XFCBQQSFEJTDBDIFTRMEBUBCBTF

For complete details on Azure Redis Cache refer to this URL:
IUUQTEPDTNJDSPTPGUDPNFOVTB[VSFSFEJTDBDIF

Redundancy and fault tolerance
We understand that a system's ability to deal with failure and recover from failure is not the
same as that offered by scalability. However, we cannot deny that they are closely related
abilities in terms of the system. Unless we address the concerns of availability and fault
tolerance, it will be challenging to build highly scalable systems. In a general sense, we
achieve availability by making redundant copies available to different parts/components of
the system. So, in the upcoming section, we will touch upon two such concepts.
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Circuit breakers
A circuit breaker is a safety feature in an electronic device that, in the event of a short
circuit, breaks the electricity flow and protects the device, or prevents any further damage
to the surroundings. This exact idea can be applied to software design. When a dependent
service is not available or not in a healthy state, a circuit breaker prevents calls from going
to that dependent service and redirects the flow to an alternate path for a configured period
of time.
In his famous book, Release It! Design and Deploy Production-Ready Software, Michael T.
Nygard gives details about the circuit breaker. A typical circuit breaker pattern is shown in
the following diagram:

As shown in the diagram, the circuit breaker acts as a state machine with three states.
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$MPTFETUBUF
This is the initial state of the circuit, which depicts a normal flow of control. In this state,
there is a failure counter. If 0QFSBUJPO'BJMFE&YDFQUJPO occurs in this flow, the failure
counter is increased by . If the failure counter keeps increasing, meaning the circuit
encounters more exception, and reaches the failure threshold set, the circuit breaker
transitions to an Open state. But if the calls succeed without any exception or failure, the
failure count is reset.

0QFOTUBUF
In the Open state, a circuit has already tripped and a timeout counter has started. If a
timeout is reached and a circuit still keeps on failing, the flow of code enters into the HalfOpen state.

)BMG0QFOTUBUF
In the Half-Open state, the state machine/circuit breaker component resets the timeout
counter and again tries to open the circuit, reinitiating the state change to the Open state.
However, before doing so, it tries to perform regular operations, say a call to the
dependency; if it succeeds, then instead of the Open state, the circuit breaker component
changes the state to Closed. This is so that the normal flow of the operation can happen, and
the circuit is closed again.
For .NET-based microservices, if you want to implement the circuit
breaker and a couple of fault-tolerant patterns, there is a good library
named Polly available in the form of a NuGet package. It comes with
extensive documentation and code samples, and moreover, has a fluent
interface. You can add Polly from IUUQXXXUIFQPMMZQSPKFDUPSH or
by just issuing the JOTUBMM1BDLBHF1PMMZ command from the
package manager console in Visual Studio.

Service discovery
For a small implementation, how can you determine the address of a microservice? For any
.NET developer, the answer is that we simply put the IP address and port of service in
the configuration file and we are good. However, when you deal with hundreds or
thousands of them dynamically, configured at runtime, you have a service location
problem.
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Now if you peek a bit deeper, we are trying to solve two parts of the problem:
Service registration: This is the process of registration within the central registry
of some kind, where all the service-level metadata, host lists, ports, and secrets
are stored.
Service discovery: Establishing communication at runtime with a dependency
through a centralized registry component is service discovery.
Any service registration and discovery solution needs to have the following characteristics
to make it considerable as a solution for the microservice services discovery problem:
The centralized registry itself should be highly available
Once a specific microservice is up, it should receive the requests automatically
Intelligent and dynamic load balancing capabilities should exist in the solution
The solution should be able to monitor the capability of the service health status
and the load it is subjected to
The service discovery mechanism should be capable of diverting the traffic to
other nodes or services from unhealthy nodes, without any downtime or impact
on its consumers
If there is a change in the service location or metadata, the service discovery
solution should be able to apply the changes without impacting the existing
traffic or service instances
Some of the service discovery mechanisms are available within the open source community.
They are as follows:
Zookeeper: Zookeeper (IUUQ[PPLFFQFSBQBDIFPSH) is a centralized service
for maintaining configuration information and naming, providing distributed
synchronization, and providing group services. It's written in Java, is strongly
consistent (CP), and uses the Zab (IUUQXXXTUBOGPSEFEVDMBTTDT
SFBEJOH[BCQEG) protocol to coordinate changes across the ensemble (cluster).
Consul: Consul makes it simple for services to register themselves and discover
other services via a DNS or HTTP interface. It registers external services, such as
SaaS providers, as well. It also acts as a centralized configuration store in the
form of key values. It also has failure detection properties. It is based on the peerto-peer gossip protocol.
Etcd: Etcd is a highly available key-value store for shared configuration and
service discovery. It was inspired by Zookeeper and Doozer. It's written in Go,
uses Raft (IUUQTSBNDMPVETUBOGPSEFEVXJLJEPXOMPBEBUUBDINFOUT
SBGUQEG) for consensus, and has an HTTP-plus JSON-based API.
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Summary
Scalability is one of the critical advantages of pursuing the microservice architectural style.
We looked at the characteristics of microservice scalability. We discussed the Scale Cube
model of scalability and how microservices can scale on the y axis via functional
decomposition of the system. Then we approached the scaling problem with the scaling
infrastructure. In the infrastructure segment, we looked at the strong capability of
Azure Cloud to scale, utilizing the Azure scale sets and container orchestration solutions,
such as Docker Swarm, DC/OS, and Kubernetes.
In the later stages of the chapter, we focused on scaling with a service design and discussed
how our data model should be designed. We also discussed certain considerations, such as
having a split CQRS style model, while designing the data model for high scalability. We
also briefly touched on caching, especially distributed caching, and how it improves the
throughput of the system. In the last section, to make our microservices highly scalable, we
discussed the circuit breaker pattern and service discovery mechanism, which are essential
for the scalability of microservice architecture.
In the next chapter, we will look at the reactive nature of microservices and the
characteristics of reactive microservices.
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Introduction to Reactive
Microservices
We have now gained a clear understanding of microservices-based architecture and how to
harness its power. Up until now, we've discussed various aspects of this architecture, such
as communication, deployment, and security, in detail. We also looked at how
microservices collaborate when required. Now let's take the effectiveness of microservices
to the next level by introducing the reactive programming aspect within them. We will
cover the following topics:
Understanding reactive microservices
Mapping processes
Communication in reactive microservices
Handling security
Managing data
The microservice ecosystem

Understanding reactive microservices
Before we dive into reactive microservices, let's see what the word reactive means. There are
certain fundamental attributes that a piece of software must possess in order to be
considered reactive. These attributes are responsiveness, resilience, elasticity, and above all,
being message-driven. We'll discuss these attributes in detail and look at how they can
make microservices stronger candidates for most enterprise requirements.
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Responsiveness
It wasn't long ago when one of the key requirements of business sponsors, discussed in
requirement gathering sessions, was a guaranteed response time of a few seconds. For
example, a T-shirt custom print e-shop where you could upload images and then have it
rendered onto the chosen piece of apparel. Move forward a few years andcI can vouch for
this myselfcwe will close the browser window if any web page takes longer than a couple
of seconds to load.
Users today expect near instantaneous response. But this is not possible unless the code that
you write follows certain standards to deliver the expected performance. There will always
be so many different components cooperating and coordinating to solve some business
problem. The time that each component is expected to return the results in has therefore
reduced to milliseconds today. Also, the system has to exhibit consistency along with
performance when it comes to response time. If you have a service that exhibits variable
response times over a defined period, then it is a sign of an impending problem in your
system. You will have to, sooner or later, deal with this baggage. And there is no doubt that
in most cases, you will manage to solve it.
However, the challenge is much bigger than what is visible on the surface. Any such trait
needs to be probed for the possibility of an issue in the design. It could be some kind of
dependency on another service, too many functions performing at the same time within the
service, or synchronous communication blocking the workflow at some point.

Resilience
With all the buzz around distributed computing, what does a user expect from such a
system in the event of the failure of one or more components? Does a single failure result in
a catastrophic domino effect, resulting in the failure of the entire system? Or does the
system bounce back from such an event with grace and within expected timelines? The end
user shouldn't be affected at all in such scenarios, or the system should at least minimize the
impact to an extent, ensuring that user experience is not affected.
Reactive microservices take the concept of microservices to the next level. As the number of
microservices grows, so does the need for communication between them. It won't be very
long before the task of tracking a list of a dozen other services, orchestrating a cascading
transaction between them, or just generating a notification across a set of services, becomes
a challenge. In the scope of this chapter, the concept of cascading is more important than the
transaction itself. Instead of the transaction, it could very well be just the need to notify
some external system based on some filtering criteria.
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The challenge arises as an enterprise-level microservice-based system would always extend
far beyond a handful of microservices. The sheer size and complexity of this cannot be
pictured fully here in a chapter. In such a scenario, the need to track a set of microservices
and communicate with them can quickly become nightmarish.
What if we could take away the responsibility of communicating an event to other
microservices from individual microservices? The other aspect of this could very well
be freedom for the services in the ecosystem from being tracked. To do this, you will have
to keep track of their whereabouts. Just add authentication to this and you could very easily
be tangled in a mess you never signed up for.
The solution lies in a design change, where the responsibility of tracking microservices for
an event or communicating an event to others is taken away from individual microservices.
While transitioning from a monolithic application to a microservice-style architecture, we
learned that they are isolated. Using seam identification, we isolated modules into
independent sets of services that own their data and don't allow other
microservices/processes to access them directly. We achieved autonomy by catering to a
single business functionality and taking care of aspects such as its data and encapsulated
business functionality. Asynchronous was another characteristic that we achieved for our
microservices in order to make non-blocking calls to them.

Autonomous
All along, we have been strongly advocating the correct isolation of microservices. Seam
identification was a concept we briefly touched on in $IBQUFS, Implementing Microservices.
There were numerous benefits that we derived while successfully implementing the
microservice-style architecture. We can safely state that isolation is one of the fundamental
requirements here. However, the benefits of successful implementation of isolation go far
beyond that.
It is very important for microservices to be autonomous, or else our work will be
incomplete. Even after implementing the microservice architecture, if one microservice
failure results in a delay for other services or a domino effect, it means we missed
something in our design. However, if microservice isolation is done right, along with
the right breakdown of the functionality to be performed by this particular microservice, it
would mean that the rest of the design would fall into place itself to handle any kind of
resolution conflict, communication, or coordination.
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The information required to perform such an orchestration would depend primarily on the
well-defined behavior of the service itself. So, the consumer of a microservice that is welldefined doesn't need to worry about the microservice failing or throwing an exception. If
there is no response within the stipulated period of time, just try again.

Message-driven: a core of reactive microservices
Being message-driven is the core of reactive microservices. All reactive microservices
define, as part of their behavior, any event that they might be generating. These events may
or may not have additional information payloads within them, depending on the design of
the individual event. The microservice that is the generator of this event would not be
bothered about whether the event generated was acted upon or not. Within the scope of this
specific service, there is no behavioral definition for the action beyond the generation of this
event. The scope ends there. It is now, in terms of the rest of the system, comprising other
microservices to act upon this information based on their individual scope.
The difference here is that all these events being generated could be captured
asynchronously by listening to them. No other service is waiting in blocking mode for any
of these services. Anyone listening to these events is called a subscriber, and the action of
listening for the events is called subscribing. The services that subscribe to these events are
called observers, and the source service of the events generated is called observable. This
pattern is known as the Observer Design Pattern.
However, the very exercise of a concrete implementation on each of the observers is
somewhat inconsistent with our motto of designing loosely coupled microservices. If this is
what you are thinking, then you have the right thinking cap on and we are on the right
track. In a short while, when mapping our processes as reactive microservices, we will see
how we can achieve this purpose in the world of reactive microservices.
Before we go on with mapping our processes, it is important that we briefly discuss the
pattern with respect to our topic here. In order to act upon a message, you first need to
show your intent to watch the message of that type. At the same time, the originator of the
message must have an intent to publish such a message to the interested observers. So there
would be at least one observable to be observed by one or more observers. To add some
spice to it, the observable can publish more than one type of message, and the observers can
observe one or more of the messages they intend to act upon.
The pattern doesn't restrict observers from unsubscribing when they want to stop listening
for these messages. So, it sounds pretty, but is it as easily implemented? Let's move ahead
and look at this for ourselves.
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Let's make code reactive
Let's examine our application and see how it would look with the reactive style of
programming. The following diagram depicts the flow of the application that is reactive in
nature and is completely event-driven. In this diagram, services are depicted by hexagons,
and events are represented by square boxes. Here's the entire flow in detail:

The flow depicted in the diagram describes the scenario of a customer placing an order after
having searched for the items he/she is looking for. The Place order event is raised to Order
service. In response to this event, our service analyzes arguments, such as order item and
quantity, and raises the Item available event to Product service. From here on, there are two
possible outcomes: either the requested product is available and has the required quantity
or it is not available or doesn't have the required quantity. If the items are available, Product
service raises an event called generate invoice to Invoice service. Since raising the invoice
means confirming the order, the items on the invoice would no longer be available in stock;
we need to take care of this and update the stock accordingly. To handle this, our invoice
service further raises an event called Update Product Quantity to Product service and takes
care of this requirement. For the sake of simplicity, we will not go into the details of who
will handle the event of Mail invoice.
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Event communication
The preceding discussion may have left you thinking about how the event being raised
maps the call of the respective microservice perfectly; let's discuss this in further detail.
Think of all the events being raised as being stored in an event store. The event stored has
an associated delegate function that is called to cater to the respective event. Although it is
shown that the store has just two columns, it stores much more information, such as details
of the publisher, subscriber, and so on. Each event contains the complete information that is
required to trigger the corresponding service. So event delegation might be a service to be
called or a function within the application itself. It doesn't matter to this architecture:

Security
There are numerous ways in which security can be handled while implementing reactive
microservices. However, given the limited scope that we have here, we will restrict our
discussion to one type only. Let's go on and discuss message-level security here and see
how it is done.

Message-level security
Message-level security is the most fundamental method available to secure your individual
request messages. After the initial authentication is performed, the request message itself
may contain the OAuth bearer token or the JWTs, based on the implementation. This way,
each and every request is authenticated, and the information related to the user can be
embedded within these tokens. The information could be as simple as a username along
with an expiration timestamp indicating token validity. After all, we don't want to allow a
token to be utilized beyond a certain time frame.
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However, it is important to note here that you are free to implement it in such a manner so
that a lot more information can be embedded and utilized for different uses.

Scalability
There is another aspect you need to consider here as well. Within this token, we could also
embed authorization information apart from authentication information. Note that having
all of this information within a token that is being passed around frequently could soon
become an overhead. We can make the necessary changes to ensure that the information
pertaining to the authorization is a one-time activity and is later persisted with the services
as required.
When we decide to persist authorization-related information with individual services, we
make them elastic in a way. The task of persisting authorization information with
individual services does away with the requirement of reaching out to the authentication
service each time for authorization-related data. This means we can scale our services quite
easily.

Communication resilience
What would happen if the authentication service that contains all the user authentication
data and authorization data became unavailable? Does this mean that the entire
microservice ecosystem would come down to its knees, as all the actionscor a big
percentage of themcwould need to be authorized for the user attempting the action? This
does not fit in the domain of the microservice architecture. Let's see how we could deal with
this.
One way would be to replicate user authorization data within each service that requires it.
When the authorization data is already available with the respective services, it will reduce
the data being transferred through the JWTs being moved around. What this would achieve
is that in the event our Auth service becomes unavailable, the users who are authenticated
and have accessed the system would not be affected. With all of the authorization data
already available within the individual services that need to verify it, the business can
continue as usual without any hindrances.
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However, this approach comes with a price of its own. It will become a challenge to
maintain this data, as it is updated all the time with all the services. The replication required
for each service would be an exercise in itself. There is a way out of this specific challenge as
well, though.
Instead of making this data available in all the microservices, we could simply store it in a
central store and have the services validate/access authorization-related data from this
central store. This would enable us to build resilience beyond the authentication service.

Managing data
Tracking a single order being placed is easy. However, multiply that number with the
million orders being placed and canceled every hour; it could quickly become a challenge in
the reactive microservices domain. The challenge is how you would perform a transaction
across multiple services. Not only is it difficult to track such a transaction, but it poses other
challenges, such as persisting such a transaction that spans the database and message
broker. The task of reversing such an operation in the likelihood of the transaction breaking
somewhere in the middle due to a service failure could be even more daunting.
In such a scenario, we can utilize the event sourcing pattern. This is a strong candidate,
especially since we are not looking for a two-phase commit, generally referred to as 2PC.
Instead of storing a transaction, we persist all the state-changing events of our entities. In
other words, we store all the events that change their states in the form of entities, such as
order and product. When a client places an order, then under regular circumstances, we
would persist the order to the order table as a row. However, here we will persist the entire
sequence of events, up to the final stage of the order being accepted or rejected.
Refer to the preceding diagram, where we analyzed the sequence of events that are
generated while creating an order. Look at how those events will be stored in this pattern
and how a transaction would be deduced from that set of events. First, let's see how the
data will be stored. As seen in the following diagram, individual records are saved as rows.
Data consistency is confirmed after the transaction:
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As seen in the preceding diagram, the Product service can subscribe to the order events and
update itself accordingly. There are numerous benefits to be derived from this approach,
such as:
Since the events are being persisted, the challenge of recognizing a transaction is
separated from the task of maintaining database integrity
It is possible to find the exact state of the system at any given point in time
It is easier to migrate a monolith with this approach
It is possible to move back in time to a specific set of events and identify any
possible problems
The following image is depicting our Order and Order Details table(s) in view of Order
service:
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Apart from all the benefits, it has some drawbacks as well. The most important one is how
to query the event store. To reconstruct the state of a given business entity at a given point
in time would require some complex queries. Apart from this, there would be a learning
curve involved to grasp the concept of an event store replacing the database and then
deducing the state of an entity. Query complexity can be handled with the help of the CQRS
pattern easily. However, this will be outside the scope of this chapter. It is worthwhile to
note that the event sourcing pattern and CQRS deserve separate chapters in the wake of
reactive microservices.

The microservice ecosystem
As discussed in the initial chapters, we need to get ready for big changes when embracing
microservices. The discussions we've presented on deployment, security, and testing so far
would have had you thinking by now about accepting this fact. Unlike monoliths, the
adoption of microservices requires you to prepare beforehand so that you start building the
infrastructure along with it and not after it. In a way, microservices thrive in a complete
ecosystem where everything is worked out, from deployment to testing, security, and
monitoring. The returns associated with embracing such a change are huge. There is
definitely a cost involved to make all these changes. However, instead of having a product
that doesn't get on the market, it is better to incur some costs and design and develop
something that thrives and does not die out after the first few rollouts.

Coding reactive microservices
Now, let's try to sum up everything and see how it actually looks in the code. We will use
Visual Studio 2017 for this. The first step is to create a reactive microservice, and then we
will move onto creating a client for consuming the service created by us.
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Creating the project
We will now go ahead and create our reactive microservice example. In order to do this, we
need to create a project of the ASP.NET web application type. Just follow these steps and
you should be able to see your first reactive microservice in action:
1. Start Visual Studio.
2. Create a new project by navigating to File | New | Project.
3. From the installed templates, select .NET Core | ASP.NET Core Web
Application.
4. Name it 'MJY0OF#PPL4UPSF1SPEVDU4FSWJDF and click on OK:
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5. From the New ASP.NET Core Web Application screen, select .NET Core and
ASP.NET Core 2.0 and then select Web Application (Model-View-Controller)
and click on OK:

You can enable Docker support for Windows if you enable the container.

6. Make sure you have selected C#7.1; to do so, right-click on the project from the
solution explorer and click on Properties. From the project properties screen,
click on the Build tab and then scroll down to Advance. Click on Advance, and
then select C# 7.1:
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7. Open NuGet Manager and add the System.Reactive.Core NuGet package to the
project. Make sure you select Include prerelease on the screen:

You are also required to add a package for EF core; to do so, refer to the EF
Core migrations section in $IBQUFS, Implementing Microservices.
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8. Add the 1SPEVDUDT model to the .PEFMT folder with the following code:
OBNFTQBDF'MJY0OF#PPL4UPSF1SPEVDU4FSWJDF.PEFMT
\
QVCMJDDMBTT1SPEVDU
\
QVCMJD(VJE*E\HFUTFU^
QVCMJDTUSJOH/BNF\HFUTFU^
QVCMJDTUSJOH%FTDSJQUJPO\HFUTFU^
QVCMJDTUSJOH*NBHF\HFUTFU^
QVCMJDEFDJNBM1SJDF\HFUTFU^
QVCMJD(VJE$BUFHPSZ*E\HFUTFU^
QVCMJDWJSUVBM$BUFHPSZ$BUFHPSZ\HFUTFU^
^
^

9. Add the $BUFHPSZDT model to the .PEFMT folder with the following code:
OBNFTQBDF'MJY0OF#PPL4UPSF1SPEVDU4FSWJDF.PEFMT
\
QVCMJDDMBTT$BUFHPSZ
\
QVCMJD$BUFHPSZ  1SPEVDUTOFX-JTU1SPEVDU

QVCMJD(VJE*E\HFUTFU^
QVCMJDTUSJOH/BNF\HFUTFU^
QVCMJDTUSJOH%FTDSJQUJPO\HFUTFU^
QVCMJD*&OVNFSBCMF1SPEVDU 1SPEVDUT\HFUTFU^
^
^

10. Add DPOUFYU and QFSTJTUFODF folders to the
project. Add 1SPEVDU$POUFYU to the DPOUFYU folder, and add
the *1SPEVDU3FQPTJUPSZ interface and the 1SPEVDU3FQPTJUPSZ class to
the QFSTJTUFODF folder.
Consider the following code snippet, showing our context and persistence classes:
OBNFTQBDF'MJY0OF#PPL4UPSF1SPEVDU4FSWJDF$POUFYUT
\
QVCMJDDMBTT1SPEVDU$POUFYU%C$POUFYU
\
QVCMJD1SPEVDU$POUFYU %C$POUFYU0QUJPOT1SPEVDU$POUFYU PQUJPOT
CBTF PQUJPOT
\^
QVCMJD1SPEVDU$POUFYU
\^
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QVCMJD%C4FU1SPEVDU 1SPEVDUT\HFUTFU^
QVCMJD%C4FU$BUFHPSZ $BUFHPSJFT\HFUTFU^
^
^
1FSTJTUFODFPSSFQPTJUPSJFTGPMMPXJOHJTUIFJOUFSGBDF
OBNFTQBDF'MJY0OF#PPL4UPSF1SPEVDU4FSWJDF1FSTJTUFODF
\
QVCMJDJOUFSGBDF*1SPEVDU3FQPTJUPSZ
\
*0CTFSWBCMF*&OVNFSBCMF1SPEVDU (FU"MM 
*0CTFSWBCMF*&OVNFSBCMF1SPEVDU (FU"MM *4DIFEVMFSTDIFEVMFS 
*0CTFSWBCMF6OJU 3FNPWF (VJEQSPEVDU*E 
*0CTFSWBCMF6OJU 3FNPWF (VJEQSPEVDU*E*4DIFEVMFSTDIFEVMFS 
^
^
1SPEVDU3FQPTJUPSZDMBTTUIBUJNQMFNFOUTUIF*1SPEVDU3FQPTJUPSZJOUFSGBDF
OBNFTQBDF'MJY0OF#PPL4UPSF1SPEVDU4FSWJDF1FSTJTUFODF
\
QVCMJDDMBTT1SPEVDU3FQPTJUPSZ*1SPEVDU3FQPTJUPSZ
\
QSJWBUFSFBEPOMZ1SPEVDU$POUFYU@DPOUFYU
QVCMJD1SPEVDU3FQPTJUPSZ 1SPEVDU$POUFYUDPOUFYU
 @DPOUFYUDPOUFYU
QVCMJD*0CTFSWBCMF*&OVNFSBCMF1SPEVDU
(FU"MM  0CTFSWBCMF3FUVSO (FU1SPEVDUT

QVCMJD*0CTFSWBCMF*&OVNFSBCMF1SPEVDU
(FU"MM *4DIFEVMFSTDIFEVMFS 
0CTFSWBCMF3FUVSO (FU1SPEVDUT TDIFEVMFS 
QVCMJD*0CTFSWBCMF6OJU 3FNPWF (VJEQSPEVDU*E 
3FNPWF QSPEVDU*EOVMM 
QVCMJD*0CTFSWBCMF6OJU 3FNPWF (VJEQSPEVDU*E
*4DIFEVMFSTDIFEVMFS
\
%FMFUF1SPEVDU QSPEVDU*E 
SFUVSOTDIFEVMFSOVMM
0CTFSWBCMF3FUVSO OFX6OJU TDIFEVMFS
0CTFSWBCMF3FUVSO OFX6OJU

^
QSJWBUF*&OVNFSBCMF1SPEVDU (FU1SPEVDUT
\
WBSQSPEVDUT GSPNQJO@DPOUFYU1SPEVDUT
*ODMVEF Q Q$BUFHPSZ
PSEFSCZQ/BNF
TFMFDUQ 5P-JTU 
SFUVSOQSPEVDUT
^
QSJWBUF1SPEVDU(FU#Z (VJEJE  (FU1SPEVDUT 
'JSTU0S%FGBVMU Y Y*EJE 
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QSJWBUFWPJE%FMFUF1SPEVDU (VJEQSPEVDU*E
\
WBSQSPEVDU(FU#Z QSPEVDU*E 
@DPOUFYU&OUSZ QSPEVDU 4UBUF&OUJUZ4UBUF%FMFUFE
@DPOUFYU4BWF$IBOHFT 
^
^
^

We have created our models. Our next step is to add the code for interacting with the
database. These models help us project data from a data source into our models.
For database interaction, we have already created a context, namely 1SPEVDU$POUFYU,
deriving it from %C$POUFYU. In one of the preceding steps, we created a folder named
$POUFYU.
The Entity Framework Core context helps query the database. Also, it helps us collate all the
changes that we perform on our data and execute them on the database in one go. We will
not go into detail about Entity Framework Core or the contexts here, because they are not
part of the scope of this chapter.
The context picks the connection string from the BQQTFUUJOHTKTPO file in the
DPOOFDUJPO4USJOHT sectionca key named 1SPEVDU$POOFDUJPO4USJOH.
You are required to update the TUBSUVQDT file to make sure you're using
a correct database. We have already discussed modifying
the BQQTFUUJOHTKTPO and 4UBUSVQDT files in $IBQUFS, Implement
Microservices. You need to add the 4XBTICVDLMF"TQ/FU$PSF NuGet
package for Swagger support in the project while updating
the 4UBSUVQDT class.
You could name it anything shown in the following code snippet:
$POOFDUJPO4USJOHT
\
1SPEVDU$POOFDUJPO%BUB4PVSDF*OJUJBM
$BUBMPH1SPEVDUT%#*OUFHSBUFE
4FDVSJUZ5SVF.VMUJQMF"DUJWF3FTVMU4FUT5SVF
^
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Communication between the application and the
database
With our context in place, and taking care of the communication between our application
and the database, let's go ahead and add a repository for facilitating interaction between our
data models and our database. Please refer to the code for our repository, as discussed in
step 10 of the Creating the project section.
Marking our result from (FU"MM as *0CTFSWBCMF adds the reactive functionality we are
looking for. Also, pay special attention to the return statement.
With this observable model, it becomes possible for us to handle streams of asynchronous
events with the same ease we are used to when handling other, simpler collections:
SFUVSO0CTFSWBCMF3FUVSO (FU1SPEVDUT



We are now ready to expose the functionality through our controllers. Right-click on the
folder controller, click on Add New Item, and then select ASP.NET Core, Web API
Controller class. Name it 1SPEVDU$POUSPMMFS:
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Here is what our controller will look like:
OBNFTQBDF'MJY0OF#PPL4UPSF1SPEVDU4FSWJDF$POUSPMMFST
\
<3PVUF BQJ<DPOUSPMMFS> >
QVCMJDDMBTT1SPEVDU$POUSPMMFS$POUSPMMFS
\
QSJWBUFSFBEPOMZ*1SPEVDU3FQPTJUPSZ@QSPEVDU3FQPTJUPSZ
QVCMJD1SPEVDU$POUSPMMFS  @QSPEVDU3FQPTJUPSZ
OFX1SPEVDU3FQPTJUPSZ OFX1SPEVDU$POUFYU

QVCMJD1SPEVDU$POUSPMMFS *1SPEVDU3FQPTJUPSZ
QSPEVDU3FQPTJUPSZ  @QSPEVDU3FQPTJUPSZ
QSPEVDU3FQPTJUPSZ
<)UUQ(FU>
QVCMJDBTZOD5BTL*&OVNFSBCMF1SPEVDU (FU 
BXBJU@QSPEVDU3FQPTJUPSZ(FU"MM 4FMFDU.BOZ Q Q 5P"SSBZ
^
^

The final structure looks similar to the following screenshot of the Solution explorer:
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To create the database, you can refer to the EF Core migrations section in $IBQUFS,
Implementing Microservices, or simply call the Get API of our newly deployed service. When
the service finds out that the database doesn't exist, the entity framework core code-first
approach, in this case, will ensure that the database is created.
We can now go ahead and deploy this service to our client. With our reactive microservice
deployed, we now need a client to call it.

Client ` coding it down
We will create a web client for consuming our newly deployed reactive microservice with
the help of AutoRest. Let's create a console application for it and add these NuGet packages:
3FBDUJWF$PSF, 8FC"QJ$MJFOU, .JDSPTPGU3FTU$MJFOU3VOUJNF, and
/FXUPOTPGU+TPO:
1. AutoRest will add a folder named .PEFMT to the main project and create copies
of the model's product and category, as in the service that we just created. It will
have the necessary deserialization support built into it.
2. 1SPEVDU0QFSBUJPOTDT and 1SPEVDU4FSWJDF$MJFOUDT contain the main
plumbing required for all the calling.
3. In the .BJO function of the 1SPHSBNDT file, change the .BJO function as follows:
TUBUJDWPJE.BJO TUSJOH<>BSHT
\
WBSDMJFOUOFX1SPEVDU4FSWJDF$MJFOU\#BTF6SJ
OFX6SJ IUUQMPDBMIPTU ^
WBSQSPEVDUTDMJFOU1SPEVDU(FU 
$POTPMF8SJUF-JOF 5PUBMDPVOU\QSPEVDUT$PVOU^ 
GPSFBDI WBSQSPEVDUJOQSPEVDUT
\
$POTPMF8SJUF-JOF 1SPEVDU*E\QSPEVDU*E^/BNF
\QSPEVDU/BNF^ 
^
$POTPMF8SJUF 1SFTTBOZLFZUPDPOUJOVF 
$POTPMF3FBE-JOF 
^

At this point, if the database is not created, then it will be created as required by the Entity
Framework.
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We need to know how this list, which is returned from our microservice, differs from the
regular list. The answer is that if this were a non-reactive scenario and you were to make
any changes to the list, it would not be reflected in the server. In the case of reactive
microservices, changes that are made to such a list would be persisted to the server without
having to go through the process of tracking and updating the changes manually.
You can use any other client to make the Web API call (for example,
RestSharp, or HttpClient).

You may have noticed that we had to do very little or no work at all when it came to messy
callbacks. This helps keep our code clean and easier to maintain. With an observable, it is
the producer that pushes the values when they are available. Also, there is a difference here
that the client is not aware of: whether your implementation is blocking or non-blocking. To
the client, it all seems asynchronous.
You can now focus on important tasks rather than figuring out what calls to make next or
which ones you missed altogether.

Summary
In this chapter, we added the aspect of reactive programming to our microservice-based
architecture. There are trade-offs with this message-driven approach of microservices
communicating with each other. However, at the same time, this approach tends to solve
some of the fundamental problems when we advance our microservice architecture further.
The event sourcing pattern comes to our rescue and lets us get past the limitation of
an ACID transaction or a two-phase commit option. This topic requires a separate book
altogether, and restricting it to a single chapter does not do it justice. We used our sample
application to understand how to restructure our initial microservice in a reactive way.
In the next chapter, we will have the entire application ready for us to explore, and we will
put together everything that we have discussed so far in this book.
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Creating a Complete
Microservice Solution
On our journey down the lane of understanding microservices and their evolution, we
continued through various phases. We explored what led to the advent of microservices
and the various advantages of utilizing them. We also discussed various integration
techniques and testing strategies. Let's recap all that we have talked about thus far:
Testing microservices
Security
Monitoring
Scaling
Reactive microservices

Architectures before microservices
Microservices were never designed from the ground up to be in the present form. Instead,
there has been a gradual transition from other forms of prevalent architecture styles to
microservices. Prior to microservices, we had the monolithic architecture and serviceoriented architecture that reigned over the world of enterprise development.
Let's delve into these two before doing a quick recap of microservices and their various
attributes and advantages.
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The monolithic architecture
The monolithic architecture has been around for quite some time and it results in selfcontained software with a single .NET assembly. It consists of the following components:
User interface
Business logic
Database access
The cost paid for being self-contained was that all the components were interconnected and
interdependent. A minor change in any module had the capability to impact the entire piece
of software. With all the components so tightly coupled in this manner, it made testing the
entire application necessary. Also, another repercussion of being so tightly coupled was that
the entire application had to be deployed once again. Let's sum up all the challenges we
faced as a result of adopting this style of architecture:
Large interdependent code
Code complexity
Scalability
System deployment
Adoption of a new technology

Challenges in standardizing the .NET stack
Technology adoption is not easy when it comes to monolithic. It poses certain challenges.
Security, response time, throughput rate, and technology adoption are some of them. It is
not that this style of architecture does not fight back with solutions. The challenge is that in
monolithic, code reusability is really low or absent, which makes technology adoption
difficult.

Scaling
We also discussed how scaling is a viable option but with diminishing returns and
increasing expenses. Both vertical and horizontal scaling have their own pros and cons.
Vertical scaling is seemingly easier to begin with: investing in IT infrastructures, such as
RAM upgrades and disk drives. However, the return plateaus out very quickly. The
disadvantage of the downtime required for vertical scaling doesn't exist in horizontal
scaling. However, beyond a point, the cost of horizontal returns becomes too high.
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Service-oriented architecture
Another widely used architecture in the industry was a service-oriented architecture
(SOA). This architecture was a move away from the monolithic architecture and was
involved in resolving some of its challenges, mentioned in the preceding section. To begin
with, it was based on a collection of services. Providing a service was the core concept of
SOA.
A service is a piece of code, program, or software that provides some functionality to other
system components. This piece of code was able to interact directly with the database or
indirectly through other services. It was self-contained to the extent that it allowed services
to be consumed easily by both desktop and mobile applications.
Some of the definite advantages that SOA provided over monolithic were:
Reusable
Stateless
Scalable
Contract-based
Ability to upgrade

Microservice-styled architecture
Apart from some of the definite advantages of SOA, microservices provide certain
additional differentiating factors that make them a clear winner. At the core, microservices
were defined to be completely independent of other services in the system and run in their
process. The attribute of being independent required a certain discipline and strategy in the
application design. Some of the benefits they provide are:
Clear code boundaries: This resulted in easier code changes. Its independent
modules provided an isolated functionality that led to a change in one
microservice having little impact on others.
Easy deployment: It is possible to deploy one microservice at a time if required.
Technology adaptation: The preceding attributes led to this much sought-after
benefit. This allows us to adopt different technologies in different modules.
Affordable scalability: This allows us to scale only chosen components/modules
instead of the whole application.
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Distributed system: This is implicit, but a word of caution is necessary here. Make
sure that your asynchronous calls are used well and the synchronous ones don't
block the whole flow of information. Use data partitioning well. We will come to
this a little later, so don't worry for now.
Quick market response: In a competitive world, this is a definite advantage as
users tend to lose interest quickly if you are slow to respond to new feature
requests or to adopt a new technology within your system.

Messaging in microservices
This is another important area that needs its share of discussion. There are primarily two
main types of messaging utilized in microservices:
Synchronous
Asynchronous

Monolith transitioning
As part of our exercise, we decided to transition our existing monolithic application FlixOne
to a microservice-styled architecture. We saw how to identify decomposition candidates
within a monolith, based on the following parameters:
Code complexity
Technology adoption
Resource requirement
Human dependency
There are definite advantages it provides in regard to cost, security, and scalability, apart
from technology independence. This also aligns the application more with the business
goals.
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The entire process of transitioning requires you to identify seams that act like boundaries of
your microservices along which you can start the separation. You have to be careful about
picking up seams on the right parameters. We have talked about how module
interdependency, team structure, database, and technology are a few probable candidates.
Special care is required to handle master data. It is more a choice of whether you want to
handle master data through a separate service or through configurations. You will be the
best judge for your scenario. The fundamental requirement of a microservice having its own
database is that it removes many of the existing foreign key relationships. This would bring
forth the need to pick your transaction-handling strategy intelligently to preserve data
integrity.

Integration techniques
We have already explored synchronous and asynchronous ways of communication between
microservices and discussed the collaboration style of the services. Those styles were
request/response and event-based. Though request/response seems to be synchronous in
nature, the truth is that it is the implementation that decides the outcome of the style of
integration. Event-based style, on the other hand, is purely asynchronous.
When dealing with a large number of microservices, it is important that we utilize an
integration pattern in order to facilitate complex interaction among microservices. We
explored the API Gateway along with an event-driven pattern.
API Gateway provides you with a plethora of services, some of which are as follows:
Routing an API call
Verifying API keys, JWT tokens, and certificates
Enforcing usage quotas and rate limits
Transforming APIs on the fly without code modifications
Setting up caching backend responses
Logging call metadata for analytic purposes
The event-driven pattern works by some services publishing their events and some
subscribing to those available events. The subscribing services simply react independently
of the event-publishing services, based on the event and its metadata. The publisher is
unaware of the business logic that the subscribers would be executing.
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Deployment
Monolithic deployments for enterprise applications can be challenging for more than one
reason. Having a central database, which is difficult to break down, only increases the
overall challenge along with time to market.
For microservices, the scenario is very different. The benefits don't just come by virtue of
the architecture being microservices. Instead, it is the planning from the initial stages itself.
You can't expect an enterprise-scale microservice to be managed without continuous
delivery (CD) and continuous integration (CI). So strong is the requirement for CI and CD
right from the early stages that without it the production stage may never see the light of
day.
Tools such as CFEngine, Chef, Puppet, Ansible, and PowerShell DSC help you represent an
infrastructure with code and let you easily make different environments exactly the same.
Azure could be an ally here: the rapid and repeated provisioning required could easily be
met.
Isolation requirements could be met with containers far more effectively than their closest
rival, virtual machines. We have already explored Docker as one of the popular candidates
for containerization and have seen how to deploy it.

Testing microservices
We all know the importance of unit tests and why every developer should be writing them.
Unit tests are a good means to verify the smallest functionality that contributes
toward building larger systems.
However, testing microservices is not a routine affair like testing a monolith, since one
microservice might interact with a number of other microservices. In that case, should we
utilize the calls to the actual microservices to ensure that the complete workflow is working
fine? The answer is no, as this would make developing a microservice dependent on
another piece. If we do this, then the whole purpose of having a microservice-based
architecture is lost. In order to get around this, we will use the mock-and-stub approach.
This approach not only makes the testing independent of other microservices but also
makes testing with databases much easier since, we can mock database interactions as well.
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Testing a small isolated functionality with a unit test or testing a component by mocking the
response from an external microservice has its scope and it works well within that scope.
However, if you are already asking yourself the question about testing the larger context,
then you are not alone. Integration testing and contract testing are the next steps in testing
microservices.
In integration testing, we're concerned about external microservices and communicate with
them as part of the process. For this purpose, we mock external services. We take this
further with contract testing, where we test each and every service call independently and
then verify the response. An important concept worth spending time on is consumer-driven
contracts. Refer to $IBQUFS, Testing Strategies, to study this in detail.

Security
The traditional approach of having a single point of authentication and authorization
worked well in the monolithic architecture. However, in the case of microservices, you
would need to do this for each and every service. This would pose a challenge of not only
implementing it but keeping it synchronized as well.
The OAuth 2.0 authorization framework and the OpenID Connect 1.0 specifications
combined together can solve the problem for us. OAuth 2.0 describes all the roles involved
in the authorization process that meets our needs pretty well. We just have to make sure
that the right grant type is picked up; otherwise, the security will be compromised. OpenID
Connect authentication is built on top of the OAuth 2.0 protocol.
Azure Active Directory (Azure AD) is one of the providers of OAuth 2.0 and OpenID
Connect specifications. It is understood here that Azure AD scales very well with
applications and integrates well with any organizational Windows Server Active Directory.
As we have already discussed containers, it is important and interesting to understand that
containers are very close to the host operating system's kernel. Securing them is another
aspect that can't be overrated. Docker was the tool we considered, and it provides the
necessary security by means of the least privilege principle.

Monitoring
The monolithic world has a few advantages of its own. Monitoring and logging is one of
those areas where things are easier compared to microservices. The sheer number of
microservices across which an enterprise system might be spread can be mind-boggling.
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As discussed in $IBQUFS, An Introduction to Microservices, in the Prerequisites for
a microservice architecture section, an organization should be prepared for the profound
change. The monitoring framework was one of the key requirements for this.
Unlike a monolithic architecture, monitoring is very much required from the very
beginning in a microservice-based architecture. There is a wide range of reasons
why monitoring can be categorized:
Health: We need to preemptively know when a service failure is imminent. Key
parameters, such as CPU and memory utilization, along with other metadata,
could be a precursor to either the impending failure or just a flaw in the service
that needs to be fixed. Just imagine an insurance company's rate engine getting
overloaded and going out of service or even performing slowly when a few
hundred field executives try to share the cost with potential clients. Nobody likes
to wait these days.
Availability: There might be a situation when the service may not perform
extensive calculations, but the bare availability of the service itself might be
crucial to the entire system. In such a scenario, I remember relying upon pings to
listeners that would wait for a few minutes before shooting out emails to the
system administrators. It worked for monoliths with one or two services to be
monitored. However, with microservices, much more metadata comes into
the picture.
Performance: For platforms receiving high footfall, such as banking and ecommerce, availability alone does not deliver the service required. Considering
the number of people converging at their platforms in very short spans, ranging
from a few minutes to even tens of seconds, performance is not a luxury
anymore. You need to know how the system is responding by means of data,
such as concurrent users being served, and compare that with the health
parameters in the background. This might provide an e-commerce platform with
the ability to decide whether upgrades are required before the upcoming holiday
season. For more sales, you need to serve a higher number of people.
Security: In any system, you can plan resilience only up to a specific level. No
matter how well designed a system is, there will be thresholds beyond which the
system will falter, which can result in a domino effect. However, having a
thoughtfully designed security system in place could easily avert DoS and SQL
Injection attacks. This would really matter from system-to-system when dealing
with microservices. So think ahead and think carefully when setting up trust
levels between your microservices. The default strategy that I have seen people
utilizing is securing the endpoints with microservices. However, covering this
aspect increases your system's security and is worth spending some time on.
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Auditing: Healthcare, financing, and banking are a few of the domains that have
the strictest compliance standards concerning associated services. And it is pretty
much the same the world over. Depending upon the kind of compliance you are
dealing with, you might have a requirement to keep the data for a specific period
of time as a record, keep the data in a specific format to be shared with regulatory
authorities, or even sync with systems provided by the authority. Taxation
systems could be another example here. With a distributed architecture, you
don't want to risk losing the data recordset related to even a single transaction
since that would amount to a compliance failure.
Troubleshooting system failures: This, I bet, will be a favorite for a long time to
come of anybody who is getting started with microservices. I remember the initial
days when I used to try troubleshooting a scenario involving two Windows
services. I never thought of recommending a similar design again. But the times
have changed and so has the technology.
When providing a service to other clients, monitoring becomes all the more important. In
today's competitive world, an SLA would be part of any deal and has a cost associated with
it, in the event of both success and failure. Ever wondered how easily we assumed that the
Microsoft Azure SLA would stand true come what may? I have grown so used to it that the
queries from clients worried about cloud resource availability are answered with a flat reply
of 99.9 per cent uptime without even the blink of an eye.
So unless you can be confident of agreeing an SLA with your clients when providing a
service, they can't count on it to promise the same SLA going forward. As a matter of fact,
no SLA might mean that your services are probably not stable enough to provide one.

Monitoring challenges
There could be multiple key points that need to be addressed before you have a successful
monitoring system in place. These need to be identified and assigned a solution. Some of
the key points are discussed next.

Scale
If you have a successfully running system with a few dozen microservices orchestrating
successful transactions in perfect harmony, then you have won the first battle.
Congratulations! However, you must plug in the necessary monitoring part if you haven't
done so already. Ideally, this should be part of step one itself.
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Component lifespan
With the use of virtual machines and containers, we need to figure out what part is worth
monitoring. Some of these components might be already nonexistent by the time you look
at the data generated by monitoring them. So it becomes extremely important that you
choose the information to be monitored wisely.

Information visualization
There are tools available, such as AppDynamics and New Relic, that would allow you to
visualize the data for maybe up to 100 microservices. However, in real-world applications,
this is just a fraction of the number. There has to be clarity about the purpose of this
information and a well-designed visualization around it. This is one area where we can opt
for reverse design. First, think about the report/visualization you want and then see what
how it is to be monitored.

Monitoring strategies
To begin with monitoring, you could think of different commonly implemented strategies
as a solution to your problem. Some of the commonly implemented strategies are:
Application/system monitoring
Real-user monitoring
Semantic monitoring and synthetic transactions
Profiling
Endpoint monitoring
Just bear in mind that each one of these strategies is focused on solving a specific purpose.
While one could be helpful in analyzing transaction propagation, the other could be suitable
for testing purposes. So it is important for you to pick a combination of these when
designing the whole system, since just using a single strategy won't meet the needs.

Scalability
We have discussed in detail the scale-cube model of scalability and have found what scaling
at each axis means. Note that x axis scaling is achieved through the use of load balancers
between multiple instances and the users of the microservices. We also saw how z axis
scaling based on the transaction origination suffered from some drawbacks.
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Broadly, scaling in the microservice world can be categorized into two separate heads:
Infrastructure
Service design

Infrastructure scaling
Virtual machines are an indispensable component of the microservice world. The features
available as part of the Microsoft Azure platform enable you to perform this seemingly
complex task without breaking a sweat.
Through the scale set feature, which is integrated with Azure autoscale, we can easily
manage a set of identical virtual machines.
Autoscaling lets you define thresholds for various supported parameters, such as CPU
usage. Once the threshold is breached, the scale set kicks in, based on whether the
parameters scale in or scale out.
This means that if the scale set predicts that it needs to add more virtual machines to cater
for the increased load, it will continue to do so until the thresholds are back to normal.
Similarly, if the demand for a resource being governed falls, it will decide to remove the
virtual machine from the scale set. To me, this sounds like peace for the networking team.
The options around auto-scaling can be explored further, as it is capable of taking care of
complex scaling requirements, running into hundreds of virtual machines while scaling in
or scaling out.

Service design
In our microservices, we have already achieved the isolation of data for each microservice.
However, the model for reading and writing the database is still the same. With the
underlying relational databases enforcing the ACID model, this can be a costly affair. Or we
can say that this approach can be slightly modified to implement the database read/write
operation in a different way.
We can employ the common query responsibility segregation, also referred to as CQRS, to
make effective design changes in our microservices. Once the model-level separation is
done, we will be free to optimize the read and write data models using a different strategy.
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Reactive microservices
We have progressed well while transitioning our monolithic application to the
microservice-styled architecture. We have also briefly touched upon the possibility of
introducing reactive traits to our services. We now know what the key attributes of reactive
microservices are:
Responsiveness
Resilience
Autonomous
Being message-driven
We also saw the benefits of reactive microservices amounting to less work on our part when
it comes to managing communication across/between the microservices. This benefit
translates not just into reduced work but the capability to focus on the core job of executing
the business logic instead of trying to grapple with the complexities of inter-service
communication.

Greenfield application
Now let's go ahead and create the FlixOne bookstore from scratch. First, we will scope out
our microservices and their functionalities and identify inter-service interactions as well.
Our FlixOne bookstore will have the following set of functionalities available:
Searching through the available books
Filtering books on the basis of categories
Adding books to the shopping cart
Making changes to the shopping cart
Placing an order from the shopping cart
User authentication
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Scoping our services
In order to understand how these functionalities will map out as different microservices, we
need to first understand, what it would take to support it, and what can be clubbed together
as a microservice. We will see how the data store would start to look out of the window of
microservices themselves.

The book-listing microservice
Let's try to break down the first functionality of searching through books. In order to let our
users browse through the store for books, we need to maintain a list of books on offer. Here
we have our first candidate being carved out as a microservice. The book-catalog service
would be responsible for not just searching through the available books, but also
maintaining the data store that would house all the information pertaining to books. The
microservice should be able to handle various updates required for the available books in
the system. We will call it the book-catalog microservice. And, it will have its own book
data store.

The book-searching microservice
Examining the next functionality of filtering books seems to be coming under the purview
of the book-catalog microservice itself. However, having said that, let's confirm it by
questioning our own understanding of the business domain here. The question that comes
to my mind is related to the impact of all the searches that our users would perform
bringing down the service. So should the book-search functionality be a different service?
Here the answer lies in the fact that the microservice should have its own data store. Having
the book catalog and the book-catalog search function as different services would require us
to maintain a list of books in two different locations with additional challenges, such as
having to sync them. The solution is simple: have a single microservice, and if required,
scale up and load balance the book-catalog microservice.
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The shopping-cart microservice
The next candidate is the one made famous by the online shopping revolution brought
around by the likes of Amazon and further fuelled by smartphones: the shopping-cart
microservice. It should let us add or remove books to our cart before we finally decide to
check out and pay for them. There is no doubt about whether this should be a separate
microservice or not. However, this brings forth an interesting question of whether it deals
with the product's data store or not; it would need to do this in order to receive some
fundamental details, such as availability in stock. Accessing the data store across the service
is out of the question as that is one of the most fundamental prerequisites for microservices.
The answer to our question is inter-service communication. It is OK for a microservice to
use the service provided by another microservice. We will call this our shopping-cart
microservice.

The order microservice
The business functionality of placing an order is next in line. When a user decides that their
shopping cart has just the right books, they decide to place an order. At that moment, some
information related to the order has to be confirmed/conveyed to various other
microservices. For example, before the order is confirmed, we need to confirm from the
book catalog that there is enough quantity available in stock to fulfill the order. After this
confirmation, the right number of items is supposed to be reduced from the book catalog.
The shopping cart would also have to be emptied after the successful confirmation of the
order.
Although our order microservice sounds more pervasive and in contradiction to the rules of
non-sharing of data across microservices, it is not the case, as we will see shortly. All the
operations will be completed while maintaining clear boundaries, with each microservice
managing its own data store.
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User-authentication
Our last candidate is the user-authentication microservice that would validate the user
credentials of customers who log in to our bookstore. The sole purpose of this microservice
is to confirm whether or not the provided credentials are correct in order to restrict
unauthorized access. This seems pretty simple for a microservice; however, we have to
remember the fact that making this functionality a part of any other microservice would
impact more than one business functionality if you decide to change your authentication
mechanism. The change may come in the form of using JWT tokens being generated and
validated based on the OAuth 2.0 authorization framework and OpenID Connect 1.0
authentication.
The following is the final list of candidates for microservices:
The book-catalog microservice
The shopping-cart microservice
The order microservice
The user-authentication microservice
In the following image we can visualize four services that are catalog, shopping cart, order,
and authentication:
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Synchronous versus asynchronous
Before we get started with a brief introduction of the microservices, there is an important
point to consider here. Our microservices will be communicating with each other, and there
is a possibility that they will rely on a response to move further. This poses a dilemma for
us, having gone through all the pain of unlearning the beloved monolithic and then getting
into the same situation where a point of failure can be a cascading collapse of the system.
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The book-catalog microservice
This microservice has six main functions exposed through an HTTP API component. It is
the responsibility of this HTTP API component to handle all the HTTP requests for these
functions.
These functions are:
API resource description

API resource description

(&5 /BQJ/CPPL

Gets a list of the available books

(&5 /BQJ/CPPL\DBUFHPSZ^

Gets a list of the books for a category

(&5 /BQJ/CPPL\OBNF^

Gets a list of the books by name

(&5 /BQJ/CPPL\JTCO^

Gets a book as per the ISBN number

(&5 /BQJ/CPPLRVBOUJUZ\JE^

Gets the available stock for the intended
book

165 /BQJ/CPPLRVBOUJUZ\JEDIBOHFDPVOU^

Increase or decrease the available stock
quantity for a book

The following image is visualizing tables of the catalog services:
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The shopping-cart microservice
This microservice will have the following functions exposed as HTTP endpoints for
consumption:
API resource description

API resource description

1045 /BQJ/CPPL\DVTUPNFSJE^

Adds the specific book to the shopping cart of the customer

%&-&5& /BQJ/CPPL\DVTUPNFSJE^

Removes the book from the shopping cart of the customer

(&5 /BQJ/CPPL\DVTUPNFSJE^

Gets the list of books in the shopping cart of the customer

165 /BQJ/FNQUZ

Removes all the books currently contained in the shopping cart.

The following image is visualizing all supporting tables for the shopping-cart service:

The order microservice
This microservice will have the following functions exposed as HTTP endpoints for
consumption:
API resource description

API resource description

1045 /BQJ/PSEFS\DVTUPNFSJE^

Gets all the books in the shopping cart of the
customer and creates an order for the same

%&-&5& /BQJ/PSEFS\DVTUPNFSJE^

Removes the book from the shopping cart of the
customer

(&5 /BQJ/PSEFS\PSEFSJE^

Gets all the books as part of the specific order
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The following image depicts all tables of the order service:

The user-authentication microservice
This microservice will have the following functions exposed as HTTP endpoints for
consumption:
API resource description

API resource description

(&5 /BQJ/WFSJGZVTFS\DVTUPNFSJEQBTTXPSE^ Verifies the user

The following screenshot shows the user table of the authentication service:

You can look at the application source code and analyze it as required.
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Summary
We hope that this book was able to introduce you to the fundamental concepts of the
microservice-styled architecture and also helped you to dive deeply into the fine aspects of
microservices with clear examples of the concepts. The final application is available for you
to take a closer look and analyze what you have learned so far at your own pace. We wish
you luck in utilizing the skills learned in this book and applying them to your real-world
challenges.
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